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THE UNITED OATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The United State avy is responsible for maintaining control of the
and is a ready fdrce on watch at home and overseas, capable of stro
action to preserve.the.peace or of instant offensive action to win in w

It is upon the nfaintenence of this control that our country's glotiou
future depends; the United States Navy exists to me it so.

WE SERVE WITH HONOR --
Tradition, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage frorri the past. T
these y be added dedication, discipline, and vigilance as the watchwords
of the p esent and the ftitur

At home or on distant.stati is we serve with pride, confident in the respect
of our country, our ghipmates,,and our families.

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.

Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with honor.'

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques, and
greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea, under
the see, and in' the air., ,
Now and in the future, control of the sea. gives the tinned States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in war.

Mobility, surprise dispersal and offensive power are the keyriptet of
the new Navy, e roots of the Nevy lie in a strong belief in the
future. in continued dedication to our tasks_and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.

Never hav- xour opportunities and our esponsibilities beei greater.
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CHAPTER-1-
,A

LEViRS

YOUR HELPERS

Shipp haVe evolved through the agesa es from
..; crude rafts to the h e complex cruisers and

carriers of today's vy. It was a long st
tom oars to sails, an nother long step from
laaila, to steam. With today's modern,clear-
.Polwered.ships another tow step has beentaken.
Each step in the Progress of shipbuildinghaS in-
volved the use of more and more machines, until
today's Navy men are specialists in operating and
maintaining, machihery. TheBoatswain operates
the winches to hdist cargo and the anchor; the

. men in the engine room operate pumps, valve's,
generators, and other machines to produce and
control the shiP'e poWer; men in the weapons
department pperate shell hoist, and rarnmers;
elegate and train the guns and missile launchers;
the cooks operate rakers an can opener's; men
in the 'CB rates'drive trucks, operate cranes,

'graders, alidfbuildozers.ki fact ftis safe to
say _ eyery, rate in the y uses machinery
some ft/me during the day's work.
. Each machine used aboard ship has made
the physical 4vork load of the crew lightdr. You
,don't walk the capstan to raise the anchor, or

. heaVe on a Line to afilffig cargo aboard. Ma-
chiqes have tairerw.OVer these jobs, and have
' plified a. Ad. made -countless otiteLs. easier.

chines -are ,yOur ,friends. They have taken
much 0; the tlackac4p..4. .nd drudgery out..,sof a
sailor's life. ,Ttadinzthis book 'should help
you recognize and -understand the operations
of. many .of khe es you see about you.

/ ) i . A

T IS MACHINE?

k As yo k about you, you probably
half dozen machfrudihat you don't pecog
as such Ordinar y you think of a machine
as a complex -tor a gasoline' engine or a
typewriter. They _einachines, iatit soais

hammer, a screwdriver, a ship's wheel.: A

machine is any device that helps you te do
work: It may help by changing the amount of
the force or Ufa dpied of action. For example,
a claw hammer is a machineyou can use it to
apply a large force for pulling out a nail. A
relatively small pull on. the handle produces a
Much greater-force at-th4refaws.

We use machines to TRANSFORM energy.
For example, a generator transforms me-
chanical energy into electrical energy. We use
machines to TRANSFER energy from one place
to another. For example), the connecting rods;
crankshaft, drive shaft, and rear axle transfer
energy from the automobile, engine to the rear
wheels.

Another use of machines is MULTIPLY
FORCE. We ,use h system of pulleys (a chain
hoist for example) to lift a heavy load. The
pulley system enables us to raise The,ioad,by
exerttragi a force which is smaller than the
weight of the load. We must exert this foive
over a greater distance than the -height through
which the load is raised; thus, the load moves
more slowly than the chain on which we pull.
A machine enables us to gain fo'rce, thit only
at the expense of speed,.

Machines may also be used to empty
`"SPEED. The best exampleoftl1isi bicycle, .

a greaterby which we gain speed -by ertipg
force.
: Machines are also o CHANGE piEDN-

RECTION ,OF A FORCE. For example, We
ima halyard :enables one end of the

ex an :lanyard force on a signal liar
ts-)a downwrd force is exerted on the other
enot

Thbre are only six, si machinesthe
EVER, the BLOCK, the _WHEEL and.AXLE, the
CLINED p,EANE, the SCI EW;.-and the GEAR:

HoweVer, physicists recognize that there are
only two basic principles to machined;
the'lever and the lin d plane. The wheel and



axle, the block and tackle, and gears may be
considered levers. The wedge and the screw-
use the principle of the inclinellrlane.

When you are familiar with the principles
of these simple machines, you an readily
understand the operation of com le machines.
Complex machines re merel combinations-
of two or more simple machines,

THE LEVER

The simplest machine, and perhaps the one
with which you are most dmiliar, is t e LEVER.'
A seasaw is a familiar- 'example of a lever in
which, one weight balances the other.

There are three basic parts which yoinmill
find in all levers; namely, the FULCRUM (F),
a force or EFFORT (E), and a RESISTANCE
(R) .Look at the lever in figure 1-1. You see
the pivotal point F (fulcrum); the EFFORT (E)
which you apply at a distance _A rrorn the fin-
crurn; and a resistance (R) which acts at 'a dis-
tance a mom the fulcrum. Distances A and a,
ire the lever arms.

CLASSES QF LEVERS

The three classes of levers are shown in
figure 1-2. The location of the fillcrum (the
fixed or pivot point)? with_ r aliarto the re-
sistance (or weight) and, th lfort determines
the lever class.

First-Clasd Levers

In the _ st-class lever (fig. 1-2A), the
fulcrum located between the effort and-ttre--
resistance. A mentioned earlier, the seesaw
is a good example 'of the first-class lever.

The am!unt of weight and the distance from
the -fulcruit can be varied to suit the neec
vAn thei good- example is the okra in a. row-

. Not ce that the sailor in figure -3 ap
es his e ort on the handles of the Oa s Th

arlock act ai the fulcrum, and the water a s
is th resistanceJo be ovodorne. In this cane,
as, in figure 1-1,"the force is plied on one side

°of the fulcrum and the resis nee to be over-
come is applied to the opposite side, henCe thiS
is a first-class lever) Crowbars, shears, and
pliers are common examples of this class of k

lever.

Second-Class Levers

4he,seco' ncl-class lever (fig. 1 -2B) as the
fulcil.up at one end; the effort i at the
other end. The resistance is some be-
tween these points. The wheelbarrow in figure
1-4 is a good example of a second-class lever.
If ybu apply 50 pounds of effort to the handles
of a wheelba`rrow4 feet from the fulcrum (wheel),
yciu can lift 200 pounds of weight I foot frogi the,
ulcrum. If the load were placed fartherback

away from the wheel, would it be easier br harder,
to lift?

Both first' aria second -class levers are
conimonly used to help in - overcoming big.'
resistances with a relatively small effort.

FULCRUM

EF FORT

FuI,CRUM

A. CLASS LEVER

WEIGHT

EFFORT,

C. CLASS 3 LEVER

Figure .A simple lever.

2

Figure Three classes of levers.
5.30



EFFORT

FUCCRLIM

RESISTTI

Third-Class Levers

Figure 1 -3. Oars are levers.

There are occasions when you will want to
speed up the movement- of the resistance even
though you have to use a large amount of effort.
Levers that help you accomplish this are
third-class levers. As shown in figure 1-2C,
the futt rum is at one end of the lever-and the
weight, or resistance to be overcome is at the

131.3
Figure 1-4 This' makes it easier.

131.2

other gnd, with the effort applied at some point
between. You can always, spot third-class levers
because you will find the effort,applied betwgen
the fulcrum and the resistance. Look at figure
1-5. It is easy to see that while point E is
moving the short distance e, the resistance R
has been moved'a greater distance r. The speed
of H must have been greater ,than that of E,
since R covered a greater distance in the same
length of time.

Your arm (fig. 1-6), is a third -class lever.
It is this lever _action that makes it possible
for you to flex your arms so quickly. Your
elbovi is the fulcrum. Your biceps muscle,

Figur .A third -class lever.
131.4
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Figure

R

Your arm is a lever.
5

vrtich ties onto-your forearm abouan inch be-
low the elbow, applies the effort; and your hand
is the resistance, located some 18 inches from
the fulcrum. In the split second it takes your
biceps muscle to contract. an inch, your hand
has rndved through an 18-inch arc. You know
from experience that it takes a big pull at E to
overcome a relatively small resistance at R.'
Just to remind yourself of this principle, try
closing a door by pushing on it about three
or, four inches from the hinges (fulcrum). The
moral is, you don't use third-class levers to do
heavy jobs, you use them to gain speed.

One convenient thing about machines is that
you can determine in advanc e the forces required
for their operatioh, as well,as the forcesCey will
exert. Consider for a moment the first-class
lever. Suppose you have an iron bar, like the one
shown in figure 1-7. This bar is 9 feet long,
and you. want to use it to raise a 300-pound
crate off the deck while you slide a dolly under
the crate. But you can exert only 100 pounds
to lift the crate. go you place the fulcruma
wooden blockbeneath one end of the bar, and
force that end of the bar under the crate. Then
you push down on the other end of the bar.
After a few adjustments of the position of the
fulcrum, you will find that your 100-pound force
will jugt fit the crate when the fulcrum is 2
feet from center of the crate.

/

(1) RESISTANCE r EFFORT
ARM '1)

SI AN FU

(R) (F')

Figure 1-7 --KIIPIdoesft.
110.4.

Tffin -leaves a 6--foot- length-of-bar from-the
ftilcrum to the point where you push down.
The 6-foot portion is three times as long as the
distance from the fulcrum to the center of the
crate. But you lifted a load three times as
great as the force you applied-3 x 100 300
pounds. Here is an indication of a direct
relationship between lengths of lever arms
and forces acting on those arms.

You can state this relationship in general
terms by sayingthe length of the effort arm
is the same number of times greater than the
length el the resistance arm as the resistance
to be overcome is greater than the effort you
must apply. writing these words As a mathe-
matical equatidn, it looks like this

L R
1

in which,

L length of effort arm.
1 m length of resistance arm.
R = resistance weight or force.
E e effort force.

Rem ber that all distances must by in the
same u ssuch as feet, and all forces must
be in the same unitssuch as pounds.

Now take another problem and see how it
works out. Suppose you want to pry up the lid
of a paint can (fig. 1-8) with a 6-inch file
scraper, and you lalow that the average force
holding the lid is 50 pounds. If the distance
from the cite of the paint can to the edge of
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the axle, then the length of_the resistnce
isol foot. -

BP-substituting in the formula,

Figure A first -class job.

4 = 4(22

E = 50 lb.

Now. for the third-class lever. With one
hand, you lift a projectile weighing approximately
10 pounds. If your biceps muscle attaches to
your forearm 1 inch below your elbow, and the
distance from the elbow to the palm of your
hand is 18 inches, what pull lutist your muscle
exert- -in order to hod the-projectile and 'flex
your arm at the elbowQ

131.6 . By substituting in the formula,

the cover is one inch, what force will you have
to apply on the end of the file scraper

According to, the formula:

L R
1 E,

Here L= 5 inches; 1= 1 inch; H a 50 pounds,
and E is unknown.

Substitute the numbers in their proper places,
Then, .

and

5 50
1 E

50 x 1 - 10
5

ds

You will need- to apply a force of only 10
pounds.

The same general formula applies for
. econd-class levers. But you must be careful

to measure the proper lengths of the effort arm
and the resistance arm. Looking back at the
wheelbarrow problem, assume that the length
of the handles from the axle of the wheelwhich
is the fulcrumto the grip is 4 feet. How long
is the effort arm? You're right, it's 4 feet.
If the center of the load of sand is 1 foot from

5

L R
1

becomes 18

and E -s '18 x 0 s 180 ibl

10

Your muscle must exert a 180-pound pull to
hold up a 10-pound shell. Our muscles are
poorly arranged for lifting or pullingand
that's why some work seems pretty tough.
But remember, third-class levers are used
primaritrio speed up the motion of the re-
sistance.
Curved Lever Arms

Up to this point you have been looking at
levers with straight arms. In every case, the,
direction in which the resistance acts is parallel
to the direction in which the effort is exerted.
However, all levers are not straight. You'll need
to learn to recognize all types of levers, and to
understand their operation.

Look ayt figure 1-9. You may wonder how to
measure the length of the effort arm, which is
represented by the curved pump handle. You do
not measure around the curveyou still use a
straight-line distance. To deterrnip the length
of the effort arm, draw a straight line AB threugh
the point where the effort is-'applied and in the
direction that it is applied. :From_ point -Fk_gri
this line, draw a second line EF that passes
through the fulcrum and is perpendicular to
line AB. The length of the line EF is the
actual length L of the effort arm.

Ii
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7
Figure 1 tl. A curved lever arm.

To find the length of the resistance arm,
use the same method. Draw a line MN in the
direction that the resistance is operating, and
through the point where the resistance is at-
tached to the other end of the handle. From
point R on this line, draw a line HF per-
pendicular to MN so that it passes through
the fulcrum. The length of R.F is the length
1 of the resistance arm.

Regardless of the curvature of the handle,
this method can be used to find the lengths L
and L . Then curved levers are solved just like
straight levers.

MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE

There is another thing about first-class and
second-Class levers that you have probably
noticed by now. Since they can be used to
magnify the applied force, they provide positive
mechanical advantages. The.third-class lever
provides what's called a fractional mechanical
advantage, which is really a mechanical dis=
advantageyou use more force that the force
of the load you lift.

In the wheelbarrow problem, you saw that a
50-pound pull, actually overcame the 200-pound
weight of the sand. The sailor's effort was
magnified four times, so you may say that the
mechaniCal adyantage of the wheelbarrow is

'4
4. Expressing the same idea in matheniatioal
terms,

or

RESISTANCE-MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE EFFORT

M. A.

Thus, in .the cast of the wheelbarrow,
m.A .200 4

, 50

.This rule applies to au machines.
Mechanical advantage of levers may also.,be

found by dividing the length of the e
by the length of the resistance arm a Stated, as
a formula, this reads:

EFFORT ARMMECHANICAL ADVANTAGE- E
RESISTANCE ARM

How does
Your muscle
in order to

have a me
which is fra

M. A. = Aa

ttiis apply to third-class levers?
pulls with a force of 1,800 pounds
ft a 100 -pound projectile. So you

100
1,800' orp.nical advantage-of

tionalless than 1.

SUMMARY

Now for a brief summary of levers.
Levers are machines because they help you

to do your work. They help by changing the
size, direction, or speed of the force you apply.,

There are three classes of levers. They
differ primarily in the relative points where
effort is applied, where the resistance is
overcome, and where the fultrum is located.

First-class levers have the effort and the
resistance on opposite sides -of the fulcrum,
and effort and resistance move in opposite
directions.

Second-class leVers have the effort and
the resistance on the same side of the fulcruni,,
but the effort is farther from the fulcrutn than
is the resistance. Both effort and resistance
move in the same direction.

L2





Chapter 1LEVERS

Third-class levers have the effort applied
n the same side of the fulcrum as the resist-

ance, but the .
effort is applied between the re-

sistance and the fulcrum. Both move. in the
same direction.

First- and second-class levers can be used
to magnify the amount of the effort exef-ted,
and to decrease the speed of effort. First-
class- and third-class levers can be used to
magnify the distance and the speed of thf; effor
exerted, -and to decrease its magnitude.

The Same general formula applies to all
three types of le viers:

Li-- Ft

1 F

MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE- (M.A.) is an
expression of the ratio of the applied force and
the resistance. It may be written:

M. A. -R
E

APPLICATIONS AFLOAT
AND ASHORE

Doors aboard a ship are locked shut by lugs
called dogs. Figure 1 -10 shows you how these
dogs are used to secure the door. If the
handle is four times as long as the ifig, that
50-pound heave of yours is multiplied to 200
pounds against the slanting face of the wedge.
Incidentally, take a 1V at that wedgeit's an
inclined plane, and it multiplies the 200-pound

Figure 1

force by about four. Resultyour 50-pound
heave actually ends up as an 800-pound force
on each wedge to keep the hatch closed! The
hatch dog- is one use of a first-class lever,
combination with an inclined plane.

The breech of a big gun is closed with a
breech plug. Figure shOws you that this
plug has- some interrupted screw threads on it
which fit into similar interrupted threads_ in
the breech. Turnfng the plug part way around
locks it into the breech. The pfug is locked
and unlocked by the operating lever. Notice
that the connecting rod is secured to the
operating leyier a few inches froni,Jre fulcrum.
You'll see (,,that dr this is an application of a
second-elass lever!

You know that the plug is in there good and
tight. But, with a mechanical advantage of
ten, your 100-pound pull' on the handle will
twist the plug loose with a force of a half-
ton.

If you've spent any time opening crates at a/
base, you've already used a wrecking bar. The
blue-jacket in figure 1-12 is busily engaged
in tearing that crate open. The wrecking bar
is a first-class lever. Notice that it has curved
lever arms. Can you figure the mechanical
advantage of this one? Your answer should
be M. A. =. 5.

The crane in figure 1-13 is used for handling
relatively light loads around a warehouse or a
dock. You can see that the crane is rigged as
a third-class lever. The effort is applied be-
tween the fulcrum and the load. This gives a
mechanical advantage of less than one. If it's
going to support that 1/2 ton load,.you know that
the pull on the lifting cable will have to be con-
siderably greater than 1000 pounds., How

much greater? Use the formula, and figure
it out

L R
1 E

C2lot the answer? HightE =1,333 lb.
Now, because the- cable is pulling at an angle
of about 22' at E, you can use some trigonometry
to find that the pull on the cable will be about
3,560 pounds to lift, the 1/2-ton weight! How-
ever, since the loads are generally light, and
speed is important, it is a practical and use-
ful machine. A

3.100 Anchors are usually housed in the hawsepipe
and secured by a chain stopper. The chain
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LEVER
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OPERATING LEVER
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PLUG

CONNECTING ROD

PLUG
CONNECTING

ROD

Figure 1-11.An 8-inchers breech.

131.8
Figure 1-12.Using a wrecking bar.

80.213:.214

stopper consists of a short length of chain con-
taining a turnbuckle and a pelican hook. When
you secure one end of the stopper to a pad eye
in the deck and lock the pelican hook over the
anchor chain, the winch is relieved Of the strain.

Figure 1-14A gives you the details of the
pelican hook.

Figure 1 -1413 shows the 'chain-stopper as_a
whole. Notice that the load is applied close

20

Figure 1-1 An electric crane.
131.9
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R
F

3.223
Figure 1-14.A. A pelican hook;

B. A chain stopper.

to the fulcrum. The resistance arm a t very
short. The bale shackle, which holds the hook
Secure, exerts its force at a considerable dis-
tance A frOm the fulcrum. If the chain rests
against the hook one inch from the fulcrum,
and the bale shackle is holding the hook closed
12 + 1 - 13 inches from the fulcrum, what's
the mechanical-advantage? It's 13. A strain of
only 1,000 pounds on the base shackle can hold
the hook closed when a 6 1/2-ton anchor is
dangling over the ship's-side. You'll recognize

the pelican hook as a second-class lever with
'curveel-Krns.

Figure 1-15 shows you a couple of guys who
are using their heads to spare their muscles.
Rather than exert themselves by bearing down
on that drill, they pick up a board from a nearby
crate and use it as a second-class lever.

If the drill is placed half way along the
-board, they will get a mechanical advantage of
two.- How would you increase the mechanical
advantage' if you were using this rig? Right.
You move the drill in closer to the fulcrum.
In the Navy, a knowledge of levers and how to
apply them pays off.

131.10
Figure 1-15.An improvised drill press,



CHAP+ER 2

BLOCK AND TACKLE

Blockspulleys to a landlubberare simple
machines that have many uses aboard ship,' as
well as on shore. Remember how your mouth
hung open as you' watched movers taking a piano
out of a fourth story window? The fat guy on the
end of the tackle eyed the pianO safely to the
sidewalk with a mysterious arrangement of
blocks and ropes( Or perhaps you've been in
the country and watched the farmer use ablock-
and-tacIde to put hay in a barn. Since old Dobbin
or the tractor did the hauling, there was no need
for a fancy arrangement of ropes and blocks.
Incidentally, you'll often hear the rope or tackle
called the fall. Blojck-and-tackle, or block-and-
fall.

In the Navy you'll rig a block-and-tackle to
make some of your work easier. Learn the
names of the parts of a block. Figure 2-1 will
give you a good start on this Look at the single
block and see some of ways you can use it. If
you lash a single block to a d inbje-etan
overhead, a yardarm, or a bulkh adyou give
yourself the advantage of being ab to pull from
a donvenient direction. For exa ple, in figure
2-2 you haul up a flag hoist, but ou really pull
down. You can do this by having single sheaved
block made fast to the yardarm. This makes it
possible for you to stand in a convenient place
near the flag bag and do the job. Otherwise you
would haVe to goialoft, dragging the flag hoist
behind you

MECHANICAL ADVANTAGE

With a single fixed sheave, the force of your
down-pull on the fall must b4otial to the weight
of the object being hoisted u can't use this
rig to-lift a heavy load or resibtance with a s all
effortyou can change only the diruction of our
pull.

10

A single fixed block is really a first-class
lever with equal' arms. The arms EF and FR
in figure 2-3 are equal; hence the mechanical
advantage is one. When you pull down at A with
a force of one pound, you raise a load of one
pound at B. A single fixed block does nOt magnify
force nor speed.

You can, however, use a single block -a
fall to magnify the force you exert. Notice, 1p
figure 2-4 that the block is not fixedrand that th
fall is doubled as it supports the 200-pound cask.
When rigged this way, a single block-and-fall is
called a runner. Each half of the fall carries one
half of the 'total load, or 100 pounds. Thus, by
the use of the runner, the bluejacket is lifting
a 200-pound cask with a 100-pound pull. The

CHEEK
Eli 4ER FACE)

STRAP
PIN

Figure 2-1. ook it over.
29.184



19.122
Figure 2-2.A flag hoist.

mechanical advantage is two. Check this by the
formula:

R 200
M. A. -=

200
E 100' or

The single movable block in this setup is
really a second-class lever. See figure 2-5.
Your effort E acts upward upon the arm EF,
which is the diameter of the sheave. The re-
sistance R acts downward on the arm FR, which
is the radius of the sheave. Since the diameter
is twice the radius, the mechanical advantage
is two.

But, when the effort at E moves up two feet,
theVad at R is raised only one foot. That's one
thing to remember about blocks and falls If
you are actually getting a mechanical advantage
from the system, the lengtril of rope that passes
through your hands is greater than the distance

Figure 2-3.No adiralitage.

that. the load is raised. however, if you can lift
a big load with a small effort,' you dontrt care
how much rope ydu have to pull.

The bluejacket in figure 2-4 is inanawkwara
position to pull. If he had 2nothtr single block
handy, he could use it to change the direction of
the pull, as in figure 2-6. This second arrange-
ment is known as a gun tackle purchase. Because
the second block is fixed, it merely changes the
direction of pulland the mechanical advan e
of the whole system remains two.

You can arrange blocks in a nurnberof ways,
depending on the job to be done and the mechan-
ical advantage you want to get._For example, a
luff tackle consists of a doubleblockand a single
block, rigged as in figure 2-7. Notice that the
weight is suspended by the three parts of rope
which extend from the movable single block.
Each part of the rope carries its share of the
load. if the crate weighs 800 pounds, then each
of the three parts of the rope supports its share-
200 pounds. If there's a pull of 200 pounds doverli
ward on rope B, you will have to pull downwail
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Figure 2-4.A rir njier.
29.187

with a force of 200 pounds on A to counterbalance
the pull on B. Neglecting the friction in the block,
a pull of 200 pounds is all that is necessary to
raise the crate. The mechanical advantage is

R 600M. A. = - 3
E 20u

Here's a good tip. If you count the number cif
the parts of rope going to and from the movable
block, you can figure the mechanical advantage
at a glance. This simple rule will help you to
quickly approximate the mechanical advantage
of most tackles you see in the Navy.

Many- combinations of single, double, and
triple sheave blocks are possible. Two of these
combinations are shown in figure 2-8.

If you can secure the dead end of the rail to the
the advantage is increased by one.

Noticefth -this is done in figure 2-7. That is a
good point to remember. Don't forget, either,
that the strength of your fallropeis a limiting
factor in any tackle. Be sure your fall will carry
the load- There 18 no point in rigging a six-fold
purchase which carries a 5-ton load with two
triple blocks on a 3-inch manila rope attached to

a winch. The winch could take it, but the rope
couldn't.

Now for a review of the points you have -
learned abbut blotk.s, and then to some practipPil
applications aboard ship

With a single fixed block the only advantage is
the change of direction of the pull. The echan-
teal advantage in still one.

A single movable block gives a me anical,
advantage of iwo.

Many- combinations of single, doublei' and
'.'14,triple blocks cakbe rigged to give greater

tages. ,r;

12

's 2 to 1.

6

29.187
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Figure 2-64.-A gun tackle.

_1

swing it ofiliothedeck, Or to shift anyt d a short r
distance. Figure '2-9 shows you how. the load is.
fkrst picked up by the yard tackle, The stay
tackle is left slack. After the load is raise _to
the height necessary to clear obstruc ns,, yew
take up on the stay tackle, and base tiff on the
yard I41. A glance at the rig tells you that. the
mechahfcal advantage of each bf these tackles
is only two. You may t ink that ii -isn't worth t

,trouble to 'rig a 'yard nd stay tackle4with that
sinalL advantage just to move a 400 ..ppurid cpat,,
along the deck. However, a few minutes spent
in rigging may save many unpleasart hours with
a sprained back.

If you want a high mechanical advantage, a
luff upon luff is a good rig for you. You can raise
heavy loads with this letup. Figure 2-10 shows
you byhow it is rigged. If you apply the rule b

.11 you count the parts of the,fall going to nand
the movable blocks, you find that block A

ves a mechanical advantage of 3 to 1. Block
has fdur parts of fall running to and froM it, a

29 187

A general rule of thumb is that the number of
the parts of the fall ping to and from movable
block tells you thelpproximate rchanical ad-
vantage of that tacklo.

If you fix the dead end of the fall to the,mov-
able block you increase the mechanical advantage
by one.

APPLICATIONS AFLOAT AND ASHORE

Blocks and tatkale are used for a great num-
ber of lifting and moving jobs afloat and ashore:
The five or six basic combinations are used over
and over again in many situations. Cargo is
loaded aboard, depth charges are placed in their
racks, life boats are lowered over the side by
the use Of this machine. Heavy machinery, guns,
and gun mounts are swung into position with the;,
aid of blocks and tackle. In a thouSand situa-
tions, bluejackets find this machine useful and
efficient.

Yard and stay tackles are used'on shipboard
when you Want to pickup a load from th'e hold and

I 9

Figure 2-7.A luff ac e.
20,187
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Figure 2-8.Some other tackles.

mechanical advantage of 4 to 1. The mechanical
advantage of those obtained from A is multiplied
four times in B. The.overallmechanicialadvan-
tage of a luff upon luff is the product or the two
mechanical advantag'esor 12-

Don't make the mistake of adding mechanical
advantages. Always multiply them.

You. can easily figure out the M.A . for the ap-
paratus shown in figure 2 -10. Suppose the load
weighs 1,200 pounds. Since it is supported by
the parts 1, 2, and 3 of the fall running to and
from block A, each part i ust be supportihg one
third of the load, or 4d0 pound If part 3ias a
pull of 400 pounds on it, part 4 which is,, made
fast to block B, also has 4400-pound pull on it.
There are four parrts of the second fall going to
and from block B, and each of these takes an

14

29.
ure 1 -9.A yard and stay tackle.

equal part of the 400-pound pull. Therefore, the
hauling_ part requires a. pull of only 1/4 x 400,
or 100 pounds. So, here you have a 100-pound
pull ratising a 1,200-pound loab. That's a
mechanical advantage of 1.2.

In shop§ ashore and aboard ship you are
almost certain to run into a chain hoist, or
diftereniial pulley. Ordinarily, these hoists are
,usperided from overhead trolleys; and are used
to lift heavy objects and trove them from one
part of the shop to another.

Figure 2- 10. Luff upon luff.

20
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To help you to under-Stand the peration of a
chain hoist, look at the Brie in figurer 21411. A s-
fisume that you grasp the dhain at E and, pull until
the `large heel A has turned around once. -Then
the 'distan e qirough which your effort has moved
is equal `t cirstunference of that wheel, or
2r-R. How much will the 1Q'Zer Wheel C and its
load beaised?iSinee wheel is a single mov-
able block, 'its canter will be raised only one-

.
half the distance that the chain E i as pulled, or
a distance rrR . However,' the smaller -wheel B,
which is rigidly fixed to A, makes One revolution

to the difference t3etw en the two, or ( rrR-
Dog't worry about the size of the movable pulley,
C. It doesn't enter into these calculations. -
Usualry its diameter isbetween that of A-and that
of B. , I

through which the effort E is, moved, divided by
The Mechanical advantage -quals the distance

the clistance that the load is moved. This is ,4

,called the velocity ratio, or theoretical mechan -,
advantage. It 'is theoretical because the

ctional riasistance to the movement of mechan-
I 'parts is left out. In practical uses, an

at the same time as A does so B will,feed,some= moving parts have frictional resistance.
chain down to C. The length ofit*Thrain fed The equation for theoretical mechanical ad-
down will be equal to the circumfvence of Et_ vantage may be written
or 2 rr r. Again, since C is single movable block, ,-\1 Theoretical mechanical advantage -
the downward movement of its center will be
equal to only one-half the length of the chain fed
to it, or r-,r,

Of cours% C does not first move up a dis-
Distance resistance moves

tance R and -then move down 'a distance n r.
Actually, it steady movement upward is equal

Distance elf

Figure 2- i L --A chain hoist.

in this case,
2,713. 2R

T. M.A. - rrr (R - r)

If A is a large wheel, and B is a little ,srnaller,
the value-of 2R becomes large, and (Rr) be-
comes small.: Then you have a largenumber for

2R which is the theoretical mechanical ad..Rr)
vantap;e.

You can lift heavy loads with chain hoists. To
ve you an.idea of the mechanical advantage of a

chain hoist, suppose the large wheel has a radius
R of 6 inches and the smaller wheel a radius r of
5 3/4 inches. What theoretical mechanical ad-
vantage would you get? Use the formula

M. A. 2R
R-r

Then substitute the numbers in their proper
places, and solve-

2 x 6 12T. M. A= 6 =5 3/4 4

Since the friction in this type of machine is
considerable, the actual mechanical advaktage is
not as high as the theoretical mechanieal ad-
vantage would lead you to believe. For example,
that theoretical mechanical advantage of 48 tells
you that with a one-pound pull you shouldbe able
to lift a 48-pound load. However, actually your
one-pour-4d pull might only lift a 20-pound load.

7 The rest of your effort would be used in over-
coming the friction.

15



Have you ever tried to open a'door *hen the 'which can
knob was missing? If you have, you know that 4formula
trying to twist that small fciar-erided shaft with
your titers is tough work. ThatgiVes you some
appreciation of the advantage you by using
a itriab. The doorknob is an eiample of a simple
machine called a wheel and axle. In which

.

The steering wheel on an automobile, the
handle of an ice cream freezer,._ a brace and
bitthese are familiar examples of this type 4
of simple machine. As you know from your
experience with these devices, the wheel and
axle is commonly used to multiply the force
you exert. If screwdriver .,w 't do a job
because you can't turn it, you stiJk a screw-
driver bit 'in ,the chuck of a , brace and the
screw probably gdes in with little difficulty.

There's one thing you'll wantto get straight
the beginning. The wheel-and-axle
consists of a wheel or crank rigidly)

atta hed to the axle, which turns with the
whe 1. Thus, the front wheel of an automobile
is n a wheel-and-axle machine because the

oes not turn with the wheel.

MECHANIC4L ADVANTAGE

How does the wheel-and-axle arrangement
help to magnify the force you exert? Suppose
you use a screwdriver bit in a brace to drive
a stubborn screw. Look at figure 3-1A. Your
effort is applied on the handle which moves in
a circular path, the radius of which is 5 inches.
If you apply a 10-pound force on the handle,
how big a force will be exerted against the re-
sistance at the screw? Assume the radius of
the screwdriver blade is 1/4 inch. You are
really using the brace as a second-class lever
see figure -3-1B. The size of the resistance

16

be overcome can be" found _from

Rr
L -= radius of the circle through which the'

handle turns,
I -= one-half the width of the edge of the

.screwdriver blade,
R = force of the resistance offered by the

screw,
E - force of effort applied on the handle.

Substituting in the formula; and solving:

5 R
1/4 76

5 x 10
R -17T

= 5 x x 4

= 200 lb.

This .A-neans that the screwdriv,er bladek will
tend to turn the screw with a force (3(260

pounds. The relationship betweep the radii or
the iliameters, or the circumferences of the
wheel and mile tells you how great a mechanical
advantage you can get.

Take another situation. The old oaken
bucket, figure 3-2, was raised by a wheel -and-
axle arrangement. If the distance from the
center of the axle to the handle is 8 inches,
and the radius of the drum around which the
rope is wound is 2 inches, then you have .a
theoretical mechanical advantage of 4. That's
why they used these rigs.
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Figure 34.It magnifies your effort.

MOMENT' OF FORCE

In a number of situations yoI can use the
wheel- and - axle, to speed up motion. The rear-
wheel sprocket of a bike, along with the rear
wheel itself, is, an example. When you are
pedaling, the sprocket is fixed to the wheel, so
the combination is a true wheel-and-axle ma-
chine. Assume that the sprocket has a cir-
cumference of 8 inches, and the wheel cir-
cumference .is 80 inches. If you turn the
sprocket at crate of one revolution per second,
.each sprocke tooth moves at a speed of 8
inches per se nd. Since the wheel makes one

Qrevolutionf for each revolution made by the
sprocket, any point on the tire must move
through a distance of ac inches in one second.
So, for every eight-inch movement of a point
on the sprocket, you have moved a correspond-
ing point on the wheel through 80 inches.

Since a complete revolution of the sprocket
and wheel requires only one second, the speed
of a point on the circumference of the wheel is
80 inches per second, off, ten times the speed of
a tooth on the sprocket.

(NOTE: Both sprocket and wheel make the
same number of revolutions ptr,second so the
speed of turning for the two is theName.)

Figure
131.11

The old oaken bucket.

Here is an idea which you will find useful
in understanding the wheel and axle, as well as
other Machines. You probably have noticed that
the force you apply to a lever tends to turn or
rotate it about the fulcruhi? You also know that
a heave on a fall tends to rotate the sheave of
the block and that turning the steering wheel of
a car tends to rotate the steering column.
Whenever you use a lever, or a wheel and axle,
your effort on the lever arm or the rim of the
wheel tends to cause a rotation about the ful-
crUrn or the axle in on direction or another.
If the rotation occurs the same direction as
the hands of a at direction is called
clockwise. If e rotation occurs in the op-
posite direction/ fiorn that of the hands of a
clock, the directio)of rotation is called counter-
clockwise. A glance at figure 3-3 will make
clear the rnoning of these terms.

You havA- already seen that the result of a
force acting on the handle of the carpenter's
brace depends not only on the amount of that
force but also on the distance from the handle
to the center .of rptation.::,From here on you'll
know this result as a moment of force, or a
torque (pronounced tork). Moment of force and

que have the same meaning.
Look at the effect of counterclockwise move-

ment of the capstan bar in figure 3-4. Here the
amount of the effort is_ designated E1 and the
distance from the point where this force is
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ROTATION
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COUNTERCLOCKWISE
ROTATION

131.12
Figure 3 -3. Directions of rotation.

applied to the center of the axle is L1. Then
Ej x L1 is the moment of force. You'll notice
that this term includes both the amount of the
effort and the distance from the point of ap-
plication of effort to the center of the axle. Or-
dinarily, the distance is measured in feet and
the applied force is measured in po,7nds.

Therefore, moments of force are generally
measured in foot-poundsabbreviated -ft- lb A

moment of force is frequently called a moment.
By using a longer capstan bar, thebluejacket

in figure 3-4 can increase the effectiveness of
his push without making a bigger effort. But
if he applied his effort closer to the head of the
capstan and used the same force, the moment
orforce would be less.

BALANCING MOMENTS

ou know that the bluejacket in figure 3-4
wou d land flat on his face if the anchor hawser
snapped. But just as long as nothing breaks,
he must continue to push on the capstan bar.
He is working against a clockwise moment of
force -which is equal in magnitude.but opposite
in direction to his counterclockwise moment of
force. The resisting moment, like the effort
moment, depends on two factors. In the case
of the resisting monied, these factors are the
force H2 with which the anchor pulls on the
hawser, and the distance L2 from the center of

E2

131.13
Figure 3-4.Using a capstan.
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Chapter, 3THE WHEEL ANTS AXLE

the capstan to its rim. The existence of this
resisting force would be- evident if the blue-
jacket let go of the capstan bar. The weight
of the anchor pulling on the capstan would cause
the whole works to spin rapidly in a clockwise
directionand good-bye anchor! The principle
involved here is that whenever the counterclock-
wise -and the clockwise moments of force are
in balance, the machine either moves at a steady
speed or remains at rest.

This idea of the balance amornents of force
can be summed up by the ext)reSsion

CLOCKWISE MOMENTS
COUNTERCLOCKWISE MOMENTS

And, since a moment of force is the product
of the amount of the force times the distance the
force acts ,from the 'center of rotation, this
expression of equality may be written

E L = - Ex L2-1 1
E2

2

In,which
E - force of effort,
L

1

1 -= distance from fulcrum or axle to point
where force is applied,

E
2

= force of resistance,
- distance from fulcrum or center of axle

to, the point where resistance is applied.

EXAMPLE 1
Put this formula to work on a capstan prob-

lem. A single capstan bar is gripped 5feet from
the center of a capstan head with a radius of
one foot. A'1/2-ton anchor is to be lifted. How
big a push does the 'sailor have to exert?

First, write down the formula,

E xL- =E xL
1 1 2 2

Here L1- 5; E2 = 1,000 pounds; and L2 - 1.
Substitute these values in the formula, and it

beeometh.

and
-= 1, 000 x 1

1,_000El 200 pounds
5

EXAMPLE 2
Consider now the sad case of Slim and Sam,

as illustrated in figure 3-5. Slim has suggested
that they carry the 300-pound crate slung on a

Figure 3-
131.14

A practical application.

handy 10-foot pole. He was smart enough to
slide the load up 3 feet from Sam's shoulder.

Here's how they made out. Use Slim's
shoulder as a fulcrum F1. Look at the clock-
wise moment caused by the 300-pound load. That
load is five feet away from Slim's shoulder.
If Rl is the load, and L1 the distance from Slim's
shoulder to the load, the, clockwise moment
M

A
is
M

A
R

1
x L

1 '300 x 5 1 500 ft -lb.

With .Slim's shoulder still acting as the ful-
crum, the resistance of Sam's effort causes a
counterclockwise moment MB acting against the
load moment. This counterclOckwise moment
is equal to Sam's effort E9 times the distance
L3 from hks shoulder to The fulcrum F1 at
Slim's shoulder. Since L2 = 8 ft., the formula,
15-

M
B

E
2

xL
3

E2x8 a 8E
2

But there is no rotation, so the clockwise
moment and the counterclockwise moment are.
equal. MA - MB. Hence-

1, 500 = 8E2

E2
1

E =
500 187. 5 pounds.

So poor Sam is carrying 187.5 pounds of he
300-pound load.

19 25
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What is Slim carrying? The difference be-
twesa.:300 and 187.5 =-= 112.5 pounds, of course!
But yo can check your answer by this pro-
cedure

This time,--use Sam's shoulder as the ful-
crum F2. The counterclockwise moment M, is
equal to-the 300-pound load 13 1 times the distanc,
L2-3 feetfrom Sam's shoulder, or Me 300x 3--
90.0 foot-pounds. The clockwise moment MD is
the result of Slim's lift El acting at a distance
L3 from the fulcrum. L3 = 8 feet. ,gain, since
counterclockwise moment equals clockwise
moment, you have

900

0 12. 5and
1

90
6- = 1 pounds

Slim, the smart sailor, has to lift only 1125
pounds. There's a blue jacket who really puts
his knowledge to work.

THE COUPLE

Take a look at figure 3-6,
capstan-turning situation. To nci e effective
effort, a second capstan bar iz-ol;
the first and another bluejacket can apply a
force on the second Dar. The two sailors icy

LT

figure 3-6 will apparently he pushing in
posite directions. But, since they are on op-
posite sides of the axle, they are actually
causing rotation in the same direction. And,
if the two sailors are pushing with equal.
forces, the moment of force is twice as great
as though only one sailor was pushing. - This
arrangement is known technically as a couple.

You will see that the couple is a special
example of the wheel and axle. The moment
of force is equal to the product of the total
distance LT between the two points of effort
and the force E1 applied by one sailor. The
equation for the couple may be written

SUMMARY

Here is a quick review of the wheel and axle
s you should have straight in your mind

A wheel-and-axle mact=ine has the wheel
fixed rigidly to the axle. The wheel- and the
axle turn together.

The wheel and axle may be used either to
gnify your speed it up.
The effect of _rce tending to rotate an

object around an axis or fulcrum is called a
moim,?nt of force, or simply a moment.

gure -6, -A couple.

20
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Chapter 3THE WHEEL AND AXLE

When an object ie at rest or is moving
steadily, the clockwise moments are just equal
and opposite to the counterclockwise moments.

Moments of the force, depend upon two
factorsthe amount of the force, and the distance
from the fulcrum or axis to the point where the
force is applied.

When two equal forces are applied at equal
distances on opposite sides of fulcrum, and
move hp opposite directions so that they both
tend to cause rotation about the fulcrum, you
have a couple.

APPLICATIONS AF Af AND ASHORE

A trip to the enine room makes you realize
how important the wheel and axle is on the
modern ship. Everywhere you look you see
wheels of all sizes and shapes. Most of them
are used to open and close valves quickly.
One common type of valve is shown in figure
3-7. Turning the wheel causes the threaded
stern to rise and open the valve. Since the valve
must close water-tight, air-tight, or steam-
tight, all the parts must fit snugly. To move
the stern on most valves without the aid of the
wheel would be impossible. The wheel gives
you the necessary mechanical advantage.

You've handled enough wrenches to know
that the longer the handle, the tighter you can
turn a nut. Actually, a wrench is a wheel-
and-axle machine. You can consider the handle
as one spoke of a wheel, and the place where you

Figure 3-7.Valves.
131.16
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take hold. of the handle as a point on the rim.
The nut which is held in the jaws of the wrench
can be compared to the axle.

You laiow that you can turn a nut too tight
and strip the threads or cause internal parts
to seize. This is especially true when you are
taking up on bearings. In order to make the
proper adjustment, you use a torque wrench.
There are several types. Figure 3-8 shows you
one that is very simple. When you pull on the
handle, its shaft bends. The rod on which the
pointer is fixed does not bendso the pointer
indicates on the scale the torque, or moment
of force; that you are exerting. The scale is
generally stated in pounds, although it is really
measuring foot-pounds of torque. If the nut is
to be tightened by a moment of 90ft-lb, you pull
until the pointer is opposite the numberekon
the scale. The servicing or repair manual °A
an engine or piece of machinery generally tells
you what the torqueor moment of forceshould
be on each set of nuts or bolts.

The gun painter uses a couplet elevate and
depress the gun barrel. He cran away at a
hand-wheel that has two handles. The right-hand
handle is on the opposite side of the axle from
the left-hand handles 180° apart. Look at figure
3-9. When he pull's on one handle and pushes on
the other, he's producing a couple. But if he
lets go the left handle to scratch himself, and
cranks only with his right hand, he no longer
has a couplejust a simple first-class lever!
And he'd have to push twice as hard with one
hand.

Figure , A cirque wrench.
5.9



HAW CHINES

A system of gearsa g_ ear traintransmits
the- motion to the barrel. A look at figure 3-10
will help you to figure the forces involved. The
radius of the wheel is 8 inches-1/2 footand
each handle is being turned with a force of,
say, 20 pounds. The moment on the top which
tends to rotate the wheel in a clockwise direction
is equal to 20 times 1/2 so 10 ft-lb. The bottom

7

Figure A pointer's handwheel.

handle also rotates the wheel in the same direc-
tion with an equal moment. Thus the total twist
or torque on the wheel Is 10 + 10 is, 20 ft-lb.
To get the same moment with one hand, applying
a 20-pound force, the radius of the wheel would
have to be twice as great-12inches, or one foot.
The couple is a convenient arrangement of-the
wheel-and-axle machine.

Figure 3-10.Developi a torque.
131.18



cHAPTER 4

THE INCLINED !LANE AND THE. WEDGE

You have probably watched a driver load
barrels on a truck. The truck is backed up to
the curb. The driver places a long double
plank or ramp from the sidewalk to the tail
gate, and then rolls the barrel up the ramp.
A 32444110u barrel may weigh close to 300 pounds
when MI, and it would be quite a job to lift gone
up into the truck. Actually, the driver isusing
a simple machine palled the inclined plane.
You have seen the inclined plane used in many
situations. tittle ramps, a mountain highway,
and the gai p lank are familiar examples.

-The inclined plane permits you to overcome
a large resistance by applying a relatively small
force throfigh a longer distance than_the load is
raised. Look at figure 4-1. Here you see the
driver easing the 300-pound barrel up tothebed
of the truck, three feet above the sidewalk. He
is using a plank nine feet long. If he didn't use
the ramp at all, he'd have to apply a 300-pound

. force straight up through the three400t distance.
With the ramp, however, he can apply his effort
over the entire nine feet of the plank as the barrel
is slowly rolled up to a height of three feet. It
looksethen as if he could use a force only three-
etinths of 300, or 100 pounds, to do the job. And
that is actually the situation.

Here's the formula. Remember it from
chapter 1?

In which

E

L length of the ramp, measured
along the slope,.

1 = height of the ramp,
= weight of object to be raised,

or lowered,
E force required to raise or

lower object

Now ply the formula to this problem-
4

In this case, L 9 ft.;1 3ft; and R 300 lb.
By substituting these values in the fairmulsi, you
get-

300E
9E =900

E = 100 pounds

Since the ramp is three'times as long as its
height, the niechanicX1 advantage is three. You
find the thebretical mechanical advantage by
Aiding the total distance through which your
effort is exerted by the vertical distance through
which the load is raised or lowered.

THE WEDGE

The wedge is a special application of the
inclined plane. You have probably used wedges.
Abe Lincoln used a wedge to help him split
logs into rails for fences. Theblades of knives,
axes, haphets, and chisels act as wedges when
they are forced into a piece of wood. The wedge
is two inclined planes, set base-to-base. By driv-
ing the wedge full-length into the material to be
cut or split, the material is forced apart a dia-

. tance .equal to the Vidth of the broad end of
Wedge. See figure 4-2.

Long, slim wedges give high mechanical ad-
' vantage. For example, the wedge of figure 4-2
'as a mechanical advantage of six. Their
greatest value, however, lies in the fact that
you can use them in situations where other
simple machines won't work. Imagine the
trouble you'd have trying to pull a log apart
with a system of pulleys.

23
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RY APPLICATIONS AFIVAT AND ASHORE

Before you look some, of the Navy applica-
UMW authe inclined plane and the wedge, here's
a suMniary Of wile to remember from this
chapter

The inclined plane is a simpleimachinethat
lets y_ ou raise or lower heavy objects by apply-
ing a small force over a relativelylong distance.

The theoretical mechanical advantage of the
inclined plane is found by dividing the length
of the ramp by the perpendicular height that the
load will be raised or lowered. The actual
mechanical advantage is equal to the weight of
the resistance or load, divided by the force that
-must 14 used-to move the load up the ramp.

The wedge is two inclined planes set base-
to-base. It finds its greatest use in cutting
or splitting materials.

igure 4-2.A wedge.
131.19
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One-Of the most common uses of the inclined
plane in the Navy is the gangplank. Going aboard
the ship by gangplank, Illustrated jn figure 4-3
is certainly easier than climbing up a sea
ladder. And you appreciate the MA. of the
gangplank even more whdn you have to carry
your sea bag or a case of prunes aboard.

Remember that hatch dog in figure 1-10.
The dog that's used to secure a door not Only
takes advantage of the lever principle, butr-if
you look sharplyyou can see that the dog seats

elf 'on a steel wedge which is welded to the
Or As the dog slides upward along this wedge,

it forces the door tightly shut. This is an in-
clined plane, with its length about eight times
its thickness. That means you get a theoretical
mechanical advantage of eight. You figured, in

131.20
Figure 4-3.The gangplank is an inclined
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mechanical advantage
n of the dogso the

is 8 times 4 or 32,
neglecting friction. Not bad for such a simple
gadget, is it? Push down with 50 pounds heave
on the handle and you squeeze the door shut with
a force of 1800 pounds, on that dog. You'll find
the damage-c l parties using wedges. by the
dozen to eh bulkheads and decks. A few

25

sledge-hammer blows on a wedge will quickly
and firmlyfighten up the shoring.

Chipping scale or paint off steel is a tough
job. However, the job is made a lot easier with
a compressed air chisel. The wedge-shaped
cutting edge f the chisel gets in under the scale
or the ,pain and exerts great pressure to lift
the scale o paintlayer. The chisel bit is another
applicati of the inclined plane.
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THE SCREW r

------4-114=113131.1.11CLINKLPIANE_

The screw is a simple machine that has many
uses. The vise on a workbench makes use of the
great niechaiiical advantage of thavirew. So do
the screw used to hold a piece furniture
together while it is being glued. And sodo many

even the food grinder in the
n at home.

A screw is a modification of the inclined
plane. -Cut A *helot paper in the shape of a right
triangle =an inclined plane. Wind it around a
pencil, as in figure 5-1. Then you Can see that
the screw is actually an inclined plane wrapped
around a cylinder. As the pencil is turned, the
paper is ound up so that its hypotenuse forms
a spiral ad similar to the thread on the
ecrevr shown a ,e right. The pitch of the screw,
and of the paper, is the distance between identical
points on the same threads, and measured along
the length of the screw.

THE JACK

In order to understand how the screw works,
look at figure 5-2. Here you see a jack screw of
the type that is used to raise a house or a piece
of heavy machinery. The jack has a lever handle
with a length r. If you pull the lever handle
around one turn, its outer end has described a
circle. The circumference of this circle is equal
to 2 y . (You remember that w equals 3.14, or
22,/. That is the distance, or the lever arm,
through which your effort is applied.

At the same time, the screw has made one
revolution, an in doing so has been raised a
height equal to its pitch p. You might say that
one full thread has come up out of the base. At
any rate, the load has been raised a distance p.

Remember that the theoretical 'mechanical
advantage is equal to the distance through which
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the effort or pull is applied, divided by the di
tance the resistanceT:Froidli moved.
a 2-foot-24" length for the lever arm, and
I/4inch pitch for tht thread, you can find the
theoretical mechanicil advantage by the for.
rnula

M. A.

in which

r = length of handle e24 inches
p = pitch, or distance between corresponding

points on successive threads e- 1/4-inch.

Substituting,
2 x 3.14 x 24 150.72 602.88T. M. A. - 1/4 1/4

A 50-pound pull on the handle would result in
a. theoretical lift of 50x602 or about 30,000
pounds. Fifteen tons, for fifty pounds.

But jacks have considerable friction loss. The
threads are cut so that the force used to over-
come friction is greater than the force used to do
useful work. If the threads were not cutthis way,
if no rriction were present, the weight of the load
would cause the jack to spin right back down to
the bottom as soon as you released the handle,

THE MICROMETER

In using the jack, you exerted your effort
through a distance of Zwr, or 150 inches, in order
to raise the --crew 1/4 inch. It takes a lot of
circular motion to get a small amount of straight-
line motion from the head of the jack. You will
use this point to advantage in the micrometer,
which is a useful device for making accura$t
small measurements, measurements of a few
thousandths of an inch.

In figure 5-3, you see a cutaway ew of a
micrometer. The thimble turns freely on the
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Figure 5-1.A screw is an inclined plane

in spiral form.

sleeve, which is rigidly attached to the microm-
eter frame. The spindle is attached. to the
thimble, and is fitted with screw threads which
move the spindle and thimble to right or left
in the sleeve when you rotate the thimble, These
screw threads are cut 40 threads to the inch.
Hence one turn of the thimble moves the spindle
and thimble 1/40 inch. This represents one of
the smallest divisions on the micrometer. Four
of these small divisions make 4/40 of an in
or 1/10 inch. Thus the distance from Oto 1 01
to 2 on the sleeve represents 1/10 or 0.1

To allow even finer measurem the
mble, is divided into 25 equal parts laid out by
duation marks around it 1 rim, as shown in

45. If you turn the thimble through 25 of
these ual parts, you have made one complete
revoluti.n of the screw, which represents a
Tetra IrTOVerrient of 1/40 of an inch. Now, if

( you tu the thimble one of these units on its
scale, ou have moved the spindle a distarice of
1/25 rf 1/40 inch, or 1/101)0 of an inch-0.001
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81.25
Figure 5-2.,-A jack screw.

The micrometer in figure 5-4 reads 0.503
inch, which is the true diameter of the half-inch
drill-bit shank being measured. This tells you
that the diameter of this particular bit is 0.003
inch greater than its nominal diameter of 1/2
inch-0,500".

Because you can make such accurate meas-
urements with this instrument, it is indispene,
able in every machine shop.

SUMMARY

Look over the basic ideas you have learned
from this chapter, and then see how the Navy
uses this simple machinethe screw.

SPINDLE SLEEVE THIM81.

40 THREADS TO THE INCe

ANIE

Figure 5-3.=-A micrometer.
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11,

DRILL

4 COMPLETE TURNS EQUAL
PIO OF AN INCH-

E COMPLETE TURN OF SCREW
OVES TsimeLE lAto OF

4.20
'Figure 5-4.Taking turns.

The screw is a modification of the inclined
planemodified to give you a high mech-*
anical advantage.

The theoretical mechanical advantage of the
screw can be found by the formula

r
M.A.

2

As in all machines, the actual mechanical
advantage equals the resistance divided,
by the effort.

In many applications of the screw, you make
use of the large amount of. friction that
is commonly present in this simple
machine.

By the use of to screw, large amounts of
circular motion are reduced to very
small amounts of- straight-line motion.

APPLICATIONS AFLOAT AND ASHORE

It's a tough job to pull a rope or cable up
tight enough to get all the stack out of it. But
you can do it. Use a turnbuckle. The turnbuckle
is an application of the screw. See figure 5-5. If

Lt F l HAN() fiHHF AL
vf,KNUI

YIANE, THMF
,C)C104u1

g18, eul5 ..... -ELD

Figure 5-5.A turnbuckle__

you turn it in one direction, it takes up the slack
in a cable. Turning it the other way slacks off
on the cable. You'll notice that one bolt of the
turnbuckle has left-hand threads, and the other
bolt has right-hand threads. Thus, when you turn
the turnbuckle to tighten up tie line, both bolts
tighten up. If both bolts were right-hand thrsad
standard threadone would tighten while the
other one loosened an equal amount. Resultno
change in cable - slack. Most turnbuckles have the
screw threads cut to provide a large amount of
frictional resistance to keep the turnbuckle from
unwiriding under load. In some-tases, the turn=
buckle has a lock nut on each of the screws to
prevent slipping. You'll find turnbuckles used in
a hundred different ways afloat and ashore.

Ever wrestled with a length of wire rope?
Obstinate and unwieldly, wasn't it?Riggers have
dreamed up tools,to help subdue wire rope. One
of these .toolsthe rigger's vise Is shown in
figure 5-6. This rigger's vise uses the great
mechanical advantage of the screw to hold the
wire rope while the crew splices a thimblea
reinforced looponto the end of the cable. Rotat-
ing the. handle causes the jaw on that screw to
move iu'or out along its grooves. This machine
is a modification of the vise on a work bench.
Notice the right-hand and left-hand screws on
the left-hand clamp.

Figure 5-7 shows you another use of the
screw. Suppose you want to stop a winch with
its load suspended in mid-air. To do this, you
need a brake. The brake on most anchor or
cargo winches consists of a metal band that

.21
Figure 5-6,A rigger's vise-.
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131.23
Figure 5-7.A friction brake.

encircles the brake drum. The two ends of the
band are fastened to nuts connected by a screw
attached to a handwheel. As you turn the hand-
wheel, the screw pullsthe lower end of the band
A up toward its upper end--B-T,-The huge M.A. of
the screw puts the squeeze on the drum, and all
rotation of the drum-is stopped.

One type of steering gear used on Many small
shipsand as a spare steering system on some
larger shipsis the screw gear. Figure 5-8

LEFT-HAND
THREADS

CROSSHEAD

RIGHT-HAND
THREADS

STEERING ARMS

RUDDER
POST ----

131.24
Figure 5-8.The screw gives a tremendous

mechanical advantage.

shows you that the wheel turns a long threaded
shaft. Half the threadsthose nearer the wheel
end of this shaft are right-hand threads. The
other half of the threadsthose farther fromthe
wheelare left-hand threads. The nut A has a
right-hand thread, end nut B has a left -hand
thread. Notice that the cross head whichturns the
rudder is connected to the nuts by two steering
arms. If you stand in front of the wheel and
turn N in a clockwise directionto your right
arm A*- moves forward and arm B moves back-
ward, This turns the rudder counterclockwise,

Aso that the ships swings in the direction you
turn the wheel. There is a great mechanical
advantage to this steering mechanism,.

Fig-mie 5-9 showsfyou another practical use
of the screw. The quadrant davit makes if pos-
sible for two men to put a large life boat o 'Jer
the side with little effort. The operating handle
is attached to a threaded screw whicki passes
through a traveling nut. If the operattig handle
is cranked in a counterclockwise direction (as
you face outboard), the nut travels outward
along the scr_ew. The traveling nut is fastened
to the davit arm by a swivel. The davit arm and
the boat swing outboard as a result of the out-
ward movement of the screw. The thread on that
screw is the self-locking typbif you let go of
the handle the nut remains locked in position.

29
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CHAPTER 6

GEARS

&nee hat.
made ,courfe you came Out with some
parts left over when you .got it back together
agabi. And they probably included a few gear
wheels. bars are used in many machines. Fre-
quently thh gears are hiddeft from view in a pro-
tective case filled with grease or oil, and you
ilZay not see them.

An egg beater gives you a simple demon-
ation of the three things that gears do. They

can change the direction of motion; increase or
decrease the speed of the applied motion; and
magnify or, reduce the force which you apply.
Gears also give you a positive drive. There can
be, and usually is, creep or slip in a belt drive.
But gear teeth are always in mesh, and there can
be no nrcep and slip.

Follow the directional changes in figure 6-1.
The crank handle is turned in the direction indi-
cated by the arrowclockwise, when viewed from
the right. The 32 teeth on the large vertteal
wheel A mesh with the 8 teeth on the right-
hand horizontal wheel B, which rotates as indi-
cated by the arrow. Notice that as B turns in a
clockwise direction, its teeth mesh with those of
wheel C and oause wheel C to revolve in the
opposite direction. The rotation of the crank
handle has been transmitted by gears to the
beater blades,which also rotate.

Now figure out how the gears change the
speed of motion. There are 32 teeth on gear A
and 8 teeth on gear B. But the gears mesh, so
that one complete revolution of A results in
four complete revolutions of gear B. And since
tars B and C ,have the same number of teeth,
ne'revolutien of B results in one revolution of

thus the blades revolve four times as fast
as the crank handle.

In chapter 1 you learned that third-class
levers increase speed at the expense of force.
The same thing happens with this egg beater.
The _magnitude of the force is changed. The
force required to turn the handle is greater than

the force applied to the frosting by the blades.
Therefore a mechankel-airvatiate-onestrthatr---
one results.

TYPES OF GEARS

When two shafts are not lying in the same
straight line, but are parallel, motion can be
transmitted from one to the other by means of
spur gears. This setup is shownIn figure 6-2-

Spur 'gears are wheels with'rmating teeth
cut in their surfaces so that one can turn the
other without slippage. When the mating teeth
are cut so that they are parallel to the axis
of 'rotation, as shown in figure 8-2, the gears
are called straight spur gears.

When two gears of unequal size are meshed
together, the smaller of the two is usually
called a pinion. By unequal size, we mean an
unequal number of teeth causing one gear to

' be of a larger diameter than the other. The
teeth, themselves, must be of the same size in
order to mesh properly. ItThe most commonly used type a e the
straight spur gfars, bulgy quite often yo 11 run
across another;t type of spur gear called the
helical spur gear. 1

In helical gears the teeth are cut slant-
wise across the working face of the gear. one
end of the tooth, therefore:lies ahead of the
other. In other words, each tooth has a lead-
ing end and a trailing end. A look at these
gears in 'figure 6-3A will show you how they're
constructed.

In the straight spur gears the whole width
of the teeth cornea in contact at the same time
But with helical (spiral) gears contact between
two teeth starts first at the leading ends and
moves progressively across the gear faces u
the trailing ends are in contact. This kind of
meshing action keeps the gears in constant
contact with one another. Therefore, less lost
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Figure 6-1.A simple gear a
131.25

angement.

motion and smoother, quieter action is possible.
One disadvvitage of this helical spur gear is the
tendency of each gear to thrust or push axially
on its. shaft. It is necessary to put a special
thrust bearing at the end oMhe shaft to counter-
act this thrust.

Thrust bearings are not needed if herringbone
gears like those shown in figure 6-4 are used.
Since the teeth on each half Of the gear are cut
in opposite directionS, each half of the gear
develops a thrust which counterbalances that of
the other half. You'll find herringbone gears used
mostly dfl hiavY machinery.

Figure 6-3 also shows ybu three other gear
arrangements in common use.

The internal gear in figure 6-3B has teeth
on the inside of a ring, pointing inward toward
the axiE of rotation. An internal gear is always
meshed pith an'ext.ernal gear, or pinion, whose

PARALLEL SHAFTS

5.22.1
- Figure 6-2.Spur gears coupling wo

parallel shafts?

center is offset from the center of the internal
gear. Either the internal or pinion gear can be
the driver gear, and the gear ratio is calculated
the same as for other gearsby counting teeth.

Often only a portion of a gear is needed
where the motion of the pinion is limited. In
this case the sector gear (fig. 6-3C) is used
to save space and material. The rack and pinion
in figure 6-3D are both spur gears. The rack
may be considered as a piece cut from a gear
with an extremely large radius. The rack-and-
pinion arrangement is useful in changing rotary
motion into linear motion.

THE BEVEL GEAR.So far most of the
gears you've learned about transmit motion'
between parallel- shafts. But when shafts are
not parallel (at an ante), another type of gear
is usedthe bevel gear. This type of gear
can connect shafts lying at any given single
because they can be beveled to suit the angle.

Figure 6-5A shows a -special case ofthe
bevel gearthe miter gear. A pair of miter
gears 1s used to connect shafts having a 90°
angle, which means the gear faces are beveled
at a 45° angle. .

You can. See in figure 6-5B- how bevel
gears are designed to 'loin shafts at any angle.
Gears cut at any:angle other than 45° are
called just plain bevel gears.

3 7



Figure 6-3.Gear types.

The gears, shown in fIgure 6-5 are called
straight bevel gears, because the whole width
Of each tooth comes in contact with the mating
tooth at the same time However, you'll also
run across spiral bevel gears with teeth cut
so as to have advanced and ,trailing ends.

Figure 6-6 shows you what spiral bevel gears
look like. They have the same advantages as

re 6-4 hgbone gear.

5.23:.24

other spiral (helical) gearsless lost motion
and smoother, quieter operation.. -r

THE WORM AND WORM WHEELWorm
and worm-wheel combinations, 'like those in
figure 6-7, have many uses and advaniiiges.
But it's better to understand their operati
theory before learning of their uses and
vantages.

Figure 6-7A shows the action of a single-
thread worm. For each revolution of the worm,

B. BEVEL GEAR
5.22.4

Figure 6-5.Bevel gears.



5.22.6
Figure 6-6.Spiral bevel gears.

the worm wheel turns one tooth. Thus if the
worm wheel has 25 teeth the gear ratio is 25:1.

Figure 6-79 shows a double-thread won
For each revolution of the worm in this ca
the worm wheel turns two teeth. That mak
the gear ratio-25:2 if the worm wheel has 25
teeth.

Likewise, a triple-threaded worm would turn
the worm wheel three ,teeth per revolution of
the worm.

A worm gear is really' a combination of
a screw and a spur gear'., Tremendous me-
chanical advantages can be obtained with this
arrangement. Worm drives can also be de-
signed so that only the worm is the driverthe

spur cannot drive the worm. On a hOist, 'for
example, you can raise or lower the load by
pulling on Um chain which turns the worm.. 'But
if you let go-of the chain, the load cannot drive
the spur gear and let the, load diet) try the deck:
This is a non - reversing worm drive:

CHANGING DIRECTION WITH GEARS

No doubt you know'that the crankshaft.in an
automobile engine can turn in only one.direction.
If you want the car to go backw'ards, the7eflect
of the engine's rotation must be reversed.' This
is done by a reversing gear in the tranerhission,
not by reversing the direction in which- the.
crankshaft turns.

A study of figure 6-8 will show you hoW geirs
e used to change the direction 2f motion. Thte

is a schematic diagram of the 'sitht mounts on' a:
Navy gun. If you crank the range-adjusting.'

ndle A in eflockwise direction, thegearB di-
rectly above' ft is made to rotate in a counter-
clockwise direction. This motion causes the two
pinions C and Don the shaft to turn in the same
direction as gear B against the teeth Cut in
the bottom of the table: The table is tipped
in the direction indicated by the arrow.

As you turn the deflection-adjusting handle
E in a clockwise direction the gear F directly
above it turns in the opposite direction. Since
the two bevel gears G and H are fixed on the
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e -8. -ears change direction of

I 'applied motion;

shaft with F, they alsoturn. These bevel gears,
zneiing with the horizontal bevel gears I arid
S., cause -1 and to evrinkthe front ends of the
telescopes to the tight. .1V.hus with a simple
system of gears,,it IS possible to keep the two
telescopes pointed it a, moving target. In this
and many other- pra applications, gears

e one purpose-4o- change the direaion of
on.

CHANGING SPEED

As you've already seed in the egg- beate!,
gears cairbe used to change the speed of motion.
Another .example of this use of gears is found
in your clock or watch. the mainspring slowly
"unwinds and causes the hour hand to make one
revolution in 12 hours. Through a series-, -or
trainof gears, the minute hand makes one
revolution each hour, while the second hand
goes around once per minute.

Figure 6-9 will help you to unders and how
speed changes are made possible. -eel

,__has 10 teeth -which mesh with the th on
wheel El'. Wheel A will have to ate four
times to cause B to make one re ution,
Wheel C is rigidly fiked on the same shaft with
B. Thus C malees the same number of ievolu-
tions as B. However, C has 20 teeth, and
meshes with wheel D which has only 10 teeth.
Hence, wheel D turns twice as fast as wheel C.

34

Now, if you turn A at a speed of four revolu-
tions 'per second, Et, will be rotated at one
revolution per second. Wheel C also. moves
at one revolution' per second, jaqd causes) to 4.

turn at two revolutions psr irecond. You get
out. iWQ revolutions per second after having
put in four.revolutions per 'second. Thus the
overall speed reduction is 2/4or 1/2which
means that you got half the speed out of tbhe
last driven wheel that you put intb the first
driver wheel.

You can solve any gear speed-reduction
prOtlernWith this formula

S
T1

-T2'

where

Aleed of first shaft in train
- speed of last shaft in train

Ti product of teeth, on all drivers
T2- product of teeth on all driven gears
Now use the formula on the gear train of

figure 6-8.

S
T1 10_x 20

= 4 xx --=T 40 x 1.0

BOO

400 2 revs.. per sec.

131.27
pure 6-9.Gears can change speed of

applied motioy.
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Chapter 6 GEARS

Almost any increase or decrease in speed
can be obtained by choosing the correct gears
for the job. For example, the turbines on a
ship have to turn at high speeds say 5800 rpm
if they are going to be efficient. But the
propellers, or screws, must turn rather slowly
say 195 rpmto push the ship ahead with

--ilicaximuni efficiency. So, a set of reduction
gears is placed between the turbines and the
propeller shaft.

When two external gears mesh, they rotate
in opposite directions. Often you'll want tci
avoid this. Put a third gear, called an idl(r,
between the driver and the driven gear. But
don't let this extra gear confuse you on speeds.
Just neglect the idler entirely. It doesn't
change the gear ratio at all, and thQ formula
still applies. The' idler merely makes the
driver .and its driven gear turn in the same
direction. Figure 6-10 will show you how this
works.

MAGNIFYING FORCF WITH GE-11t;

teeth, which mesh with th, 60 t eeft oil the MU-ltai
spuf gear. it ea Ste ti f(2,1_Ire the
mechanical ach.% of this machine if you
think 01 it as t V,:k I 111;1.1.'11111es,

First, fn.ure ,ut \.,,Ii.il 'he ,i,-,1 pillion do
for you. 3.3ie th,,or,_?tical mei:hal-a lit.,it
it :my :_ii-,:aiiiy,einent ot two in,...--41ied gears rail lit

1,1 Ind 1,V th'e ti ill ,tiyiil 1,?i'liiula

1\1. A'. (thi.

inch, nurnher iif teeth on dri

In this

nil

X11. .N. tine,rel)

,IthC
c'-axle arr., t",

thi :in,.. drum.
theoretical in .1 ..r-ft..11 e:1.1

vii ai

Gear trains are used to iltein ea the found by th,- dist:110 the effort nie,ves
chanical advantage. In fact, ?rever there is 2,1tin !Ii' kin`_', ti erneple', . revolution, by the
a speed reduction, the effect rif the 1.4fort distance the coal' drawn Li;
apply is multiplied. Look at the .able wii.ch in of the drum-2-:r.
figure 6-11. The crank arm is 30 inches Irqw,
and the drum on which the cable is wound has a
15-inch radius. The small Fiinie.in L; ' 10

IDLER

-)r,-.t,cali
2;;H. 30
2:.-u 15

SAME DIRECTION

Figure 6-10.An kilt-r Lear.
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Figure 6-11, _This magnifies -yc u

You know that the total, or overall, theoret-
ical mechanical advantage of a compound ma-
chine is equal to the product of the mechanical
advantages of the several simple machines
that make it up. In this case you considered
the winch as being two machinesone having
an M. A. of 6, and the other an M. A, of 2.
Therefore, the over-all theoretical mechanical
advantage of the winch is 6 x 2, or 12. Since
friction is always present, the actual mechanical
advantage may be only 7 or 8. Even so, by
applying a force of 100 pounds on the handle,
you could lift a load of 700 or 800 pounds.

Y6ou use gears to produce circular motion
But you often want to change rotary motion

to up-and-down or linear motion. You can
Use cams to do this. For example=

The cam shaft in figure 6-12 is turned by
the gear. A cam is keyed to the shaft and turns
With it. The cam has an irregular shaptJ which
is designed to move the valve stem up and
down, giving the valve a straight-line motion as
the cam shaft rotates.

When the cam shaft rotates, the high point
lobeof the cam raises the valve to its open
position. As the shaft continues to rotate,
the high point of the cam is passed and the
valve is lowered to 0.16sed position.

36

A set of cares, two to a cylinder, driven by
timing gears from the crankshaft operate the
exhaust and intake valves on the gasoline auto-
mobile engine as shown iv. figure 6-13. Cams
are widely used in machine tools and other
devices to make rotating gears and shafts do
uti-and-down work_

These are the important points you should
keep in mind about gears

Gears can do job for you by changing the
direction, speed, or size of the force which
you apply.

When two external gears mesh, they always
turn in onposite directions. You can
make them turn in the same direction by
placing an idler gear between the two.

The product of the number of teeth on each of
the driver Nars, dividedby the product of
the number of teeth on each of the driven
gears, gives you the speed ratio of any
gear train.

The theoretical mechanical advantage of any
gear train is the product of the number of
teeth on the driven gear wheels, divided
by the product of the number of teeth on
the driver gears.

The overall theoretical mechanical advantage
of a compound machine is equal to the
Product of the theoretical mechanical
advantages of all the simple machines
which make it up.

Canis are used to change ry motion into
linear motion.

One of the gear systems you'll get to see
frequently aboard ship is that on the anchor
winch. Figure 6-14 shows you one type in which
you can readily, .pe how the wheels go 'round.
The driving gear 'A is turned by the winch engine
or motor. This gear has 22 teeth, which mesh
with the 88 teeth on the large wheel B. Thus,
you know that the large wheel makes one revolu-
tion for every four revolutions of the driving
gear A. You get a 4-to-1 theoretical mechanical
advantage out of that pair. Secured to the same
shaft with B is the small spur gear C, covered
up here, The gear C has 30 teeth which mesh
with the 90 teeth on the large gear D, also
covered up. The advantage from C to D is
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LOBE

VALVES

CAM
CAM_.

SHAFT

Figure 612Cam-driven valve.

CAMSHAFT
/ GEAR

NCB GEAR7

CAMSHAFT

CRANKSHAFT

1. The sprocket wheel to the far left, on
the same shaft with D, is called a wildcat.
The anchor chain is drawn up over this. Every
second link is caught and held by the protrud-
ing teeth of the wildcat. The overall mechanical
advantage of the winch is 4 x 3, or 12 to L

Figure 6-15 shows you an application of the
rack and pinion as a steeringmechanism. Turn-
ing the ship's wheel turns the small pinion A.
This pinion causes the internal spur gear to
turn. Notice that there is a large mechanical
advantage in the arrangement.

Now you see that center pinion P turns. It
meshes with the two vertical racks. When the
wheel is turned full to the right, one rack moves

131.30 downward and the other moves upward to the
Figure 6-13.Automobile valve gear. positions of the racks. Attached to the bottom
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_e racks aretwo Mons which con-
_ _You'll get some

formation on this hydraulic system in a later
chapter.

F 'I.An anchor
131.31

nch.
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Figu e .A steering mechanism.
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CHAPTER 7.

WORK

MEASUREMENT

You know that machines help you to do work.
But just what is work? Work doesn't mean
simply applying a force. If that were so, you
would have to consider that Big-Boy, busily
applying his 220-pound force on the sea bag in
figure 7-1 is doing work. But no work is being
done!

Work, in the mechanical sense of the term, is
done when a resistance is overcome by a force
acting through a measureable distance. Now, if
Big-Boy were to lift his 90-pound bag off `the deck
and put it on his bunk, he would be doing work.
He would be overcoming a resistance by applying
a force through a distance.

Notice that two factors are involvedforce
and movement through a distance. The force is
normally measured in pounds, and the distance
in feet. Work, therefore, is commonly measured
in units called foot- pounds. You do one foot-
pound of work when you lift a one-pound weight
through a height of one foot. Butyou also do
one foot-pound of work when you apply one
pound of force on any object through a distance
of one foot. Writing this as a formula, it
becomes

WORK FORCE DISTANCE
(foot-pounds) (pounds) x (feet)

Thus, if-the sailor lifts a 90-pound bag through
a vertical distance of 5 feet, he will do

WORK = 90 x 5 = 450 ft -1b.

There are two points concerning work that
you should get straight right at the beginning.

First, in calculating the work done you meas-
ure the actual resistance being overcome. This
is not necessarily the weight of the object being
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moved. To make this clear, look at the job the
bluejacket in figure 7-2 is doing. He is pulling
a 900 - ,pound load of supplies 200 feet along the
dock. Does this mean that he-is doing 900 times
200, or 180,000 foot-pounds of work? Of course
not He isn't working against the pull ofgravity
or the total weightof the load. He's pulling
only against the rolling friction of the truck,
and that may be as little as 90 pounds. That is
the resistance which is being overcome. Always
be sure that you know what resistance is being
overeotte by the effort, as well as the distance
through which it is moved. The resistance in one
case may be the weight of the object; in another
it may be the frictional resistance of the object
as it is dragged or rolled along the deck.

The second point to hold in mind is that you
have to move the resistance to do any work On it.
Look at Willie in figure 7-3. The poor guY has
been holding that suitcase for the past 15 minutes
waiting for the bus. His arm is getting tired; but
according to the definition of ork, he isn't
doing anybecause he isn't mo the suitcase.
He is merely exerting a force a st the pull of
gravity on the bag.

You already now about the mechanical ad-
vantage of a lever. Now consider it in terms of
getting work done easily. Look at figure 7-4.
The load weighs 300 pounds, and you want to
lift it up onto a platform a foot above the deck.
How much work must you do on it? Since 300
pounds must be raised one foot, 300 times 1,

or 300 foot-pNnds of work must be done. You
can't make this weight any smaller by the use
of any machine: However, if you use the eight-
foot plank as shown, you can do that amount of
work, by applying a smaller force through a
longer distance.. Notice that you have a mechan-
ical advantage of 3, so that a 100-pound push
down on the end of the plank will raise the 300-
pound crate. Through how long a distance will
you have to exert that 100-pound push? Neglecting
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NO LOITERING

Figure 7 -1. No work is being done.

frictionand in this case you can safely do so
the work done on he machine is equal to the
work done by the chine. Say it this way

Work put in work put out.

nd since Work = f rce x distance, you can
sub itute "force time distance" on each side
of th work equation. T__us

F
1

times S1 F
2

times S2

in w ch,
F1 . effort applied, in pounds.

= distance through which effort moves, in
feet

2 resistance overcome, in pounds
. distance resistance is moved, in feet

Now - ubstitute the known values, and you obtain-

100 times SI. = 300 times 1

S
1

3 feet

Figure 7-2.Working against friction.

40
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1

Figure 7-3.No motion no work.

The advantage of using the lever is not that it
makes any less work for you, but that it allows
you to do the job with the force at your command. 4*--

You'd probably have sow difficulty lifting 300
pounds directly upward wilhout a machine to help
you!

A block and tackle also makes work easier.
But like any other machine, it can't decrease
the total amount of work to be done. With a rig
like the one. shown in figure 7-5, the bluejacket
has a mechanical advantage of 5, neglecting fric-
tion. Notice that five parts of the rope go to and
from the movable block. To raise the 600-
pours d 20 feet, he needs to exert a pull of
only 1/5 f 600or 120 pounds. Buthe is going
to have pull more than 20feet of rope through
his ha in order to do this. Use the formula
again` 0 figure why this is so

Work input = work output

F1
F

1 1 F2
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And by substituting the !mown values-

120 x S 600 x 20

S
1

= 100 feet.

This means that he has to pull 100 feet of
rope through his hands in order to raise the load
20 feet. Again, the advantage lies in the fact that
a relatively small force operating through'a
large distance can move a big load through a
small distance. g

The sailor busy with the big piece of machin-
ery in figure 7-6 has his work cut out for him.
Re is trying to seat the machine square on its
foundations. The rear end must be shoved over'
one-half foot against a fricti al resistance of
1,500 pounds. The amount of ork to be done'is
1,5004/2, or 750 foot-pound . He will have to do
at least this much work on t e jack he is using.
If the jack has a 2 1/2-foot han leR -= 2 1/2 ft
and the pitch of the jack screw is 1/4 inch, he
can do the job with little effort. Neglecting fric-
tion, you can figure it out this way

Work input = work output

F1 x S =F xS
1

F2
2

In which
F force in pounds applied on the handle'
Si

in
-r distance, in test, that the end of the

1 handle trayetTin one revolution; A

F
2

resistance, t9 be overcome;
S

2
distance in test, that head of jack is ad-

vanced hy.Dife 'evolution of the screw.
Or, the pitch of the screw.

And, by substitution,
F

1
x 2R .500 x 1/48,

since 1/4", = 1/48 of a foot

2 x 2;1/ 500 x 1/48

2 Pounds

The ck makes it theoretically 'possible for
the sailor to exert a 1,500-pound push with a
2-pound effort, but lookat-the distance through
which he must apply. that ,effort. One complete
turn of the handle representb-a distance of 15.7
feet. That 15.'7-foot rotation advances the piece
of machinery only 1/4th Qf ,an or 1/ 48th
of a foot. Force is . gained at the expense of
distance.
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FRICTION

Figure 7-4,

You are going to push a 400-pound crate up a
12-foot plank, the upper end of which is 3 feet
higher than the lower end. You figure out that a
100 -pound push will do the job, since the height
the crate is to be raised is one-fourth of the
distance through which you are exerting your
push. The theoretical,Inechanical advantage is 4.
A nd, then you push 100 pounds worth. Nothing
happens! You've forgbtten that there is friction
between' the surfaz4e. of the crate, and the sur-
face "'Of the This Irte-tton acts as a
resistance to the moVerpent of
you must overcome :.this resist
crate. In fact, you ,thighthaVe,
as IMpounds to move it. Fit
be used to overcome-nth
aid the remaining 100
ful push the voult mo
plank.

Friction is the resistance that one surface
offers to its movement, over another surface.
The amount of friction depends upon the nature
of the two surfaces, and the forces which hold
them together.

ei!tate and
3mpvethethe

a's much.,
S would
istance,
he use-
up the

Push'em up.
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In many instances friction is useful to you.
Friction help_ s you hold back the crate from
sliding down the inclined ramp. The cinders you
throw under the wheels of your car when it's
slipping on an icy pavement increase the friction.
You wear rubber- soled, in the gym to keep
from slipping. And locomotives carry a supply
of sand which can be droned on the tracks in
front of the driving wheels to increase the fric-
tion between the wheels and the track. Nails hold
structures together because of the friction be-
tween the nails and the lumber.

When you are trying to stop or slow up an
object in motion, when you want traction, and
when you want to prevent motion from taking
place, you make friction work for you. But when
you want a machine to run smoothly and at high
efficiency, you eliminate as much friction as pos-
sible by oiling and greasing bearings, anci honing
and smoothing rubbing surfaces.

Wherever you apply force to cause motion,
friction makes the actual mechanical advantage
fall short of the theoretical mechanical advan-
tage. Because of friction, you have to make a
greater effort to overcome the resistance which
you want to move. If you place a marble and a
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131.37
Figure 7- _ block and tackle makes

work easier.

lump of sugar on a table and give each an equal
push, the marble will move farther, This is be-
cause rolling friction is always less than sliding
friction. You take advantage of this fact whenever
you use ball bearings or roller beariugs. See
fig_ ure 7-7.

Remember that rolling friction is always less
than sliding friction. The Navy takes advantage
of that fact. Look at figure 7-8 This roller
chock not only cuts down the wear and tear on
lines anti cables which are run through it, but
by reducing frictionalso reduces the load the
winch has to work against.

The roller bitt in figure 7-9 is another ex-
ample of how you can cut down the wear and tear
on lines or cable and also reduce your frictional
loss.

When it is necessary to have one surface
move over another, you can decrease the fric-
tion by the use of lubricants, such as oil, grease,
or soap. You will use lubricants on flat surfaces,
gun slides for example, as well as on ball and
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131.38
FigUre 7=6,A big push.

roller bearings, to further reduce the frictional
resistance p.nd to cut down the wear.

Don't fdrget that in a lot of situations fric-
tion is mighty helpful, however. Many a blue-
jacket has found out about this the hard way
on a wet, slippery deck. On some of our ships
you'll find that a rough-grained deck covering
is used. Fle're you have friction working for you.
It helps you to keep your footing.

EFFICIENCY

Up to this point you have been neglectin the
effect of friction on machines. This make
easier to explain machine operation, but you
Mow from practical experience that friction is
involved every time two surfaces move against
one another. And the work used in overcoming
the frictional resistance does not appear in the
work output. Since this is so, it's obvious that
you have to put more work into a machine than
you get out of it. In other words, no machine is
100 percent efficient.

Take the jack in figure 7-6, for example. he
chances are good that a 2-pound force exerted on
the handle wouldn't do the job at all. More like
a pull of at least 10 pounds would be required.
This indicates that only 2 out of the 10 pounds,
or 20 percent of the effort is usefully employed
to do the job. The remaining 8 pounds of effort
were consumed in overcoming the friction in the
jack. Thus, the jack has an efficiency of only 20
percent. Most ja, tr.s are inefficient, but ev,
with this inefficiency, it is possible to deli\
a huge push with a small amount of effort.

4
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12.50
Figure 7-7.These reduce friction.

A simple way to calculate the efficient
machine is to divide the output by the is
Convert to percentage

OutputEfficiency Input

ut

Now go back to the block-and-tackle problem
illustrated in figure 7-5. It's likely that instead
of being able to lift the load with a 120-pound
pull, the bluejacket would perhaps have to use a
160-pound pull through the 100 feet. You can cal-
Ciliate the efficiency of the rig by th fallow ng
method

Efficiency Output
input

F S_
2 -2

F
1

xS1

and, by substitution,
600 x 20
160 x 100 0 75 or 75 percent.

Theoretically, with the mechanical advantage
of twelve developed by the cable Winch back in
figure 6-11 you should be able to lift a 600 -
pound load with a 50-pound push on the handle.
If the machine has an efficiency of 60 percent,
how big a push would you actually have to apply?
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Actually, 50 0.60 83.3 pounds. You can cheek
this yourself in the following manner

Effiti Output
IcY input

One revolution of the drum would raise the
600-pound load a distance S2 of 2irr or 7.85
feet. To make the drum revolve once, the pinion
gear must be rotated six times by the handle;
and the handle must be turned through a distance
S1 of 6x2n-R, or 94.2 feet. Then, by substitution

_ 600x 7.850.60

600 x 7.85
F1 94.2 x 0.60

F1 94 2-
1

x--

iunds.

Fi It saves wear and te.
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Because this machine is only 8(:) reent e
ftelerit, you have to put 94.2x83.3, or 7,847 foot-
pounds of work into it in order to get 4,710
foot-pounds of work out of it. The difference-
7,847-4,710=3,137 foot-poundsis used to over-
come friction within the machine.

SUMMARY

Here are some of the important points you,
should remember about friction, work, and
efficiency

You do work when you apply a force against
a resistance and move the _resistance.

Since forcemeasured in poundsand
distancf measured in feetare involved,
work is measured in foot-pounds. One
foot-pound of work is the result of a one-

_pound force, acting against a resistance
through a distance of one foot.

MachineS help you to do work by making it
possible to move a large resistance
through a small distance by the applica-
tion of a small fo e through a large
distance.

Since friction is present in all machines,
more work must be done on the machine
than the machine actually does on the load.

The efficiency of any machine can be found
by dividing the output by the input.

The resistance that one surface offers to
movement over a seci3nd surface is called
friction.

45
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CHAPTER 8

POWER'

It's all very well toy talk about hd much
work a man can do, but the payoff is hdkvlong it
takes him to do it Look at r` Lightning" in
figure 8-1. He has lugged 3 tons of bricks up to
the second deck of the new barracks. However,
it has taken him three .10-hOur days. 1800
minutesto do the lob.'In raising the 6000 pounds
15 feet he did 90,000 foot-pounds of work.
Rememberforce x distance = work. Smcit took
him 100 minutes, he has been working at the
rate of 90,000+1800, or 50 foot-pounds of work
per minute.

That's' power -tom rate of doing rfkork. Thus,
power always includes the time element. Doubt
less you could do th'e same amount of work nn one
10-hour day, or 600 minuteswhich wouldmean
that you would work at the rate of 90,000-600
= 150 foottpounds per minute. You-then would
have a power value three times as great as that
of "Lightning."

By formula

Power Work, ft-lb
Time, in minutes

HORSEPOWER

You measure force in pounds; distance in
feet; work in_ foot-pounds. What is the common
unit used for measuring power? The horsepowep
11 you want to tell someone how powerful an
engine is, you could say that it is so many times
more powerful than a man, or an ox, or a horse.
But what' man, and whose ox or horse? James
Watt, the fellow who invented the steam engine,
compared his early models with the horse. By
experiment, he found that an average horse could
lift a 330-pound load straigh up through a dis-
tance of 100.feetinone minute Figure 8-2 shows
you the type ,orrig he used t) find this out By
agreement artiOng scientists, t at figure of 33,000
foot-pounds of work done in _ne %minute has been

accepted as the standard unit of power, and it
is called a horsepowerhp,

Since there are 60 seconds in a mile, one
horse-POwer is also equal to33 000 550 foot -

pounds per second. By formula

Horsepower _ power (in ft-lb per min)
33, 000

CALCULATING POWER

It isn't difficult to figure how much pOwer is
needed to do a certain job in a given length of
time, nor to.predict what size engine or motor is

46

Figure 8-1.
131.41
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needed to do it, SUppose an anchor winch must
raise a 6,600-pound anchor through 120 'feet in 2
minutes. What, must be .the theoretical horse-
power rating of the motor on the winch?

The first thing to do is to find the rate at
which the work must be done. You see the
formula

Power work
time

ce x dis
time

Substitute the known values in the formula,
and you get-

6 600 x 120
Power -2 396, 000 ft- b/m n

So far, you know, that the winch must work at
a rate of 396,000 ft -lb/min. To change this
rate to horsepower, you divide by the rate at
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**.

which the average horse can work 000ft- b.
min.

131.42

-et w

396,000 12-hp.33,000

Theoretically, the winch would have to be able
to work at a rate of 12 horsepower in order to
get the anehor raised in 2 minutes. Of course,
you've left out all friction in this problem, so
the winch motor would actually have to be larger
than 12 hp.

Planes are raised from the hangar deck to the
flight deck of a carrier on an elevator. Some
place along the line, an engineer had to figure
out how powerful the motor had to be in order
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to raise the elevator. It's not too tough when you
V11"7 bow. 10.0w a wefelt Of 10 tons for the
elevator, and 5 toins for the plane. Suppose that
you want to raisellie odetvator and plane 25 feet
in 10 seconds. And that the overall efficiency of
the elevator mechanism is 70 percent. With that
information you can figure what the delivery
horsepower of the motor must be. Set up the
formulas

wer force x distance
time

hp
wer

Substitute the imoWn, Values iri their proper
places, and you have-

30;000 x ft
10780 minute

4, 500, 000 ft lb/min.

hp
4, 50000, 0 136.4 hp.

So, 136.4 horsepower would be needed if the
engine tad 100 percent overall efficiency. You
want to use 70 percent efficiency, so you use
the:

- Gutput
Input

136.4Input - 0.70 194.8 hp.

This is the rate at which"the engine must be
able to work. To be on the safe side, you'd
probably select a 200-horsepower auxiliary to do
the Job.

131.43
Figure A prony brake.

When the pulley turns in a clockwise direction,
the friction between the belt and the pulley makes
the belt try to move with the pulley. Therefore,
pull on scale A will be greater, and the pull on

ale B will be less than 15 pounds.
Suppose that scale A reads 25 pounds, and

e. ale B reads 5 pounds. That tells you that the
drag, or the force against which the motor is
working, is 25-5 -20 pounds. In this case the
normal speed of the motor is 1800 rpm (revo-
lutions per minute) and the diameter of the
pulley is one foot.

The number of revolutions can be found by
holding the revolution counter C against the end
of the shaft for one minute. This counter will
record the number of turns the shaft makes per
minute. The distance I) which any point on the
pulley travels in one minute is equal to the
circumferente of the pulley times the number of
revolutions-3. 14x1x1800 =5652 ft-

You know that the motor is exerting a force of
20 pounds through that distance. The work done

FIGURING THE HORSEPOWER. RATING
OF A MOTOR

You have probably seen the horsepower rating
plates on electric motors. A number of methods
may be used to determine this rating. One way
that the rating of a motor or a steam or gas
engine can be found is by the use of the prony
brake. Figure 8-3 shoals you the Prony brake
setup. A pulley, Wheel is fixed to the shaft of the
motor, 'and a leather belt is held firmly against
the pulley. Attached to the two ends of the belt
are spring scales. When the motor -is standing

. still, each scale reads the samesay 15 pounds.
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I

e has a 1/16.hp 'motor; a washing
D 10z5,1352 a 113,040 hp motor.

harsepower-: .

3.4i hp.

STJMM ARY

There are two important ,points for you to
remember about Power

Power is the rate at width work ip done.
The unit in which power is measured is the

Here e few ratings. for motors or engines horsepower, which is equivgent to working at a
e f an electric mixer rate of 33,000 ft -lb per min, or 550 ft -lb per sec.

I
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*4CHAPTER 9,
9.

FORCE-AND ,PRESSURE

By is tithe y'u should havita pretty good
idea of*hat afofce.14. Aforee is push.pr pull
exerted on7rpr,by-an object. Ueapply a force

illaChitie and the Machine ffturntransmits
dice e en an Mac however,

are notthe only thing that can exert forces:* If
tottvil been out in a sailboat yon 'mow that the

0 Find can exert a force. Further; you don't have'to
get knecked on your ,ear more than a couple of
times by the waves to get the idea that water, too,
Fan exert a force. As a matter of fact, from
reveille to taps you ace althost constantly either
exerting forces or resisting them. That's the
reason you are pooped when you hit the 'sack.

MEASURING FORCES

You've had a lot of experience in measuring
forces. You can estimate or ''guess" the weight
of a package you're going to mail by "hefting"

Or you can put it on a scale to find its weight
accurately. Weight is a common term that tells
you how, much force or pull gravity is exerting
on the object.

You an readily measure force with a spring
scale. An Englishman named flooke discovered
that if you hang a 1-pound .weighton a spring, the
spring stretches a certain distance._A 2-pound
weight wiextend the spring just twice as far,
and 3 pounds will lengthen it three times is far
as the 1-pound weight did. Right there is the
makings of the spring scale. All you need-ao do
is attach a pointer,to the spring, put a fa'Ce_ on

the scale, and mark on the face the positions of
the pointer for various loads in pounds or ounces.

This type of scale canoe used to measure the
pul,of gravitythe weight -of an object, or the
force of a pull exerted against friction, as shown

yin figure 9-1: Unfortunatery, springs get tired,
just as., you do.. When they get old, they don't
alWays snap back to the original position. Hence
an old spring or an ovei.17)aded sprIne; will e;ive
inaccurate readings. '

*
HONEST WEIGHT'-NO SPRINGS

thiyp

ecause springs do get tired, other types of
force measuring deviees are made. You've seen

s , 'Honest Wei
, ,

_

butchershop scales. Scales of e are
isheelin figure 932. They are applications of
first-eau levez.s. The one shown in figure
9-2Asc'simplest type. Since the distance
from the fulcrum to the center of each platform
is equal, the scale is balanced when equal weights
'ate placed on the, platforms. with yotm knowl-
edge of levers, you Will be able to figure out
howythe steel yard shown in fi e 9-2B operates.

PRESSIME
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Have you ever tried to walk on crusted snow
that would break through when you put your weight
on it? But you. could walk on the same snow if
you put on snowshoes. Further, yourimow that
snowshoep do not reduce your weight-they
merely distribute it over a larger area. Indoing
this, they reduce the pressure per square inch.
Figure out how that works. If you weigh 160
pounds, that weight, or force, is more or less
evenly distributed by the soles of your shoes.'"
The-area of the sales of an average man's
shoes is 'roughly 60 square inctioS. Each. one of
those square inches has to carry 160÷-60-4.6
pounds of your weight- Since 2.6 pbunds per
square inch is too much for the snolptrust; you
break through.

When you put On theltrowshees, you distribute
y9ur weight over an area of approximately 900
sq in.-depending, of course, on the size of the
snowshoes. Now the forpe en each one of those
square inches-, is equal to only 160+9000.1ft,-
pound. The pressure on the snow has been de-
creased, and the snow can easily6support you.,

' Pressure is force per unit' area-and is
measured, in pounds per square inph- "psi."
With snowshoes on, you exert- a pressuxe of 0.18

,



Figure 9-1.You can measure force with a scale.

pSi. To calculate pressure, divide the force by
the area over which the force is applied. The
formula is

Pres Force, in lb
in Pei Area, in sq in

To get this idea, follow this problem. A tank
.for holding fresh water aboard a ship is 10 feet
long, 6 feet wide,'and 4 feet deep. It holds, there-
fore, 10x6x4, or 240 cubic feet of water. Each
cubic foot of water weighs about 62.5 ,pounds.
The total force tending to push the bottom out
of the kw* is equal to the weight of the water-
240x62.5, or 15,000 lb.What is the pressure on
the bottom? Since the weight is evenly distributed

on the bottom, you apply the formula P =-A- and

bstitute the proper values folio F and A. In this
se, F=15, 000 kb, and the area of the bottom in
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square inches is 10x6x144, since 144 sq
sq ft.

15 000I? a = 1.74 psi10 x 6 x 141

.44

Now work out the idea 41 reverse. You liVe
at the bottom of the great sea of air which sur-
rounds the earth. Because the air has weight
gravity pulls on the air, toothe air exerts a
force on every object which it surrounds. Near
sea level that force on an area of 1 square inch
is roughly 15 pounds. Thus, the air-pressure at
sea level is about 15 psi. The pressure gets less
and less as you go up to higher altitudes.

With your finger, mark out an area of one
square foot on your chest. What is the total force
which tends to push in your chesrt?Againuse the

formula P=F Now substitute 15 psi for P, and
for A use 144 sq. in. Then F =144x15, or 2160
,lb. The force on your chest is 2160 lb per square
footmore than a ton pushing against an areaof

7



Figure 9-2.Balances.

1 sq ft. If there were no air inside your chept to
outward with the slme pressure, you6d be

squashed flatter than a bride's biscuit.

MEASUMG PRESSURE

Fluidswhich include both liquids and
gasesexert pressure. A fluid at rest exerts

B

equal pressure in all directions. Figure 9-3
shows that Whether the hole is in the top,-the
bottom, or in one of the sides of a submarine,
the water pushes in through the hole.

In many jobs aboard ship, it is necessary to
Know the pressure exerted by gas or a liqu d.

-For example, it is important at all times to)ow
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Fi 9-3.Fluids exert pressure in all directions.
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Chapter 9FORCE AND PRESSURE

the steam pressure ifaide of a boiler. One device
to measure pressure is the Bourdon gage, shown
in figure 9-4. Its working principle is the same
as that of those snakelike paper tubes which you
get at a New Year's party. They straighten out
when you blow into them.

In the Bourdon gage there is a thin-walled
metal tube, somewhat flattened, and bent into the
form of a C. Attached to its free end is a lever
system which magnifies any motion of the free
end of the tube. The fixed end of the gage ends in
a fitting which is threaded into the boiler system
so that the pressure in the boiler will be trans-
mitted to the tube. Like the paper "snake,"
the metal tube tends to straighten out when the
pressure inside it is increased. As the tube
straightens, the pointer is-made to move around
the dial. The pressure, in psi, may be read
directly on the dial.

Air pressure and pressures of steam and
other gases, 'and fluid pressures in hydraulic
systems, are generally measured in pounds per
square inch. For convenience, however, the
pressure exerted by water is commonly meas-
ured in pounds per square foot. You'll find more
about this in chapter' 10.

POINTER

GEAR HAIR SPRING

The Bourdon gage is a highl accurate but
rather delicate instrument, ,,be very
easily damaged. In addition, it d irelops trouble
where pressure fluctuates rapidly. To overcome
this, another type of gage, the Schrader, was
developed. The Schradvgage (fig. 9.5) is not
as accurate as the Boutt---,-6ut is sturdily con-
structed and quite suitable for ordinary hydraulic
pressure measurements. It is especially recom-
mended for fluctuating loads, Ln the Schrader
gage a piston is directly actuated by the liquid
pressure to be measured, and moves up a
cylinder against the", resistance of a spring,
carrying a bar or indicator with it over a cali-
brated scale. In this rummer, all levers, gears,
cams, and bearings are eliminated, and a sturdy
instrument can be constructed.

Where accurate measurements of compar
tively slight pressures are desired, a di-
phragm type gage may be used.

Diaphragm gages give sensitive and reliable
indications of small pressure Aifferences. Dia-
phragm gages are often usedIo measure the air
pressure in the space between inner and outer
boiler casings. In this type of gage, adiaphragm
is connected to a pointer through a metal spring
and a simple linkage system (fig. 9-6). One side

BOURDON--
TUBE

PRESSURE
CONNECTION

'SECTOR
AND

PINION

STATIONARY:.
SOCKET

Figure 9-4.:The Bourdon gage.
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Figure 9-6.Diaphragm pressure gage.

planned or cancelled on the basis of wee ;they Ore.
dictions. Accurate weather forecastsare made
only after a great deal of information has been
collected by niany Observers located over a wide
area. c

One of the instruments used in gathering
weather data is the barometer. -Rerneinber, the
air is pressing on you all the time: So =called
normal atmospheric pressure is 14.7, pei..But
as the weather changes, the air pressurenl'ay

'be greater or less than normal. If the air pres-
sure is low Lri the area where pu are, you,know
that air from One or more o the surrounding
high-pressure areas is going 7, love in toward

oyou. Moving airor windis one of the most
important factors in weather chanes. Iii general,
if you're in a low-pressure area you may expect
wind, rain, and storms. A high-pressure area
generally enjoys clear weather? The barometer
can tell you the air pressure in your locality, and
give you a rough idea of what kind of weather
may be expected.

The aneroid barometer shown in fiKo 9-7
is an instrument which, mea4ures, air pressure-.
It contains a thin-walled metal ly)x from which

N-

barometer.
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69.

st of the air has been pumped. A pointer is
chanically eannobted to the box by a lever

system. If the 'pressure of the atmosphere in,
creases, it tends to'squeeze in the sides of the
box. This squeeze Causes- the pointer to move
towards the high-pressure: end of the scale. If
the pressure clecreaSes, the sides of the box ex-
pand outward. This causes the pointer to move
toward the loW-Presstire end of the dial.

Notke that the numbers on the dial runfrOm
27 to 31. To understand why these particular
niimbers are used, you have to understand the
operation of the mercurial barometer. You see
one of these. in figure 9-8._ :It consists of a glass
tube partly filled with mercury. The upper end
is closed. There is a vacuum abovethe mercury
in the tube, and the lower end of the tube is sub-
merged in a pool of mercury in an open cup.
The atmosphere presses down on the mercury in
tilt_ cup, and tends to push the mercury up in the
tubt;. The gr eater the iir pressure, the higher
the colutim of mere 'y rises. At sea level, the
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gure 9-8.A mercurial barometer.

normal pressure 14.7 psi, and the height
`of the mercury in the tube is 30 inches. As the
air pressure increases or decreases from day
to day, the height of the mercury rises or falls.
A mercury barometer aboard ship is usually
mounted in gimbals to keep it in a vertical
position despite the rolling and pitching the
ship.

yressures indicated on dials of most gages
e relative. That is, they are either greater or

an normal. But rememberthe dial of an_

d. barometer always indicates absolute
s, not relative. When the pressure -ex-

y gas is less than 14.7 psi, you have
ed a partial vacuum. The condensers
turbines, for instance, are operated
e well below 14.7 psi. Steam under

h pressure is run into the turbine and
causes the rotor to turn. After it has passed
through. the turbine it still exerts a back pres-
stir* atainst'the blades. You can see that this is
bad. Soon the back pressure would nearly as
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large as that of the incoming steam, andthe.tur-
bine would not turn at all. To reduce the back
pressure as much as possible, the exhaust steam
is run through pipes which are surrouucled by
cold sea water. This causes the steam in the
pipes to c. ense into water, and the pressure
drops well ow atmospheric pressure.

It is important for the engineer to know the
pressure in the condensers at all times. To
measure this reduced pressure, or partial vac-
uum, he uses a gage called a manometer.
Figure 9-9 shows you how this simple device
is made. A U-shaped tube has one end connected
to the low-pressure condenser and, the other end
is open to the air. The tube IS partly fined-With
colored water. The normal air pressure on the
open end exerts a bigger push on the colored
water than the push of the low-pressure .steam,
and the colored water is forced part way up into
the left,arm of the tube. Fromthe scale between
the two arms of the U, the difference in the
height of the two. columns of water can be read.
This tells-the engineer the degree of vacuumor
how much below atmosp ic pressure the
pressure is in the condense

f
OPEN TO AIR
PRESSURE

Figure 9-9.A manometer.
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Force Is generally measured in pounds.
Pressure is the fbrce per unit area which is

exerted on, or by, au object. It is com-
monly measured in pounds per square
inchpat

Pressure is calculatedby the formula P=x.
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scales and lever balances are familiar
instruments you use for measuring
forces. Bourdon gages, barometers, and
manometers are instruments for the
measurement of pressure.

The normal pretisure of the air,is 14.7 psi .
at sea level.

Pressure is generally relative. It is some-
times greatersometimes lessthan -

normal air pressure. When pressure is
less than the- norm_ al air pressure, you
call it vacuum.



CHAPTER 10

HYDRQSTATIC AND HYDRAULIC MACHINE

hYDROSTATIC IVIACHII ES

,..1.1Q1.1IDS AT REST

ou ow _a liquids exert pressure. In
order that your ship may remain afloat, the water
must push upward on the hull. But the water is

also exerting pressure on the sides. U you are
billeted on a submarine, you are more conscio
of pressurewhen you're submerged the
sub is being squeezed from all sides. If, your
duties include deepsea diving.i. you'll (g over
the side pumped up like a tirV'So that you can
withstand the terrific force df the water below.
The pressure exerted by the sea water, or by
any' liquid at rest, is called hydrostatic pressure.
In handling torpedoes, mines, depth charges, and
some types of aerial )Drubs, you'll be dealing
with devices which are operated by hydrostatic
preseure.'

In chapter 9, you found o t that all fluids
exert pressure in all directio That's simple
enough. But how great is the essure? Try a
little experiment. Place a=pile of blocks in front
of you on the table. Stitk the tip of your finger
under the first biopic from the top. Not n ch
pressure on your finger, is there? Stick in
between the third and fourth blocks. The pres-
sure on your finger has increased. Now 'slide
your finger under the bottom block in the pile.
There, you find the pressure is greatest. The
pressure increases as you go lower in the pile.
You might say that pressure increases with
depth. The same is true in liquids. The deeper
you go,- the greater the pressure becomes. But,
depth isn't the whole story.

Suppose the blocks in the preceding para-
graph were made of lead. The pressure at any
level in the pile would tie considerably greater.
Or, suppose they were blocks of balsa woodthe
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sTessare at each level wouldn't be so eat.
Pressure, then, depends not only on the pth,
but also on the weight of the material. Since,
you are dealing with pressureforce per unit of
areayou will also be dealing with weight per
unit Of volume-'-mr den

When you talk about the density of a st-ib-
stance you are hiking about its weight per cubic
footor per cubic -Inch. For example, the density.
of water is 62.6 lb. per cu. ft. This gives you a
more exact way of comparing th weights of two.

aterials. To say that lead is he vier thanavate
21a complete statement. A -caliber bullet 'e;

does 't weigh as much as a pail of water. le:: ii
true, however, that a cubic foot of lead,is lilts:,
hea 'er than a Cubic foot of water. Lead hag
greater density than water. The density of lead
is 710 lb. per cu. ft., as compared with 62,5.1b.
per cu. ft. for water.

Pressure depends on tWo factorsdepth and
densityso it is easy to write a formula that will
help you find the pressure at any depth in illy,
liquid. Here it is

P flx D

in which

and

P pressure; in lb. per sq. in., or lb. per

sq. ft

H depth of the point, measured in feet or
inches.

B - density in lb. per cu. in. or in lb.
cu. ft.

Note: If inches are used, they must be used
throughout; if feet are used, they must be used
throughout. fi
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Use the mula-

2,500 lb. per Sq. ft.

Every square foot of the, sub's surfate which
b at that depth has a force of over 6 tons push-
ing in on it. lithe height ofthe hull is 20 feet, and
the area in question is Midway between the sub's
top and bottom, you can see that the pressure
on the hull will be at least (200-10) x 62.5 =

and thegr eatest pressure
111 be (200 + 10) x 62.5 =13,125 lb. per sq. ft.
viously, the Inkll has to be made very strong
withstand such essures.

Using Pressure to Fire fl

the Depth Charge

Although hiding below the surface exposesthe
sub.to ,great fluiclpressure, it also provides the
sub With a great advantage. A submarine is hard
to kill because it is hard to hit. A depth charge
must explode within 30 to 50 feet of a submarine
to really score. And that means the depth charge
must not go of until it has had time'to sink to'
approximately The same level as the sub. You
use a firing mechanism which is set off by'the
pressure at the estimated depth of the submarine.

Figure 104 shows a depth charge and,,its
interior components. A depth charge is a Sheet-
metal container filled with a high explosive and
a firing device. A tube passes through4ts Center
from end to end. Fitted in one end of this tube
is the booster, which is a load of granular TNT to
set off the main charge. The safety fork is

ocked off on launching, and the inlet valve
cover is removed from an inlet through which
the waterIcnters.

When ttt dew charge gets about 12 to 15-
po below the surface., the water pressure
s icient to extend a bellows in the booster ex-

nder. Thliebellows pips a release mechanism,
and a spring pushes the booster up against the
centering flange. Notice that the detonator fits
into a pocket in the booster. Unless the detonator
is in this pocket, it cannot set off the booster
charge.

Nothing further happens until the detonator
is fired. As you can see, the detonator is held
in the end ;.f the pistol, with the firing pm aimed
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DdTONA OR
CAVITY

e 10-1.A depth charge.
4.198

at the detonator base. The pistol so contains
a bellows into which the water shes as the
charge goes down. As the pressure increases, the
bellows begins to expand against the depth spring,
You can adjust this spring so that the bellows will ..
have to exert a predetermined force in order te":
compress it. Figure 10-2 shows you the depth.
setting ,dials of one type of depth charge. Sine,
the pressure on the bellows depends directly of
the depth, you cka. arrange pa havethe charge gi
off at any depth, you selection the dial. When th,
pressure in the bellows be-comes suffidentl
great it releeises the firing spring, whichdriv,
the firing pih into the detonator. The boost,
already moved in L, position, is fired, and thi.
turn sets off the entire load of TNT.
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he depth on these dials.°

0
These two bellowsoperated by hydrostatic

pressureserve two purposes. First they permit
the depth charge to be fired at the proper depth;
second, they make the charge safe to handle and
carry. If the safety fork and the valve inlet cover
should accidentally be ocked off on deck, noth-
ing would happen. El.fn if the detonator went off
while the charge was eing handled, the main
charge wraild not let go unless the booster were
in the extaided position.

To keep a torpedo on course toward its target
is quite a job. Maintaining the proper compass
course by the use of a gyroscope is only part
of the problem. The_terpedo must travel at the
prop_ er depth so that It will neither pass under
the target ship nor hop out ,-,.t tn.. water on the
way. Here again hydrostatic zessure is used
to advantage.

As figure 10-3 indicates, the tin fish contains
an airfilled chamber which is sealed with a thin,
flexible metal plate, or diaphragm. This dia-
phragm can bend upward or downward against
the spring. The tension on this spring is de-
termined by setting the depth-adjusting knob.

Suppose the torpedo starts to dive below the
selected depth. The water, Which enters the tor-
pedo and surrounds the chainber, exerts an in-
creased pressure on the diaphragm and causes it
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Figure 10-3.Inside a torpedo.
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tc3 bend down. If you follow the lever syste'm, you
can see that the pendulum will be pushed for-
ward. Notice that a valve rod connects the pendu-
lum to the piston of the depth engine. AS the
piston moves to the left, low-pressure air from
The torpedo's air supply enters the depth engine
to the right of the piston and pushes it to the
left. A depth engine must be used because the
diaphragm is not strong enough to move the
rudders.

The depth-engine!s piston is connected tothe
horizontal rudderS as shown. When the piston
moves to the left, the rudder is turned upward,
and the torpedo begins to rise to the proper
epth. If the nose goes up, the pendulum tends to

ing backward and keep the rudder from ele-
vOing the torpedo too rapidly. As long as the tor-
pedo runs at the selected depth, the pressure
on the chamber remains constant, and the rud-
ders do not change frcim their horizontal position.

Pressure and the
Deep-Sea Diver

Navy divers have a practical, first-hand
knowledge of hydrostatic pressure. Think what
happens to a diver who goes down 100 feet to
work on a salvage job. The pressure on him at
that depth is 6,250 lbs. p&. sq. ft.! Something
must be done about that, or he'd be squashed
flatter than a pancake.

To counterbalance this external pressure,
the diver is enclosed in a rubber suit into which
air under pressure is pumped by a shipboard
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OnapresSdr. FortUristeiy,, the not .only
flate8 the 'suit, but gets Weide of the diver's
body as well It enter[ his lungs, and even gets
into '1118 blood stream which carries it to every
part of his body. In that Way his internal,pres-
sure can be kept just equal to the hydrostatic
pressure.

As he goes deeper, the air pressure in-
creased to meet that of the Water. Incoming up,
the pressure on the air is gradually reduced. If
he is brought up too rapidly, he gets the "bends."
The air whiCh was dissolved in his blood begins
to come out of solution, and form as bubbles in
his veins. Any sudden release in the pressure on
a fluid results in freeing some of the gases which
ars-dissolved in the fluid.

You have seen this happen when you suddenly
relieve the pressure on a bottle of pop by re-
moving the cap. The careful matching of hydro-
static pressure on the diver by mean of air
pressure in his suit is-6ssential if diving is to be
done- at all.

A Sea-Going Speedometer

Here's another device that shows you how
your Navy applies its laiowledge of hydrostatic
pressure. Did you evOr wonder how the skipper
knows the speed the ship is making through the
water? There are _several instruments used
to give this infor %a -nthe patent log, theV113
engine revolution 'unter, and the pitometer
log. The "PIT. LOG" is operated, in part, by
hydrostatic pressure. It really indicates theslif-
ference between hydrostatic pressure i.n. cl- the

pressure of the water flowing past the shipbut
you can use this difference to indicate ship's
_speed.

Figure 10-4 shows you a schematic drawing
of a pitometer log. A double-wall tube sticks out
forward of the ship's hull- into water which is
not disturbed by the ship's motion_ In the tip of
the tube is an opening A. When the ship is moving
there are two forces or pressures acting on`
this openingthe hydrostatic pressure due to the
depth of water above the opening, and a pressure
caused by the push of the ship through the water.
The total pressure from these two forces is
transmitted through the central or wirite tube to,
the left-hand arm of a nnometer.

In the side of, the tube is a second opening
B which does not face in the direction the ship is
moving. Opening B passed through the outer wall
of the double-wall tube, but not through the inner
wall. The only pressure affecting this opening
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Figure 10-4. nA Pitorne Or log.

B is the hydrostatic pressure.' This pressure is
transmitted through the outer tube (shaded in the
'ch. awing) to the right-hand arm of the manometer.

When the ship is dead in the water, the pres-
sure through both openings A and _B is the same,
and the mercury in each arm of the nwometer

antls at the same level. However, as soon as the
ship begins to move, additional pressure is de-
veloped at opening A-, and the mercury is pushed
down in the left-hand arm and up into the right-
hand arm of the tube. The faster the. ship goes,
the greater this additional pressure becomes,
and the greater the difference will be between,
the levels of-the mercury in the two arms of tlw
manometer. The speed of the ship can be read
directly from the calibrated scale on the mano-
meter.

Incidentallysince air is also a fluid the
airspeed of an, aircraft can be found by a similar
device. '-ou have probably seen the thin-tube
sticking out from the leading edge of-a wing, or
from the nose of the plane. Flyers call this tube

pitot tube. .Its fundamental principle is the
same as that of the pitometer log.

SUMMARY

The Navy uses many device whose operation
is dependent on the hydrosta principle., Here
are three points to remember about the operation
of these devices.

Pressure in a liquid is exerted equally in al1
directions:
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The ifformula for finding pressure is
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LIQUIDS IN MOTION_

Perhaps your earliest contact with a hy-'
ruathiere-;nas-when- you got- your first

haircut. Tbny put a board across the arms of
the cha1r4 sat you on it, and began to pump the
chair, up tia:, to convenient level. AB gretv
older,,,you probably discovered that the filling
station attendant could put a car on the g'ibasing
rack, and-by some mysterious arrangement-

(plink it head-high ploubt the attendant told
you that oil under prersure below the pistonwas'
doing the job,

Come to think about it, you've probably known
something about hydraulics for a long time.
Autornobiles'a.nd airplanes use hydraulic brakes.
As a' bluejacket, -you'll have to operate many
hydraulic machines, so you'll want to understand
the basic principles on which they work.

Simple machalies such as the lever, the in-
clined plane, the-pulley, the wedge, and the
wheel and axle4 Were- used by primitive man.
But it was considerably later before' someune

discovered that liquids and gases could be used
to exert forces at a distance. Then, a vast num-
ber of new machines appeared_ A machine which
transmits forces by ,means of a liquid is a hy-
draulic machine. A variation of the hydraulic
machine is the type that operates by the use

a.ef a comprpsed gas. 'This type is called the
pneumatic achine. This chapter deals only with
basic hydraulic machines.

PaS Law

A Frenchman named pascal discovered that
:a pressure applied to any part of a confined fluid
is :transmitted to every- other part with no loss.
The preesult acts with equal force on ail equal
areas of: tk-confiang walls, and perpendicular
to the wp "..

.FSitt oftier this-when' you 'are talking Figure 10-5.--Pressure
ulic principle as applied to a all directions-.

hydraulic machine, you are talking aboutthe way
liquid acts in a dosed system of pipes and

cylinders. The. action of a liquid under such con-
ditions is somewhat different from its behavior
in open containers, oe in lakes, rivers, or oceans.
You should Oso keep in mind that most liquids
cannot be compressed-squeezed into a smaller
space. Liquids don:t "give" the way air does '
when pressure is applied, nor do liquids expand
when pressure is 1.61-I:loved.

Pwach a hole in a tube of shaving Cream. If
you, push down at any point on the tube the cream
conies out of the hole. Your force has been trans-
mitted from one place to another by the shailLng
creari-wfirch is fluid-a thick liquid.. Figure
10-5 shows what would,.happen_if you punched
four holes in the tube. If you press ort the tube
at one point, the cream comes out of all four'
holes. This tells you that a force applied on a
liquid is transmitted equally in every directien
to all parts of the container. Right. there you
have illustrated a basic principle of hydraulic
machines.

pas principle is used in the operation of
four-wheel hydraulic automobile- brakes. Fiu
10-6 is A simplified4rawing of this btilie saritem.

;You push town' on the brak4 pedal, and.
force the piston in the ma ter cylVer against
the fluid in that cylinder: is puSh sits up a
pressure on the fluid just as your finger did on
the shaving cream in the tube. The pressure ma,
the fluid in the master cylinder is transmitted
through the lines to the brake cylinders in each
wheel. This fluid under pressure pushes against
the pistons In each of the brake cylintlers and
forces the brake shoes out against the drins.

is tr
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Figure 10 6. Hy braV:es.

Mechanical Advantage
Through Hydraulics

cross-sectional area of one sq. inch. each
arm there's a piston which fits snugly, but which
can move up arid, doWn. If you place a one-pound
weight on one piston, the other will be pushed
out the top af its arm immedictely. Place a one-
pound we ht on each piston, however, and they
remain in their original positions, as shown in
figure 10-8.

Thus you see that pressure of one pound
per. sq. in. applied downward on right -hand
piston exerts a pressure of one pound per sq. in.
upward against the left-hand one. In ether words,
not only' is the force transmitted by the liquid
around the 'curve,. but the force is the same on
each unit area of the container. It makes no
differenceihow long the connecting tub0 is, or
how ifirt_ny turns it makes. It is importfun, how-,
ever, that the entire system he full of liqui.

81 280 I17olraulic systems will fail to operate proper
if air is'epresent i ,he lines or, cylinders,

N. look at figure 10 -9. The piston on, the
right has an area of one sq. in., but theTiston
in the left trati an area of 10 sq. in. If you push

on the smaller piston with tWorce of one
The next thing to understand ab hvclr iulic pound, the liquid will transmit tins pressure to

machines is the relationship between the , Tee eyry square inch of surface in the systep. Since
you apply and the result you ;..?;ct, rj:),nr,. 10-7 the 1oft-hand piston has an area of,10:_;.,q. in., and
will help vial can -ibis. The TI-shaped tube h r (Veil square inch has a force of one proud trans-

mitted to it, the total eflvt is to push on the
rger piston with a total 'forceof 10 pounds.

10-pound weight on the larger piston and'
will be supported by the one-pound force_of

tne smaller pcston.
There von have a one - pound lsusa ulting

in a :0-pound force. That's a mechanical ad-
vantaes, of ten. This is why hydraulic machines

131.49 Figure It
Figure 10 -T. The liquid transmits the fen e.
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5.181
-Pressure isae same on all parts
oaf an enclosed liquid.
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Figure 10 .A mechanicgl adv-.. ge

Where's The Catch.

tot
a

You know from your experience with levers
that you can't get oomethingfor nothing. Applying
this knowledge td the simple system in figure

f
10-9, you krtftw can't get a 10 -pound

effort without sacrificingforce from a one-
chistan The one-pound effort will have to be

hrough a much greater distance than the
nd force wilt "move. If you raise the 10-

eight through a distance of one foot,
t distance will`the onepourid effort

have to be applied? Reiliemberif you neglect
friction, the AtItek done on any machine equals
the work done 13y that machine. Use the work

4.7 formula, and iyou can find how far thec,smaller
of 10. piston will have move.

applie'
10-
poun
through

are important: Here's a forimula which will help
you to figure the fOrcestthat act in a hydraulic
machine

1
Al
AF2

In which F force, in %unds, zppl
small piston,

F"24 force, in pounds,
large piston,

At = area of small piston,tr iii square
inch*

A2 area of large
inches.

Try out the for'Altiki on the hydraulic
igure 10-10. The large pist has an area 0_

90 sq. in. and the smaller one area of two
sq. in. The handle' exerts a total force of 15
pounds on the small piston. With whatiotal force
will the..laho piston be raised?

Write down the formula -

Fl 1

F
2

Substitute the known value

square.

;11

15

90 X 15 - 675 Ile )1Hicls.
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Work input Work output

_D =F-XD
1 2

By sul»t tut ing 1XD- -= 10X1

D1 10 feetcaned=

Th*re's the catch. The sn-itiller piston will
have to move through a distance of 10 feet in
order to rise the 10-pound load one foot. It
looks then as though the smaller Ovlinder would

to be at lea t 10 feet Ion: - id that wouldn't
practieal. Actually, it istilt necessaryif you
a valve in the syNtem.
The hydraulic press in figure 10-10 contains

a valve foy jusVtthispgrpose. As the small piston
in gives cloWn, it forces -..;`the 'fluid past the check
valva, A into the large cylinder. As soon as you
,start to move the small piston upwirird, the Pres-
.4ure to the right of the check valVe A is remove&
amp the pressure of ttit fluid below the large
piston `helps thr checkvalve spring force that
valve shut. The tiquid which, has passed through
the valve opening on the down stroke of the small'''
'piston is trapped in thelilarge cylinder.

The small 'Aston rises on the up-strOlte until
its bottom passes the opening to the fluid reser-.
yob. More fluid is sueked past a check valve EV

and into the small 0!).1iridert,The next do4n-stroke
s this new charge Oftlluid out of the small

cylinderliast the check valve into the large Qyl-
incler. This process is repeated stroke by stroke
until enough fluid has been forced into the:71,arcf:
cylinder to raise the large piston the reqiiiited
distance of one foot. The force has been applied
through a distance of 10 feet on the pump. handle
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OIL RESERVOIR

-4 PUMP
PISTON

HYDRAULIC
CYLINDER

CHECK VALVE

Figure 10 -1G. Hydraulic press.

but it was done by making a-series of relatively
short strokesthe sum of all the strokes bong
equal to 10 feet.

Maybe you're beginning to wonder how
large piston gets back down after you've ba
the cotton. The fluid can't run back past the
check valve Bthat's obvious. You lower the
piston by letting thoil flow back to the reser-
voir through a return line. Notice that a simple
gate valve is inserted in this line. When the gate
valve is opened, the fluid flows back into the
reservoir. Of course, this valve is kept shut
while the pump is in ciperation.

Hydraulics Aid the Helmsman

probab1g seen the helmsman swing a
ship weighing thousandS of tons about as easily
as you turn your car. No, he's not a superman.
He does it with machines.

Many of these machineS are liOraulic. There
are several types of hydraulic and electro-
hydkulic steering mechanisms, but the simplii
fied diagrAn in figure 10-11 will; help you to
understand the generalprinciples of their 6pera-
tion. As the hand steering wheel is turned in a
counterclockwise direction, its motion turns
the pinion gear g.This causes the left -hand rack
r1 to move downward, and the right-hand rack
r2 to _move upwar4. Notice that each r'a'ck is
atta ed to a piston P1 or P2. The downward
mo a of rack r1 moves piston pi downward in
its cylinder' and pushes the oil out of that cylinder
through the line. At the sanie time, piston p2
moves upward and pulls oil frott the right-hand
line into the r, ght-hand cylinder.
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If you follow these two tines, you see that
they enter a hydraulic cylinder Sone line
entering above and one below the single piston
in that cylinder. In the direction of the oil flow
in the diagram, this piston and the attached,
plunger are pushed down toward the hydraulic
pump h. So far, in this Operation, you have used
hand power to develop enough oil pressure to
move the control plunger attached td the hy-
draulic pump. At this point an electric motor
akes over and driveS the i)timp h.

Oil is pumped under pressure to the twp_big
steering rams R1 and P2. You can see that the
pistons in these rams are connected directly to
the rudder crosshead which controls the position
of the rudder. With the pump operating in the
direction shown, the ship's rudder is thrdwn to
the. left, and the bow will swing to port. This
operation demonstrates how a small force ap- _

plied on the steering wheel sets in'_Motion a ser-
ies of operations which result in a force of
thousands of pounds.

Getting Planes on Deck

The swift, smooth 'power required to get
airplanes from the hanger,deck to the flight dec'k.
of a carrier is supplied by 'a hydraulic lift.
Figure.. 10-12 explains how this lifting is done.
A variable-speed gear pump is driven by 17u1
electric motor. Oil enters the pump from the
reservoir. and is forced through the lines to four
hydraulic rams, the pistons of which raise the
elevator platform. The oil under pressure exerts'
its force on each square inch of surface area of
the four pistons, Since the pistons are large, a
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Figure 10-11.Steering is easy with this machine.

large total lifting force results. The elevator
can be lowered by reversing the pump, or by
opening valve 1 and closing valve 2. The weight
of the elevator will then force the oil out of the
cylinders and back into the reservoir.

Submarines Use Hydraulics

Here's another_ ion of hydraulics
which you ing. Inside a sub
marine, between th outer skin and the pressure
hull, are several,d_anks of various des01 and
purpose. These are used to control the total
weight of the ship, allowing 1t to submerge or
surface, and to control the trim, or b.-l-ance fore

and aft, of the submarine. The main ballast
tanks have the primary function of either de-
stroying or restoring positive buoyancy in the
submarine. By allowing air to escape through
hydraulically operated vents at the top of the
tanks, sea water is able to enter through the
flood ports at the bottomreplacing the air that
had been holding it out. To regain positive buoy-
ancy, the tanks are "blown" .fre4e of sea water
with':compressed air. Sufficient air is then left
trapped in the z ks to prevent the sea water
from reent-
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()tiler tanks, such as the variable ballast
tanks and special ballast tanks like the negative
tank, safety tank, and bow buoyancy tank, are
used either to control trim, or stability, or for
emergency weight compensating purposes. The
variable ballast tanks have no direct connection
to the sea. Therefore, water must be pumped into
or out of them. The negative tank and the safety
tank, however, can be opened to the sea through
large flood valves. These valves, as well as the
vent valveks for the main ballast tanks and those
for the safety and negative tanks, are all hy-
draulically operated. The vents and flood valves
are outride of the pressure hull, so some means
of remote control is necessary if they are to be
opened and closed from within the submarine.
For this purpose, hydraulic pumps, lines, and
rams are used. Oil pumped through tubing run-
ning through the pressure hull actuates the
valve's operating mechanisms by exerting pres-
sure .on and Moving a piston in a hydraulic cyl-
inder. It is easier and simpler to operate the
valves by a hydraulic system from a control
room than it would be to do so by a mechanical
system of gears, shafts, and levers. The hy4
draulic lines can be readily t r1 around corners
and obstructions, and a um of moving
parts is required.
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HYDRAULIC
CYLINDERS

Figure 10-12;This gets t

Figure 10-13 is a schematic sketch of the
safety tankone of the special ballast tanks in a
submarine. The main vent and the flood valves
of this tank are operated hydraulically from re-
mote control; although, in an emergency, they
may be operated manually.

Hydraulics are also used in many other ways
aboard the submarine. The periscope is raised
and lowered, the submarine is steered, and the
bow and -stern planes are controlled- by means of
hydraulic systems. The windlass and capstan
systems used in mooring the submarine, is hy-
draulically operated, ;Awl many more applies-
tions of hydraulics can be found aboard the
submarine.

The Accumulator

In some hydraulic system
pressure in a container called an
Figurn_11-14 shows you this large
th{_ top of which oil is pumped. A free p

e in a hurry.
131.52

divides the cylinder into two parts. Compressed
air is forced in below the piston at a pressure
of, pay, 600 psi. Oil is then forced in on top of
the piston. As the pressure above it increases,
the piston is forged down, and squeezes the air
into a smaller space. Air it elasticit can be
compressed under pressurebut it will expand
as soon as the pressure is reduced. When oil
pressure is reduced, relatively large quantities
of oil. under working pressure are instantly
available to operate hydraulic.rams or motors
any place on the sub.

SUMMARY

The working principle of all hydraulic mech-
. anisms is simple enough. Whenever you find an

application that seems a bit hard to understand,
keep thesg points in mind

kept under Hydraulics is the term applied to the be-
hayior of enclosed cAiquids. Machines
which are operated by liquids under pres-

n sure are calledhydraulic machines. .

07
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Liquids are incompressible. They cannot/
squeezed into spaces smaller than they
originally occupied.

A force applied on miy area of a confined
liquid is tra=nsmitted equally to every part
of the liquid.

In hydraulic cylinders, the relation between
the force exerted by the larger piston to
the force applied on the smaller piston is
the same as the relation between the area

MOTOR

-k

FLOOD
VALVES

ty tank).
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of the larger piston and tlhe area of,the
smaller piston.

Some of the advantages
are

Tubing is used to transmit forces, and tubing
can readily transmit. for around cor-
ners.

Little space is required for tubing.
Few moving parts are reqinrec4
Efficiency is-high, generally

hydraulic machines

ESERVOIR

HYDRAULIC
PRESSURE

AGCUMULA1

OIL UNDER
PRESSURE

\PISTON

I_ ;TO VENTS

I AND

FLOO
VALVE

AIR

COMPRESSED AIR

FigFure 10:14. kee
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MACHINE ELEMENTS

CHAPTER 11

ENT S AND BASIC MECHANISMS

Any .machine, however simple, utilizes one
or more basic machine elements or mechanisms
in its makeup: In- this Chapter we will take a look
at some Of the more familiar elements and
tiiqChanistps used in naval. Machinery and equip
ment.

S
'BEARINGS

In chapter 7 we saw that wherever two ob-
jects rub against each other, friction is produced.
If the surfaces are very smooth, there will
be little -friction; if either or both are rough;
there will be more friction. FRICTION is the
resistance

one
any force that tends to produce

motion of One snrface over another. Who'll you
are trying to start a loaded hand. truck rolling,
you have, to give it a hard tug .(to dvergome the
resistance of static friction) to :get. ie,thiartt=c1.
Starting to slide the same load cross the deck
would require a harder push than starting it on
Toners. That As beta use rolliii frWtion is alWays

-1----less than sliding friction. To tale advantage. of
this fact, rollers or, bearings arcused in Mar
chines to reduce frion, -Lubricants onbearing

ces reduce the friction even further.
e bear ing is a'support and-guide which carries

a moving part (or parts) of a machine and main-
tains the proper relationship between the moving
patrt or, parts and the stationary part. It usually
permits only one form of motion, as rotatiO
and prevent any Other. There are two basic

s sliding type (plain bearings),
so on or guide bearings, anti anti-

fri (roller and ball bearings).

Sliding Type (Plain) Bearings

In bearings of this type a film of lubr1 eant
separates the moving p t from the stationary

Dart. There are three types of sliding motion
bearings in common urge: Reciprocal motion
bearings, journal bearings, and thrust bearings.

1
f

RECIPROCAL MOTION BEARINGSpro-
_vide a bearing surface on which an object slides

back and forth. They are found,on steam recip-
rocating pumps, where connecting rods slide on
bearing surfaces near their connections to the`
pistons%,.Similar bearings are used on the con-
necting rods of large internal-combustion en-
gines, and in many mechanisms operated' by

anis.
. 2. JOURNAL BEARINGS ar,e.wri to guide

and support revolving shafts. The Omit revol*p.
in a housing fitted with a liner. The inside of
the liner, on N#1 ich the shaft bears, is made of
babbitt metal or similar soft alloy (aritifriction
pietas) ti reduce friction. The Soft metal is

bronzebanked by a bronze or a copPer layer, and that
has a steil:iPack for strength. Sometimes the:
bearing is made M two halves, and is clamp
or screwed alrolnd the shaft (fig. 11-1). It:is
.called a laminated sleeve, bearing.

Under favorable conditions the frictio
journal bearings is ittliitrkablyimall. Howe
when the 'rubbing speed of a journal bearing
very low or extremely qiigh, the friction loss
may ecome excessive when compared with the
per slice of a rolling surfa-Cebearin ood
example is the railroad car, now b ted
with roller bearings to eliminate the
troubles of journal bearings.

Heavy-duty bearings haVe. oil circulatesi
around. iincti through them 5,,,a some have
additional' ruling system that circulates w
around the bearing. Although revol g the stet
shaft against babbitt me 1producesess friction
(and therefbre less heat d wear)/.4-in steel
agaptst stetl, it is still a problem fwikeep the
parts '&01. You know what causes a -burned out_
bearing" on your car, and how to prevent it.
The same care and lubrication are necessary

all ,Navy equipment, only more so, because
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Fig

CONNECTING ROD

BABBITT METAL

-COPPER LAYER

STEEL BACKING

STEEL
CRANK SHAFT

CAP

5.20
.Babbitt-lined bearing in which
steel shaft revolves.

:there is a lot of equipment, f- law/ lives depend
on its inued operation.

3. RUST BEARINGS are used on rotating
shafts, such as those suppon,ting bevel gears,
worm gears, propellers, and fans. They are in-
stalled to resist axial thrust or force and to limit

BASE

RING

BASE RING

KEY

BASE RING

KEY SCREW

BASE

RING

R LEVELING

PLATE

LEVELING PLATE

WEL DISK

UPPER LEVELING

PLATE

LEVELING PLATE

SET SCREW

THRUST

COLLAR

SHOE SUPPORT

SHOE BABBITT

THRUST

SHOE

axial movement. They are used chiefly on heavy
machinery, such as Kingsbury thrust bearings
used in heavy marine propelling machinery (figs.
11-2 and 11-3). The base of the housing holds
an oil bath, and the rotation of the shaft con-
tinually distributes the oil. The bear g consists
of a thrust collar on the propeller aft and two
or more stationary thrust shoes o either side
of the collar. Thrust is transmitted from the
collar throupli the shoes to the gear housing and
the ship's structure to w MTh the gear housing is
bolted.

Antifrictional Or Roller
and Ball Bearings

You have had first-hand acquaintance with
ball bearings since you were a child. They are
what made your roller skates or bicycle wheels
spin freely. If any of the little steel balls came
out and were lost, your roller skates screeched
and groaned. The balls or rollers are of hard,
highly polished steel. The typical bearing con-
sists of two hardened steel rings,(called RACES),
the hardened steel balls or rollers, and a
a SEPARATOR. The e'otion occurs between the
race surfaces and the rolling elements. There

LOWER LEVELING

PLATE

UPPER LEVELING_

PLATE

LOWER LEVELING

PLATE

SHOE

COLLAR

11 ='2. Kin lure pivot cl- tThoe

7r70

SHOE

3M35:.86X
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LEVELING PLATES
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BASS RING-- 4

I I

I-1/- =

I

OIL WEDGE

I

COLLAR

T t. UST
wl

PIVOTED ;
SHOE

DIRECTION OF
ROTATION

Figure 11-3. Diagrammatic arrangenn_nt of a
Kingsbarg, thrust bearing, showing oil fil

seven basin. types
fig. 11-4).

1. Ball bearings
2. Cylindrical roller bearings
3. Tapered roller hear in;
4. Self-aligning 'roller hea

ical outer raceway
5; Self-aligning roller bearings -with splic

Mal inner raceway
Ball thrust bearing's

7. Needle roller bearings
Rollet) bearing assemblies are usually easy to

disassemble for inspection, cleaning, and re=
placement of parts. Rail hearings, 11,,wever.iire
assembled by the manufacturer and installed,'
replaced, as a unit. Sometimes maintenance pub-
lications refer to roller and ball be as
Being either thrust or radial be Ti l dif-
ference between the two depends on tin_ arwl,,

of intersection b9tween tin direction of Ow load
and the plane of rotation of the bearing. Figure
11-5A shows a radial ball bearing assembly.
The load here is pressing outward along the.
radius of the shaft. Now suppose a strong thrust
were to he exerted on the right end of the shaft,
hurling to -move it to the left, You can see that
the radial bearing is not designed to support this
axial thrust. Even putting a shouldor between the
load and re inner race wouldn't do. It

ic`tiicrial

Pop the bearings out of their races. The answer
is to arrange the races differently, as in figure
11-513. Here is a thrust bearing. With a shoulder
under the' lower race, and another between the
load and the upper race, it will handle any axial
load up to its design limit. Sometimes bearings
are designed to support both flu-List and radial
loads. ThiS is the explanation of the term
RADIAL THRUST bearings. The tapered roller
lie-iring; ill figurca 11-6 is an example.

Antdriction bearings require smaller hous-
ings than other bearn the saint, load ca-
pacity, and can higher srweds.

SPRINGS

s are elastic. bodies (gene ally nu

whirl_ twisted pulled, or stretched by
ane f.Ire , and which have the-ability to return

to their original shape when the force is released.
All springs used in naval machinery are made
of metalusually steel, -though some are of
phosphor bronze, brass, or other alloys. A part
that is subject(b-o constant spring thrust or pres-
sure is said tic be SPRING LOADED. (Sonic com-
ponents that appear to be spring loaded are
actually under hydraulic or pneumatic pressure,
or are innycal by -..---!ights.)

with spier- nine

371

of Springs

Springs 'zinc used for many purposes, and one
spring may serve more than one purpose. Listed
below are some of the more common of these
functional purposes. As you read them, try to
think of at least one familiar application of each,

1. Tn steri-e energy for part of a functioning

2. Tic force a component to bear against, to
maintain contaci with', to engage, to disengage, iar
to remain clear of, some other component.

3. To counterbalance a weight or thrust
(gravitational, hydraulic. etc.). Such springs are
usually r :rllecl equilibrator springs.

4. To maintain electrical continuity.
5. TG , return a component to its r

position after displacement.
6. Ti reduce shock or impact by gradually
eking the motion of a moving weight.
7. To per some freedom of movement 1

tween aligned cfimponents without disenv,
them. nes- arc sometimes called
springs.

-P
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Springs

A. RADIAL BALL BEARINGS

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS

5VPARATOR

F. BALL THRUST BEARINGS

Fig-re 11-4. Tile seven ba

As you read different books you will find that
authors do not agree on classification of types of
springs. The names are not as important as the
types of work they can do and the loads they can
bear. We may say there are three basic types:
(1) flat; :(2) spiral; (3) helical or coil.

72

ELL

B. CYLINDRICAL ROLLER BEARINGS

D. SELF-ALIGN NG ROLLER BEARINGS
WITH SPHERICAL OUTER RACEWAY

E. SELF-ALIGNING ROLLER BEARINGS
WITH SPHERICAL INNER RACEWAY

6. NEEDLE ROLLER BEARINGS _

1 bearings.
5.21

1. FIAT springs include various forms of
is or leaf springs (fig. 11-7A (1&2)), made

up of flat Or slinitly curved bars, plates Or
leaves, and special flat springs (fig. 11-7A (3)).
A special flat spring- is made from a flat strip .

or bar, into whatever shape or design is cal-
culated to be best suited for its position and
purpose.
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LOAD

INNER RING
BALL RACE

SPARATOR

-OUTER RING
BALL RACE

21
Figure 11-5.Ball bearings. A. Bac 1 tl,rpe;

B. Thrust type.

2. SPIRAL springs are sometimes called
clock or power springs (11-7B), and sometimes
coil springs. A well lmdwn example is a watch
or clock spring, which is wound (tightened) and
then gradually releases the'p6Wer as it unwinds.

Although there is good authority for 'calling
this spr g by other names, to avoid confusion we
shall col sistently call it SPIRAL.

3. HELICAL springs, often called spiral, but
not in this text (fig. 11-7D), are probably the
most common type of spring. They may he used
in compression (fig. 11-7D (L)), extension or
tension (fig. 1I-70-(2), or tk,ision (fig. 11--7D
(3)). A spring :' used in compression tends to

shorten in action,, While a tension spring
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84.120
'Fig-ure 11 -6. Radial - thrust roller bearing.

lengthens in action. Torsion springs are made
to transmit a twist instead of a direct pull, and
operate by coiling or uncoiling action.

In addition to straight helical springs, cope,
double cone, keg, and volute springs are also
classed as helical. These are usually used in
compression. A cone Spring (fig. 11-7D (4)),
often called a valve spring because it is fre-,
quently us6d in valves, is shaped by winding the
wire on a tapered mandrel instead of a straight
one, A double cone spring (not. illustrated) is

7)niposed of two cones joined at the small ends,
and a keg spring (not illustratetl) is two cone
springs joined at their large ends.

VOLUTE springs (fig. 11-7D (5)) are conical,
springs made from a flat bar which is so wound
that each coil partially overlaps the adj _nt one.
The width (and thickness) of the mato a gives
it great strength or resistance.

A conical spring can be pressed flat so it
.requires little space, and it is not likely to
buckle sidewise.

4. RSION BARS (fig. 11-7C) are straight
bars th are acted on by torsion (twisting force).
Theft?, y he , ircular or rectangular in cross
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(1) ELLIPTIC OR LEAF

SPIRAL SPRING

VW
HELICAL COMPRESSION SPRING

LICAL RS IO Fi SERI

12) HALF-ELLIPTIC LEAF

AFLAT SPRINGS

TORSION BAP

(3) SPECIAL FLAT

TQRSION BARS

2) HEL ICAL TENSION SPRING

HEL It AL CONE OR VALVE SPRING

DHELICAL OR COIL SPRINGS

,Fighre . --Types of s

(5) VOLUTE SPRING

84.131

.secti( , 'Jr loss comnu)Illy in oth( shapes. It BASIC MECHANISMS
may also be a tube. THE GEAR DIFFERENTIAL5. A special type of _Sprin i a RING
SPRING or DISC spring (not illust eted ), It is A gear differential is -a mechanism that is
made of a number Of metal rings or discs that r it >ahle of adding and subtracting mechanically.
overlap each other. To more precise, it adds the total revolutions

74
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of two shaftsor subtracts the total revolutions
of one shaft from the total revolutions of another
shaltand delivers the answer by positioning
a third shaft. The gear differential will add orb
subtract any number of revolutions, (Jr very
Small fractions of revolutions, c(intinuously and
accurately. It will produce a continuous series
of answers as tVinptits change.

Figure 11-8 is a cutawaydrawing of a bevel
gear differential showing all its parts and how
they are related to each other% Grouped -ar, noel

the center of the mechanism are four bevel
gears, meshed together. The two bevel gears on
either side are called "end gears." The two
bevel gears above and below are called -spider
gears:' The long shaft running through tho end
gears and the three spur gears is dalied the
"Ipider shalt." The short shaft running titrough

spicier gears, together with the spider gear.,
themselves, is called the spider."

liNPUT GEAR

Each o the spider gears. and the end gears
are bearing mounted on their shafts and are free
to rotate. The spider shaft is rigidly connected
with the spider cross shaft at the center block
where they intersect. The ends of the -spider
shaft are secured in flanges:prhangers,.but they
are barring mounted_ and ilk& shaft is free to
rotate cliim.its axis. It follows then'that to rotate
the spill it shaft, the spider, consisting of,the
spider cross shaft and the spicier ge-irs, must
tumble., or spin, on the akis of the spider shaft,
inasmuch as the two shaftS are rigidly connected.

The three spur gears shown in figure 11-8
are used to connect- the two end gears and the
spicier shaft to other mechanisms. They may be
of any convenient size. Each of the two input
spur gears is attached to an-end gear. An input
gear and an end gear together are called a ' side"
d a differential. The third spur gear is the out-
put 'gear, as designated in figure 11 -8. This is the

BALL BEARING

SPIDER
CROSS SHAFT

Figure

75

\ END GEAR

SPIDER GEAR]

L
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only gear that is pinned e spider shalt. All of
the other gears, both bevel and spur, in the dif-
ferential are bearing mounted.

Figure 11-9 is an exploded view of a gear
differential showing each of its individual parts,
and figure 11-10 is a schematic sketch showing
the relationship of the principle parts.

. .
How it Works

For the present we will assume that the two
side's are the inputs rand the gear on the spider
shaft is the output. Later it will be shown that
any,of -these three gears can be either an input
or an output. Now= let's look at figure 11-11.
In this hookup the two end gears are positioned
by the input shafts, which represent the quan-
tities to be added =or spbtracted. The spider
gears do the actual adding and subtracting. they

follow. the rotation of the two end gears, turning
the spider shaft a number of revolutions,pro-
portional to the sum, or difference, of the revo-
lutions of the end gears,

Suppose- the left side of the differential is,
rotated while the other remains stationary, as in
block 2 of figure 11-11. The moving end gear will
drive the spider gears, making them roll on the
stationary eight end gear. This motion will turn
the spider in the same direction as the input .
and, through. the snide shaft and output gear, the
output shaft:: The output shaft will turn number
of revolutions proportional to the input..

110.8
Figure 11-10.The differential. End gears and

spider arrangement.

-

-.Figure 11-9.Exploded view of diffe ntial
gear system.
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SPIDER GEARS

if the right side is now rotated and the left
side held stationary, a in block 3 of figure 11-
11, the same thing will happen. lf both input sides
of the differential arc turned in the',samediree-
tion at the same time, the spidei- will be turned
l b,oth'at once, as in block 4 of,fignre 11-11.
The output will he proportional to the sum of the
two input's. Actually, the spider makes only half
as many revolutions as the sum of the revolutions
of the- end gears, becauselhe spider gears are:
free to roll between the end gears. To under-
stand this befterviet's look at figure -11-q.,
Here a cylindrical drinking glass is rolled along
a table top by pushing a ruler across its upper
side. The glass will roll only half as far as the
ruler travels. The spider gears in the differential
roll against the end ,gears in exactly the same,
way. Of cazurse.c the answer can be corrected by
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differential works.
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131.56
e 1 -12.The spider makes only half as.

many revolutions.-

using a 21 gear ratio between the gear an they'
spider shaft and the gear for the output shaft.
Very often, for design purposes, this gear ratio
will be found tote different.

When the two sides of the differential move in
oppoSite directions, the output of the spider shaft
is proportional to- ,the difference of the revo-
lutions of tho, two inputs. 'This Ls_because the
spider gearsuhre free to turn, and are driven-in
opposite directions by the two inputs. If the two
inputs are equAll and opposite, the spider gears
will turn,' but there will be no movement of the
spider shaft. If the two inp turn in opposite
directions for an unequal rrumltder of revolutions,
the spicier .gears roll on the end gear that makes
the lesser of revolutions, rotating the
spicier ill the direction of the input making the)
greater number of revolutions. The motion of the
spider shaft will be equal to half the difference
between the revolutions of the two inputs. A
change in the gear ratio .to the output shaft can
then give us any proportional answer we wish.

We have thus far been describing a hookup
wherein the trwo sides are inputs and the spider
shaft the output. Aslong: as it is recognized that
the :spicier follows the end gears for half the
sum, or difference, of their revolutions, how-
ever, it is not necessary to always use this type
hookup. The spicier shaft may he used as one .
input and eithei of the sides used as the other.
The other side will then become the output _s
fact per nets three different hookups for any gi
differential, as is illusinted in figure 11-
Whichever' proves the most convenient mecl an
ically may be used.

Ln chapter--14 of this ;book, the differential as'
used in tkie autornobiLl-will bedes.cribed.-This
differential j similar in principle, but, F.s you
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Fh_i,ure 11 -13.Anv thes thrit urns can Is tised.

,lifferent in its mechanical a linkate. Acl.ltlstnle tits are normally made by
J h!, ,),11;t11

nsed in tt by means (
leindThi.nirw. or shortening the rods and

levis or turnbuckle.

COL:I'LINGS
tto

shafts

broad senst the term _.ouplatig"

msist of, lieor ocerr plies ;HIV that holds two parts to-
basic par fiJher. lint- shafts wIdch are made up of several

different lengths may be held toLwther
several types of shaft couplings. When *

sh ilts vvn' cln,ely tlte,iied, the sleeve
coupliny. 11-151 nany lie usoA It

snit -nsists if a metal tube slit at each end. The
motH11. chatr.e the slit tI a ends t tii_ clamps to fasten the sle.ove

motion, (%-11111-1 WW1 till 1'1W( 1111 SI-uift ends With the chimps ht-

I- d

hlclr nasal it open yd
dvf,s

dutcht-s,,
Antis Trwr,,lv v.i_rt.cp

ogt
Bell cranks i priwarily transmit

frov-i a link tt orte direction
[in.itioTh link which ,v, 1 in .1 diffi,re it 111: transmit

direction Ti;- i inot..ned on a Its l .Malts which -tre pai.41el
pig' t, and the tvo orinneted n411).;rfct al,h-nnuont.

i)oiLits in different dir,cGns p L Ar Oldham (-caupliarr (fig. 11?-116
h-roperly Immting the connorti,--)n points, tut-_ i pair of disks, one flikt and the other hulluw.
put links fan be mmie t,) wove r1,-1 :=;(, (11!=lks rc pinned to the end:Frof the shafts..
dir on. (center )..disk, with it pair of lug-s pro-

I ink. ddiustn nts jectimf. from lach fare of the fits rote, the

Ill', n11.1r1V why -it th.:v rn. slots between the two end disks nn-I thus enables

propt,r,)hustments, per.-4on must ,n, -:halt I +-Ii'iy'I Ihl~ othea. shaft. A coil spring,

ilIti with the basic parts which constituh hom--ed within the center And the hrdlnw end disk,
41

il,sl, till ate held firmly together kind
shfL,, FIn sleeve coupling also

convcruont 61evice for making ad-
1, units. The wet 'ht at the

epposib Intl tint clamp. front the screw is
rtly the \vew.lit of the ser and .,

ditrihuting thc., vAght more
'4"« -nlv. shaft vibration.is reduckh

coupinag, named for its inventor,
_notion between

not Ily
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Figure 11-15.Sleeve coupling.

The disks, or rings, connecting the shafts
allow aThmall imount r dial play, and this
allows a small amount _ lig-nment of the
shafts as they rotate. Oldham type couplings can
begeasily connected and disconnected.

A universal joint is the answer wilen two
shafts not in the same plane ,must be coupled.
Universal joints' may have various forms They4,
are used in nearly all types and classgs. of

achinery, An eleinentary universal joint,
onietimes, called a Hooke joint (fig. 11--17),

consists two U-shaped yokes fastened tothe
ends of,t e sh, to beVortnected. Within these
yokeS- a c shaped part which holds the
yokesitogether d allows each yoke to bend,
or pivot, one wi respect to the 'other. With
this aazlrangement, shaft can drive the oth'er
even though the ang E between the two is aR great
as 25' from -alignment. Figure 11-18 shows ,a
ring?and trunnion type of universal joint. This iN
merely_ a slight modification of the old Hooke
joint. This type is commonly used in automobile
drive shaft systems. Two, and sometimes
three, are utilized. You will read more about
these in dhapter 14 of this book. Another type of

toniversal .joint is use where a smoother torque
transmission is desired and less structural
strength is required. This is the Hen +'x -Weiss
universal joint (fig. 11`49)4 In this .e of joint,
four' large balls transmit the rot y force, with
a smaller ball as a ,Spacer. the Hooke 'type
of unieersal joint, a whfpping motion occurs as
the shafts ro,tatethe amount of 'whip depending
on theAegree of shait misalignment. The Bendix-
Weiss ioint does not have this disadvantage; it

LEVER
CLUTCH

SLIDING
CLUTCH CAM-

CAM FOLLOWER-

SWITCH

131.57
Figure 11-14.Linkages. ,

forces the 'center disk against the flatdiSk. When
.

the coupling is assembled on the halt. euds,:a
flat lock-spring is slipped into the sip und
the coil spring. The ends ()Law flat's g are

rrned sb that when t A spr'n r pushed
-n 1 othe pr per place, the ds of th Ong are

hed Out and locked around the _ A lock
wi e is passed between the holes dri through
the projecting lugs to guard the as y he
coil spring compensates for any cha
length. (Shaft length may vary due to changes in
temperature.)
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16,Q1dham coupling.

transmits rotary motion with a constant ar
velocitY. This, type of joint is both e ex-
pensive to manufacture and of less strength than
the Hooke types, however.

The following four types of couplings are al
used extensively in naval equipMent:

1. The fixed (sliding lug) coupling is non-
adjustable; however, it doek- allow for a small
amount of misalignment in shafting_(fig. 11-20).shafting _(fig.

The fleicible coupling (fig. 11-21), con-
nects two shafts by means of a metal disk. fwo
couPling hubs, each splined to its respective
shaft,' are bolted to the ifletal dis,k. The flexiblO
coupling provides a small amount of flexibility
to allow for a slight axial misalignment of the
ghats.

3. The adjustable (vernier) coupling a-
cieil a means of tingly adjusting the relation-

ship of two interconnected rotating shafts, (fig.
1122). By loosenini .a clamping_bolt and turning
an adjusting worm, one shaft may be rotated
while the other remains stationary. When the
proper rel4tionshi is attained, the clamping
bolt' is retigt e locking the sh its together
again.

Ft.

8

T WIRE
TO E PUT
THROUGH LUGS'.

4. The adjustable flexible (vernier) c
(fig. 11-'23) ig simply a obmbinatiQii 0
flexible disk coupling'and the adjustatie (vern e
corfing. 4

V

CAM AND CAM FOLOWERS
6

A cAn is a spetially-lehaped surface, pro-
jection, or gfoove whose movement with respect
to a part in contact with it (cam follower) drives

ithe cam follower n anther 'movement in re-
sponse. A cam milli be A projection on a revolv-
ing shaft (or on a wh6e1) for the purpose of
changing the direction motion from rotary
to up- -dowit or vice versa. pit may be a
slidi ce or a groove to impart an eccentric
motion. Bone cams do not move at all, but cause
a change of motion in the contacting part. Cams
are not ordinarily uneci to transmit power in the
sense that gear trains are They are generally
used to modify medganical movement, the power
for which is furnished through other' means. They
may control other mechanigal wills, or lock
together or synchronize two or more engiging
units.

r
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Figure 11 -17 Universal join Hooke type). Figure 1 - Ri g d unnionuniv

ire -19.Bendix-Weiss universal joint.
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ripheral cams, also *Idled disc
ez` a mechanism in one directiOn

r a spiing being relied upon t
ca roll in contact with the edge of th

cam. Thr shape of the cam may be made to put
the ,action required, such as heart shape..

f'ce cams haye a groove or roll path"cut n
the face and operate a lever or other Mechani
positively in both directions, as the roll is

ways guided by the sides of the slot. Such,
rroove can be seen on top of the bolt of the
Browning machine gun, caliber or in 6--
control cams. The shape of the groOve may g4v
its name to the cam, as for example, constant
lead cam, square cam, run-Out cam. ,/

`The toe and wiper cam shown infigure 1144 t
is an example of a pivoted beam.

HUB

'Cow ING RING

WRONG Rug

CLUTCH

A clutch is a form of coupling which- i
detigned to connect or disconnect a driving an
A driven Member for stepping or starting the
driven part. There are two general classes of
clutcheapositive c lutchet, and friction clutches:

positive ,Clutches. Positive clutches have

eth, .vhich interlock. Th is simplest is the ja.W.

or claw type (fig. 11-25 ), which is usable only
at low speeds. The sp al claw or ratchet type
(fig. 11-25B) cannot be reverted. An exatnple
of a clutch is seen in bicyclesit engages t t
rear 'sprocket with the rear Aiheel when t
pecillas are pushed forward,k-,:and lets the rear
wheel revolve freely when the pedals are stopped.

Frictibti Clutehes. The object of a-friction
clutch is to connect a rotating member to one
that is stationary, to bring it up to peed, and to

transmit power with a rninimue of slippage.
Figure 11-25C shows a cone clutch common
used in motor trucks. They may be single-cone
or double-cone. Figure 11-25D shows a disc
clutch, also used in autos. A disc clutch may
also have a number of'plates (multiple-disc
clutch). In a series of ditcs, each driven disc
is ,,located between two dritfring discs. 14 may
have had experience with a multiple-dikcluteh
on your car. The Hele-Show clutch is a combined
conical-disc ailutch (fig. 11-25E). The groove
permits circulation of oil, and cooling. Single-
disc clutches are frequently dry clutches (no
lubrication); multiple-disc clutches may be .dry
or wet (lubricated or nin in oil).

Fiure -20. ixed con
84,133.3

Cams are of y shapes and Sizes and are
tiridely wed in -_ es and machine tools (fig.
'11-24). Cams may classified as:

or plat ams
Cylindrical o

3.. Pivoted beams
kaimilat grouping of type bf cams is: Drum

or barrel cards; bdge cams; fa4 -Cams.
,The drum or barrel cam has a tiath.for the

or follower cut around the outside, and ire-
_ iii to-and-fro melon to a slide or lever In

e Parallel to the axis of the earn. Sometimes
se cams are built up on a plain drum with

cam plIfttes aft4ched.
-late 8 are used in 5"/38 and 3"/50

urs to ope' the breechblock during counfer
ecoti.
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F1gure 11-21.Flexible coupling.

Fi

PLING ADJUST

WORM

84.133.2

ure 1I- 22. Adjustable verntei coupling,
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Fi -23. Adjustable flexible (vernier) coupling.

Magnetic clutches are a recent development
in which the. friction surfaces are brought to-
ge by lagnetic force when the electricity is

on (fig. 11-25F). The induction clutch
ansmits power without contact between driving

and driven members.
Expanding clutches or rim hutches are

named according to they, way the pressure is
applied to the rimbloclt, split-ring, band, or
roller. In one type of expanding _clutch a power-
ful effect is gained by the expanding action of
right-and left-hand skews as a sliding sleeve
is moved along a shaft, and expands the band

84

against the rim. The centrifugal clutch is
special application of a block clutch.

Coil clutches are used where heavy parts are
to be moved, as in a rolling mill. Great fricti9n
is caused by the grip of the coil when it is
thrust onto a .cone on the driving shaft, yet the
clutch is very sensitive to control.

Pneumatic and hydraulic clutches are used
on Diesel engines and transportation equiptnent.
Hydraulic couplings (fig. 11-25G), which seryir
also as clutches, of e used in the hydrau c A-end
of electric-hydraulic gun drives.

1t t
)
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CLASSES OF CAMS

a: DRUM OR BARRE. CAM
b. EDGE CAM

C. FACE CAM

FOUR TYPES OF CAMS

IJSHROOM CAAt d TOE AND WIPER CAM

5.29
Figure -24.Classes and-types of earns.
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DRIVING
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RUNNING

PRIMARY
ROTOR

(IMPELLER)

DRIVSEL_
SHAFT

RUNNING

-COIL

SWITCH OPEN

FABRIC
LINING

SECONDARY '
ROTOR

(RUNNING)

DRIVING
SHAFT
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I
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SHAFT
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COVER OR
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COIL RING VALVE

CI, MAGNETIC CLUTCH HYDRAULIC COUPLING

Figure 11-25. s of dies.
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CHAPTER 12

COMPLEX MACHINES

We've been studying only the more simple
machines so far. Now that we'veearned about
them, let's take a,look at some coniplex ma-
chines. One of the first things you should learn
is to recognise the simple machines which make
up a complex machine; for a complex machine
is only a combination of simple machines. In the
examples given in this chapter, look first for the
simple =chines. If you've been studying well,
you should be able to predict what will happen
when a force is applied at a given point in a
simple machine. Make a step-by-step analysis,
and you'll discover that complex machines are
not as complicated otAknysterious as they first
appear to be.

PORTHOLE CLOSERBLANKET
PULLER-UPPER

Take a good look at figure 12-1 and read the
directions sfor operation. This machine was
invented by a guy named Oscar. Sea waterenter-
ing open port is caught in helmet (1) hung on
rubber baud. Rubber stretches and helmet is
pushed down against shaft of Australian spear
(2)- Head of spear tips over box of bird seed (3)
which falls in cage (4) where parrot (5) bends
over to pick it up. Board strapped on parrot's
back pulls on 'string (6) which releases arrow (7)
and s/amsthe port shut. Breeze from closing

'port tuns page on calendar (8) to new day.
In tab meantime, water falling over water-

wheel (9.) turns gears (10) which ,wind string (11)
n dnim (12). This pulls blanket up over Oscar.

Arm (13) pulls on cord (14) and raises board
under alarm Clock (15) sliding same into bucket,
of water.

In iise of mechanical breakdown at any point
in thasystem, helmet is tipped by off- c4,enter peg
(16) emptying water into funnel (17): Pipe (18)
directs water onto Elmer, who is sleeping below.
The theory is that Elmer will get up and do

methkog about that open portor atiout Oscar.

87
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You'll probably agree that this nightmare is a
complex machine. put, if you look carefully, you
can See that Oscar has Put together several
simple machines to make this complicated de-
vice. He has used a couple of levers, several
blocks, -a gear train, and you can even find an
inclined pilule under the alarm clock.

While this gadget is nonsensical, it does call
attention to the important fact that a complex
machine is troth` more than a ijimbination of
two or nib's' le machines, conveniently ar-
ranged-to do th 'ob at hand, It makes no dif-
'ference how big complicated the machine is,
you can figure out hOw it/ works if you under-
stand the operation of the simple machines from
which it is made. Just as you did with Oscar's
Goldberg, always-- start at the OW where the
energy is applied and follow the inpvement sys-,
tematically, step-by-step, to the business end.

.

FUEL -OIL- HATCH- COVER

Here's a complex mechanisrh that is easy
to figure tut. The hatch cover in figure 12-2
weighs a couple of hundred pounds; and the de-
vice which raises it is a complex machine. It
is,, complex because it consists of two simple
machines a jackscrew and a first-class lever.

First locate the point where you apply a
force to the machine. That wrench handle seeMs
a likely spo emeniber that you can consider
this handle f it were the spoke of a wheel.
Suppose you rn this handle inka counter-
clockwise direction. That will cause the nut n
to move upward along the threaded bolt.' One
complete turn of the handle will cause the nut
to move upward a distance equal tel the pitch of
the-thread on the bolt. The collart' follpws the
nut up and permits the lever arm 1 to rise. The
other part of the lever arm L will move down-
ward. Since 1 is much shorter than L, the down-
ward movement of the cover will be-much greater
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Figure 12 =.A complex machin

an the upward movement of IC e Collar.
a "speed-up" arrangement.

The hatch cover is closed by turning the
handle Counterclockwise, anct is opened bytilen-
ing ththandle clockwise. This combination ofrwc
simple machines is better mechanically than
one machine.

Heces,how to go about figuring out how a
comply mlchine works. Locate the point where
the energy/is applied and look over the part_of
the ?machine next in line. 'You- say to yourself,
"Oti, yeah, this IA really a jackscrew"Or a
wheel and axle, or whatever the machine hpens
to "If I turn it clockwise, then the iece
right 'here will move so. ThaVs going to cause
this arm to move to the right. And since the
arm is part of a jirst-class lever, the 'other
end will move over to here to the left." In every
case, you follow. through in a similar manner
from one par to anothercarefully determining
the dir on and magnitude of the motion'.

Perhaps you will want to know the size of
the font that is exerted at, some point in the
machin 4sor perhaps the mechanical advantage
up to a ink. Remember that the mechAnical
advania of a complex machine is equal to the
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product of the mecha' advan e of each
simple machine from hich it is made.

Assikme some numerical valuei for the
cover iri figure 12-2 and see how you can ca - -----
culate the medianical advantage. For example,
allow 18 inches forlhelength of the wrench from
the end of the handle to the cstiter of the bolt. Let
the pitch 4of the thread. bet/4 inch. The collar
is attached to arm 1 5 inches from the fulcrum,
and the center of the cover lies 18 inches from
.the fulcrum arang' arm L.

The theoretical mechanical advantage of the
jackscrew can e found by using theformula

M.A r
p

2X3.11X18
174

452.

Since jackscrews rarely have i efficiency of
better than 30 percent, you'd be wise to multiply
this theoretical mechanical advantage by 0.30,
which gives an actual mechanical advantage of
452X 0.30 = 136 for this part of the machine(

Now figure what the lever action does for.you.
The theoretical mechanical advantage of a lever
system can 1?e found by dividing the length of the
resistance arm by the length of the effort arm.

5
M. A =

8
= 0.278

L 1

Notice that the lever gives you a mechanical
advantage of less than one. Whenever the M.A.
is less than one, you know that either the speed
or the distance of motion has been magnified at
the expense of force. In this case, you can afford
to sacrifice force for distance.

The overill mechanical advantage of the
machine is equal to the product- of the two
mechanical advantages, or 136,;k b.278 = 87.8.,
This i the standard method for figuring the le.
M. A. o omplex machines.

A WA RTIGHT DOOR

.Figure 12-3 hows you (,watertight doora
complex macliiii that is a combination of a
wheelAand-axle -;'and a systerfi ,of, levers`: That
big center handle A is the point 01 input, which
is the place to start. If you pull the handle to
the right', point- a on drive link 1 moves to the'
ri 1: That's going t make point b on the same
lin move to, the lef Mow look at drag .1.ink 2.
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Figure 12-2.A not- too- corhplex machine.

P.1.,[eft. int a on drag
ion indi ated by the
the outeror right-
upward, and the dog

osition. At the same
award because it is
cl of bell-crank 3. If
rf link 4 you will see
ii, it ralges the end b
ng position.
nc112 of lever arm 2.
!arrow. Enclb moves
he locking position, The standard typewriter (fig. 12-4) is a good
iStS arm 7 to move evample of basic, or simple, machines combined

-c
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downward. This motion causes lever 8 tic) be
swung in a clockwise direction until it toopocks.
You can se that lever arm 9 follows the mve-
ment of 137inci thus causes the dog at the top of
the door to swing into the, locked position.

Probably, at first glance, tit§ mechanism
looked highly complicated. But it isn't, so tough.
to figure-out, after all.

THE TYPEWRITE



keyboard f'Or shifting the ebars and segments
. up and dawn, as rvecPs y, in order to use
chilracters in the upper and lower positions on
the type heads. Other-keys-are for backspacing,
setting and clearing the tabulator mechanism,
margin 'releasing, and so forth. There is also a
ribbon -selector lever, and another lever for
changing direction of the ribbon.

-A typewriter carriage is positioned on oibe-
e 9n rails, and rides upon some type of roller or

grail bearing's. This carriagti includes-the platen
. and all parts of the typewriter which ride with it.

The energy which drives he carriage while the
machine is being operated comeS from a main-
spring enclosed in a metal cirtirn. A ratchet wheel
aura pawl ,hold the mainspring 'the position
clesirecl for a certain amount' of tension. A draw
band connects the end of the ,rnain4h-_-Fig to tie
fight end of the' carriage.

Figure-

to nrae up a complex machine. In'
text and illustrations, se6t.:hoW
niachines you canyentify.

he following
many basic

,
CONSTRUCTION AN OPERATICINk

Ttie keyboard of a certiams a

. .,
%.

Thecanriage rack, through the escapement,
mechanism (e.c lained later), controls the space-
by-space ntove lent of the carriage. Thyteeth of .
the rack niesh it -t-ttescapernent *heel pi_ ion.
The rack and/pinion ariiXonventional spur
and ra4.4gseirriblies . Tilelvnibn, when turned by
movenCent of the carriage raelke, turns the e.sCapei,

.ment wheel. The movementof the escapement
wheel is limit eciTby the eseap-Ernent rocker, which
moves forward- and backward. each time a key or
the space bar is depressed and released, rnov.ing
the carriage one space-. Thus.the ecapement
rocker allow the ca-criage to fnoste on y tine type
space 'each time a key or the spacebar is struck.
Movement of the carriage'for each type space is
controlled by the escapement wheel held by the
LgriSE dog of the escapement rocker: The es-
cape 'nett 'wheel may rotate during regular typing

ly the, disengagement of the loose-dogfrogm
escapement wheel. When the. ese4pernent

shaft turns, it also feeds the ribbon
irough the ribbon guide.

The platen holds-and controls thepap-
riter carriage and servesaSabac _or

typeface when it strikes the paper_ 4t the left
-end'ofthe platen there is a ratchet, which is held

Mon by a detent (shoWn later), until it is
moved by the carriage return leverontheleft of
the carriage-. The function, of this ratchet is to
establish evenly spared typed tinesonthepaPer.,

,In the middle of tpe le platen knob in, figui-e
I2 L4 ,a variable line spacer. is indicated. This
variable, hne spacer is actually a clutch betWeen
de r),atchet and the plateni it holds The .platen
ratchet in a fixed, locked relation to the platen.
By .pushing; the yariable line-spacer in with the

f,.

key's, bars, levers, _ which are used
operating the machine.

Each type key operates a (
type head wing two characters (t , ) ri
When a ,`, is depressed, thi type head .is
carried,:upr-by'. system. of levers into the typo

)guide where it strikes a ribbon irk. front of pape.r
on the platen (rolls il anal rints one (-)f.- the
characters (soldered on'thelype head). ,, ,

The bar at the lowt.r front position of the
keyNard is for sOeing the eis.capement mecyr--- -
nisei. iTh'ere is a SI-IIFT key on each side of the ,
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left hand, the operator relOassattie clutch and can
then turn/the FREE platen- AO any desired po-
sitelon,/fOriard b 140h-ward, Ikvith either hand.
The line finder malthanism on a typewrite". re-
lease' 8 the ratchet detent and enables the opgrator
to/tretuin the platen to an 'established writing
line without using, the variable 'theakanigni.

MECHANISM

The escapement mechanism (fig. 12-5) is the
"heart" of a typewriter. It controls movement of

prescrfbed distance for each actuation o the
he carriage during typing, allowing Rio a

escapement dogs (illustrated). The escapement
is actuated once every time a type key is de-
pressed and released, or once with ehch actuation
of the space bar.

-.An esbapement consists primarily of wheel
(with teeth on -its perii7reter--)74vhich works in
conjunction with two holding dogs in a pivoted
rocker mechanism. Study the illustration. As the
dogs are moved back and forth, the wheel teeth
contact' the- dogs alternately, result= g in the
rotation of the wheel in EQUAL move ents or
ate9a.

The escapement rocker rocks forwa d and
backward with respect to the front of the pe-
writer. This rocker contains the loose d6g (ca h)
and the rigid (stationary) dog. As the escape-
ment rocker pivots on a .pivot pin and a pivot
screw, it disengages the loose dog frond an es-
capement wheel tooth and permits the eseape-
merit wheel to rotate. As the loose dog moves

ESCAPEMENT
WHEEL TOOTH

LOOSE DOG
SPRINT

LOOSE DOG STOP
SHOULDER NUT

LOOSE DOG

of StrartrapeMerir4heel tooth, the stationary dog
moves between the teeth Of the escapement
wheel, limiting the rotation of the escapement
wheel to th distance froth one tooth to another.

When a typewriter is not in use, one tooth of
the escap merit wheel rests against the LOOSE
DOG. Note the position of the loosedog in figure
12-5 '(rear view). Tension of the carriage main-
spring creates a force on the escapement wheer
and overcomes the tension of the loose dog
spring and forces the loose dog againsa stop.
When a key is depressed, or the spa8e bar is
depressed, the upper portion of escapement&
dog body is rocked to the rear, nTo the loose
dog out of the path of the wheel tooth. the same
Uwe, the rigid dog is moved-into the path of the
wheel tooth and the tooth stops against the rigid
dog. When the' loose dog is disengaged from an
escapement wheertooth, the- loose -dog sprite --
pulls the looses dog to a position halfway between
the next tooth and the one from which it was
disengaged..

When the escapement medhanism returns te
its normal position, the .loose dog engages an ,_
escapement wheel tooth and is forced back .,
against the loose dog stop by the pull of the mate-
spring on the carriage. The escapement is then
completely restored and ready for the next cycle.

The sequencarof mechanical action which
takes place-during typing is as follows:

1. When a key is struck (depressed) with
sufficient force to type, the ribbon rises to
cover the type.

LOOSE DOG
.A6INST STOP

ESCAPEME
Roca

LOOSE DOG

a

LOOSE DOG
STOP

61.39X
Figure 2-5,Escapement mechanism.
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2., 'The hepaper a the ribbon
is a.dvanced 2 Space by'tlie ribbon feed
'mechanism:,
The escapement rOcks, 'allowing the eb-
capetrient Wheel to advance I/2 space; and
the escapement wheel pinion and carriage
feed raek,allow the carriage to move 1/2
space.
The escapement returns to 1t8 original
.position, allowing the carriage to move
1/2 space /and the ribbon to advance '1/2
space.

TYPE BAR MECHANISM.-

'The type bar mechanism 'carries the type
bar up to the platen .when a key is depressed.
The manner in which this mechanism works is

---iltuartratad in figure 12-6.-'_When, a type: key is
,depressed, it pivots and depresses a spring be
neath (key lever tension spring). At the same

7 tithe, it pulls the bell crank forward an causes
it to 'pivot on the fulcrum wire whic passes
through its base. A wire link between the bell
icrank and the type bar then pulls the base of the
type bar forward,;causing it td pivot on the ful-
cairn wire and move the type bar into the type
guide (fig. 12-0_ When the type bar goes into
the type guide, the bar pushes the universal bar
back, causing the bunter- fod to trip the escape-

,Iment dogs and allow the carriage t move one
space. The segment stop ring (fig. 1 -6), called
the WHIP, prevents the type bar from springing,
thus ensuring clear printing on the paper. When
the key is released, the key lever tension spring
(plus the weight of the, type bar) forces the key
lever up, returning the type bar action mech-
anism to its REST position.

While the type bar action mechanism
operatiiig, the key leverInd the ribbon universal
bar also actuate the ribbon, lift mechanist-iv.

RIBBON DRIVE MECHANISM
. ) 4

The function of the ribbon drive mechanism is
to mov.e4he ribbon from one spool to another in
definite ina-1ments each time a kez.or the space
bar is depress6d, and to raise the rilleon to the
line of type. Refer to figure 12 -7'as you study
howAhe ribbon drive mechanism world.

When the typewriter carriage moves one
space to the left, the escapement wheel (fig.
12-7) rotates the distance of one tooth. A small
gear on t_ e escapement wheel shaft meshes with
a smal ar on the ribbon feed shaft, causing

93

a sprocket and -chain on, the other end of the
shift to rotate. The chain which passes over
this sprocket drives another sprocket wheel 8n
the right end of the ribbondrive shaft (fig.
Two Mir pulleys guide the drive chain and main-
tain piopeetension on it

When the drive chain turns the large sprocket
wheel on the ribbon drive shaft, a small gear on
he drive shaft meshes with a ribbon spool shaft
gear (right or left) and drives the ribbon spool
haft. , When the ribbon spool shaft revolves; it

turns a ribbon spool on top and winds the ribbon
in small` increments onto it. If the ribbon drive
shaft is shifted to the right, p.utemafically or
manually, the right drive shaft gear meshes with,
the right ribbon spool shaft gear and revolves the

- 'ribbon spool shaft. When the ribbon drive shaft
is shifted 'to the' left, the gear, on its left end

ives the left ribbon spool shaft and winds the
ribbon tro the left.

Ribbon Drive Shaft Detent

You can change the directiOn of, a typewriter
gibbon by shifting a reverse lever (fig. 12-7) to,

e right or left. A slot in the lever linens the
ount of,spacdthe lever may be moved, and a

small spring retains it in -the position tdwhich it
is moved. The rear arm of the reverse lever fits
in a witch in the collar on the left end of the
ribbon drive shaft, and moves the shaft to the
right or left when the ribbon reverse lever is
moved.

Ribbon Reverse Mechanism

The function of the ribbon reverse piechantsm ,
to reverse the ribbon automatically -from a

11 ribbon spool to the 'empty ribbo'resp'ool. 'The
action of this mechanism ensures Utilization of
the init the full length of, the ribbon and the,
Same de

''..
ee of brightness of Color in every line --

of type. The ribbon reverse mechanism is il-
lustrated in figure 12-7.

Note the ribboi3 spool, ribbon reverse trigger,
n reverse plunger, and the reversing can
e ribbon drive shaft.

The end of the ribbon is attached to the ,ribbon
spool by a,catch. As long as there is one corn.
plete tura, of ribbon on the rilbon spool, the
ribbon reverse trigger is held in the IN position
and the trigger holds up the plunger i ide the
ribbon spool shaft, so that the lovier end o the
plunger does not erne into contact with the
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2-6.Typc bar action mechanism.

rexersi cam on the ribbon drive staff as it
rotates.

When a ribbon spool starts its last revolu
before becoming. completely empty, the rib
reverse rigger vid3tch has been holding the ri
revers unger up, Mhves OUT from the rib on4
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spool and releask its hold on 'the top f the
ribbon reverse pi _er. As the, ribbon reverse
plunger drops 9vfn, it itiOirqs into the path of a
reversing ea on the rillOon drive shaft, camsinj
th drive shaft to move laterally, thereby disen¢
going the drive shaft gear from the ribbon spool,
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Shift gear at one end and engaging the 'drive
'shaft gear and opposite spool shaft gear at the
other end.
4 As the ribbon starts to wind onto the empty
ribbon spool, it pushes the ribbon reverse trigger
in, causing the other' end of the trigger to en=
,gage the slot in the top of the ribbon reverse
plunger and raise it above the reversing cam on
the ribbon drive shaft.

Ribbon Lift Mechanism

The ribbon lift mechanism lifts the ribbon to.
a position in which it may be struck by the type
When its presence is required, and folet it down,
when not required (to allow reading of aline that
is being typed). Study illustration 12-8 as you
follow the description df the operation of this
inechahism.,

When a type key is_slepressed, the key lever'
contacts a prong; immediately beneath, which is
connected to the ribbon universal bar (U-bar),
causing the U-bar, to pivot its top forWard. As
the U-bar top pivots forward it raises the ribbon
guide actuating Lever link between the U -bar and
the ribbon guide actuating lever. The ribbon
guide actuating lever is connected to 'the ribbon
guide (carrier)' and raises it whe the key is
depressed, bringing the ribbon up in position to
be struck by the type head.. A spring provides
tension to restore the ribbon guide actuating

ote that the ribbon guide actuating lever has
a h irizontal Alot in the middlepand the horizontal
slot has an indentations its upper silrface. Then
note the ribbon guide actuating lever link shift
lever connected to the left end of the ribbon-
shift shaft. On.theTight end of the ribbon shift
shaft is the riblabn shift to which the .ribbon
bichroine*Shift lever i colmectedr. v .

When the ribbon bl-alitorne shift 'Lower is in
t 'e BLACK position, the ribbon guide actuat
levee link.-eshift lever moves to,, p6sitirin the
ribbon guide actuating lever link At the' front

'end- lack position) of the horizontal sltin e
rib oh guide_actuating. lever.) Nowi when _.y

wis depressed, the ribbon guide actuating 1 vet'
moves the ribbon' gulae in position for the ,type
heacho 'strike -the upper blaCkrpcertliorrof tif
ribbon. If the ribbon bichrorne shift lever is
moved to the WHITE position (steit nieil), the ribbca
guide actuating lever link shift lever moves the
Abbon guide actuating lever link to the ceritet
of the hoeizritntall slot in the.ribbon guide actup.lig
lever. When type'keys are depressed, the ribbon

guide -actuatinelever link moves U and doval
in the vertical slotOf the ribbon guide actuating
lever without moving it, enabling the, typist to
print character, directly on the stencil because
there is no ribbon in front of the type heads.
If the ribbon bichronle ,shift leirer is moved to
the RED position, the ribbon guide actuating
lever link shift lever moves the ribbOn guide
actuating lever link to the rear end of the slot
ih the ribbon guide actuating leVer. If typing is
aone with. the ribbon guide actuating lever link
in this position, the ribbon guide actuating lever
carries the ribbon. guide high enough for the
type heads to strike the lower (red) portion of
the ribbon. ,

Having three positions for setting the ribbon
lift mechanism pests efficient use of a stand-
ard two-co or typew iter, ribbon and allows the
.typist to ((c a stencil by merely moving th4."
ribbon bichrome shift lever to the WHITE posi-
tion.

.BACKSPACE MECHANISM

The function of the backspace mechanism is
to enable a, typist to move the carriage one or
more spaces to the right whenever necessary.
This mechanism is shown in figure 12-9. When
the backspace key lever is depressed, the'back-
simce keyf'lerver link causes the bell crank to%
pivot, and transfer the PULL to a horizontal'
ilane. The backspace slide is pen moved to the
eft at the4wo guide slots shown in the illustra-

tion. This action causes a backspacing pawl to'
engage a tooth'on the escapement-wheel pinion
and turn the pinion clockwise until the pinion
pawl on the escapement wheel Moves over one
tooth on the pinion. Since the carriage rack Is
erikagpd with the escapement wheel pinion, the
carriagie i, also tnoVtOd back one space to t(-
RIGHT.

.../TABULATOR ,MECHANtSM - '
n -

The tabulator 'mechanism o a typewriter
enablesothe typist to moyeiikeearr e a definite,
predetermined distance b3) depress& g the tabu-
lator bar (f,ig. 12-10). gefell.to this illustration

equently as you Study the manner in whidh the
tabulator mechantrn w As.
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If the tabula r sto are set as shown at
left-centv in figute 1 -1.0 and the tabblatOir
bar is depressed, the tabulator bar frame raises
the key 13et tabulator (cst) stop blade
arm on the;KSTI, stop blade contacts
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61.42X

rapt out of mesh with the escapement'
pibion, allowing the carriage to move tothel ft.

By the time the Carriage feed rack is raised
out of mesh with nib pinion, the pT Stop b
has moved up into the pap4of 'a set tabula or
stop, as shown in figure 12-10 (left-center).
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Figure 12-9.Back spacer mechanism.

ithe stop Pievents the carriage from moving
beyond this point.

thecescapement wheel locking pawl, In con-
p.mction with the escapement dogs, prevents the
/escapement wheel from moving out of position
while the feed rack is disengged. 'When the

'tabulator lever actuating plate in front of the
KM' frame is raised, a yielding device on the
left end' -of the shaft moves-against the spring
drum brake arm and presses the brakeshoes
against the side of the spring" drum with enough
forte tregate the speed of the carriage.

Tabulator Stop Setting Mechanism

tabulator stop= mechanism stops the
©:ii'riage at thadeiiired position. When the SET

7' key is depressed with the carriage in any desired
position, the 'key siever raises the stop getting
link(lower link); Mown in figure 124.1, Moving
the stop setting lihk (upper link) dctwn against
the 'hop immediately beneath it, and moves the
stop to its lower on SET pcisition. The stop re-

lamina in this position until it is cleared.

Tabulator Stop Clbaring Mechanism
-

The tabulator stop clearing mechanism
enables you to clear a set tabulator stop by returns to 'the rest position.

61.43X

depressing the TAB-CLEAR key. To clear tn-
dividual stops, tabulate to the stop which is to be
cleared and depress the tab-clear key. Thekey,
lever then raises the clearing plunger, which
contacts the bottom of the stop and raises it to
the cleared or UP position.

To clear all stops which are set, move the
carriage. to the extreme left. Then depress the
TAB -CLEAR key and hold it down while you move
the carriage to the extreme right. The bottoms
of the tabulator stops contact the beveled portion
of the clearing plunger, which raistathemtothe

of the plunger.

SHIF? MEC-HA/CIS

The function of the shift mechanism (fig.12-
12) is to raise and lower the segment and type

`bars so that the typist may be able to type the
'upper and lower case characters on the type
heads on a Common Him.' When you depress a
SfiIFT key, the shift mechanism moves the seg-
ment and type bars to the DOWN p_osition. By
depressing a shift key LOCK next to the shift
key, you can retain the _segment and type bars
In the down position as long as desired. The
,shift key lock lever is a simple, spring-lo
catch. When the lock is released, The segment
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Figure 12-12.Shift mechanise

Depressing the shift key rotates the shift lock
release shaft through a connecting link and an
arm secured to the shaft . The shift lock release
shaft, through the shift operating link, turns the
segment lock ielease link Shaft (illustrated). The

1

SHIFTC10EY SHIP KEY
LOCK LEVER

81.46X

lower toggle arm is secured to the segment lock
release link shaft and the upper toggle arm at the
toggle arm pivot (fig. 12-12). The upper toggle
arm is connected to an adjustment ecentric-
(strz toggle stud). As the lower toggle arm
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pivots forward, the loc is released and the action
of the lower and upper' oggle arms pulls the seg-
rnent bracket (carrying the segment and type
bars) down until the upper stop resth against the
lower stop.

When a shift key lever, right or left, is re-
leased, a spring raises the shift key lever. This
reverse action helps to restore the entire mechla-
nism, but the power requiredto raise the segment
bracket is supplied by two springs, one right and
one left, which are-connected between the seg.
ment bracket and the ribbon spool shaft brackets.

When the segment bracket is in the extreme
upper position and the key shift lever is up., the
ower toggle arm moves slightly over center

toward the rear of the machine, locking the seg-
ment bracket in the upper position, thus prevent-
ing it from bouncing and causing irregular print-
ing on the line.

BELL RINGER 1ViECHANISM

The bell ringer mechanism rings a bell to
indicate that the carriage is approaching the
tabular stop set for the right margin. Refer to
figure 12-13 as you study this mechanism.

As the typewriter carriage moves to the left,
the bell t- 'p pawl on the right margin stop moves
the bell ha er lever and the hammer away from
the bell. When the bell trip pawl moves past the
cam portion of the bell hammer lever, the bell

BEL!.
HAMMER

LEVER

hammer lever is released, allowing the hammer
to strike the bell under spring tension.

LINE LOCICMECHANISM

The margin stops arrest the movement of the
carriage to th.e right or left:. The line lock,
actuated by the margin stop, locks the universal
bar to -prevent type keyS from overtyping on the
last letter taien tlIt. carriage is stopped. The
line. lock lever also locks the escapement in posi-
tion to prevent operation of the space bar while
the line is locked, and to prevent overspaeing
when the margin release key is de, ressed.

When the carriage moves to thei eft, the mar-
gin stop contacts the margin release fed arm
(center). See figure 12-14. As the margin re-
lease rod moves to the left, the margin release
rod arm (right) on its right extremity contacts
the line lock actuating lever and moves it to the
left. The line lock actuating lever then pivots
at the pivot point (fig. 12-14) and pulls the line
lock lever comb link connected to the link lock
lever to the right, causing the line lock lever
to position itself behind the bunter plate and
around the bunter rod.

If a key is depressed when the line lock mech-
anism ip in this position, the type bar is pre-
vented from making an impressjorifi on the paper
by the universal bar bunter platirbeing stopped by
tire link lock lever adjusting screw. Because the-,

PORTION OF
BELL HAMMER

LEVER

RIGHT MARGIN
STOP

BELL TRIP
PAWL

HAMMER
CAM

Figure 12-Bell ringer mechanism.
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Figure 12-14.Line lock mechanism.

U-bar cannot move the bunter rod rearwards,
this action also prevents the escapement from
tripping. If the space bar is depressed with the
line lock mechanism in this position, the line
lock lever prevents 4ctuation of the escapement
by its contact with the bunter rod.

With the link lock mechanism in the position
jtist explained, no more typing can be done on
,this line until the MARGIN-RELEASE key is
depressed, causing the margin release rod to

) rotate and move the margin release rod arm
fastened to it down below the margin stop. Study
the illustration. The margin release rod then
moves to the right and allows the line lock lever
actuating lever to move to the right under spring
tension, freeing the line lock lever from the
bunter rod and the U-bar bunt plate.

LINE SPACE MECHANISM
or

A typewriter line space mechanise ensures
the 'same amount of space between lines of type
when the adjuster is set for a definite distarrte.

61.48X

The manner in which this mechanism works is
illustrated in figure 12-15.

There are three positions to which the line:
space adjuster °ea typewriter may be set. The
action of the line space pawl on the platen ratchet
for all three positions is shown in figure 12-15.
Study it carefully. The ratchet wheel in the il-
lustration has 30 teeth (6 lines per inch).

When the line space lever is moved to the
RIGHT, the line space pawl contacts a tooth on the
platen ratchet and moves it rearwardothe amount
of space set (position 1, 2, or 3). After the
ratchet is moved back to one of the three posi-
tions, a detent roller (fig. 12 -15) which is engaged
with the platen ratchet holds it in place.

1 03

PINION STOP SLIDE MECHANISM

The purpose of the pinion s mecha-
nism is to prevent overbankLng at e left mar-
gin when the carriage is returned with excessive
force or speed, and alsotopgventunderbanking
when it is returned with little force. The pinion
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Figure 12- r5.Line space mechanism.

stop slide (fig. 12-16) maintains the pinion in a
fixed position as the Carriage is banked. Any
yielding of the carriage as a result of excessive
force or speed whewit banks is compensated for
by the spring-loaded carriage feed rack.

As the carriage moves through the last space
jug before banking, the left margin stop contacts
the pinion stop slide actuating slide and moves it
to the right until it contacts and stops against the
margin release od arm. By means of the pinion
stop slide inte ediate lever, the pinion stop
slide is moved to he left and the edge of the lip
moves into the to th of the escapement wheel
Pinion and prevents the pinion from turning. If

1

DETENT ROLLER

61.49X

the carriage yields enough to equal one space,
the yielding device and yield spring on the car-
riage feed rack (fig. 12-10) yields and allows the
rack to remain at a correctly fixed relation with
the pinion while the carriage continues until its
momentum is expended.

SUMMARY

The operation of complex machines will be
much easier for you to understand if you will keep
in mind the following points:

A complex machine is nothing fnore than a
combination of two or more simple machines.
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TERMEDIATE LEVER ACTUATING SLIDE

PINION STOP SLIDE -

ACTUATING SLIDE

Figure 12-16--Pinion stop slide mechanism.

You can figure lout how a complex machine
works if you u
siinlge machines
first for the p
follow the action
determining the
movement at ea

The mecha
machine is
mechanical a
from which i

rstand the operation of the
om which it is made. Look
there energy is applied, and

tough step- by- step--carefully
RECTION and MAGNITUDE of

h step.
teal advantage of a complex

I to the PRODUCT of the
vantage of each simple machine

made.
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When a machine gives a mechanical advantage
of MO- THAN ONE, it multiplies the FORCE of
the appli energy. When it gives a mechanical
advantag of LESS THAN ONE, it rnultipliesboth
the DIS ANCE and the SPEED of the applied
rnovern

Mor examples of complex machines will be
given in the following chapters of this book. None
of them should be too difficult for you to under-
stand if you analyze each of them carefully by
the methods described in the foregoing.



CHAPTER 13

INTERNAL COMBUSTIOKENGINE

The automobile is a familiar object to al
us; and the engine that makes it go is one of the
most fascinating and talked about of all the
complex machines we use today. In this chap-
ter we will explain briefly some of the opera-
tional principles of this machitre, and thenbreak
it down to its more basic mechanisms. In its
makeup you will find many of the devices and
basic mechanisms that you have studied earlier
in this book. Look for these and the simple
machines that make uplthe engine as you study
its operation and constriiction.

clIMBUSTION ENGINE

An engine is defined simbly as a machine
that converts heat energy to mechanical energy.
To fulfill this purpose, the engine may tare one
of several forme' '

Combustion is the act of burning. Internal
means inside or 1 nclond. Thus an internal
combustion engine is one in which the fuelburns
inside; that is, burnilig takes place within the

1
acne cylinder that produces energy to turn the
rankshaft. In external combustion engines,

such as steam 'engines, the combustion takes
place outside the engine. Figure 13-1 shows, in
simplified form, an external and an internal
combustion engine.

The external combustion engine requires a
boiler to which heat is applied. This combustion
causes water to boil to produce steam. The
steam passes into the engine cylinder under
pressure and forces the piston to move down-
ward. With the internal combustion engine, the
combustion t s .place inside the cylinder and
is, directly responsible for forcing the piston to
move downward.

The transformattbn of heat energy to me-
charircal energy by the engine is based on a
fundamental law of physics which states that gas
will expand upon application of heat. The law

1

also states that when a gas is compressed the
temperature of the gas will increase. lithe gas
is confined with no outlet for expanSion, then
the pressure of the gas'will be increased when
heat is applied (as it is in an automotive cylin-

oder). In an engine, this pressure acts ainst
the head of a piston, causin it do mo- own-
ward.

As you know, the piston oyes up and down
in the cylinder. The up-and-down motion is
known as reciprocating motion. This recipro-
cating motion (straight line motion) must be
changed to rotary motion (turning motion) in
order to turn the wheels of a viehicle. A crank ,

and a connecting rod change this reciprocating
motion to rotary motion.

All internal combustion engines, whether
gasoline or diesel, are basically the same. We
can best demonstrate this by saying they all
rely on three thingsair, fuel, and ignition.
. Fuel contains potential energy for operating
the engine; air contains' the oxygen necessary
for- combustion; and ignition starts combustion.
All are fundamental, and the engine will _not
operate without any one of them. Any discus-
sion of engines must be based' on these three
factors and the steps and mechanisms involved
in delivering them to the combustion chamber
at the proper time.

DEVELOPMENT OF POWER

The power of an internal combustion engine
comes from the burning of a mixture of fuel
and air in 2 small, enclosed space. When this
mixture burns it expands greatly, and the push
or pressure created is used to move the piston,
thereby cranking the engine. This movement is
eventually sent back to the wheels to drive the
vehicle.

Sinne similar action occurs in all cylinders
of an engine, let's use one cylinder in our de-
velopment of power. The one-cylinder engine

I
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BbiLER

PISTON
\\1

WATER

COMBUSTION CHAMBER

EXTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Figure
_.Simple external and i lternal combustion engine.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

consists of four basic parts as shown in figure
13-2.

First we must have a cylinder which
closed at one end; this cylinder is similar to a,
tall metal/can.

Insicli the cylinder is the piston, a movable
metal plug, which fits snugly into the cylinder,

AROUND IN
A CIRCLE

Figure 1 . -Cylinder, piston, connecter

81.41

but can 'still s1ieie up and down easily. This up-
ana-dkwri movement, produced by the burning of
fuel- in the cylinder, results in the production of
power from Mlle engine.

You have already learned that the up-and-
own movement is called reciprrocating motion.

This motion must the changed to rotary motion

PISTON PIN

BOLT

PISTON

CONN CTING
ROD

CRANKPIN

*I"

CRANKSHAFT LOWER ROD
-REARING CAP

WASHER

NUT

65
od, and crankshaft for a one-cylinder engine.
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r
so the wheels or4tracks of vehicles can be made
to .rotate. This change is accomplished by a
crank, on the crankshaft- and a connecting rod
which connects between the piston and the crank.

The crankhaft is a shaft with an ,offset
portion,, the crank, which describes a circle as
the shaft ratal-es. The top end of the connecting
rod is connected to the piston alid must there-
fore go up and down. The lower end of the con-.,
necting rod is attached to the crankshaft. zThei_
lower end of the connecting-rod also moves up,
and down but, because it th attached to the crank--
shift, it. must also move in a, circle with the
crank.

When the piston of the engthe slides down-
ward because of the pressure of the expandieg
gases in the cylinder, the upper enii of the ion -
necting rod moves downward with the piston, in
,a straight line, The lower end-of t connecting
rod moves down and in a circula otion at the
sane time. This moves the er nk and in turn
the crank rotates the shaft; this rotation is the
desired result. So remember, the crankshaft
and connecting rod combination is a mechanism
for the purpose of changing straightline up-and-
down motion to circular, rotary motion.

BASIC ENGINE STROKES

Each movement of the piston from
bottom or from bottom to top is called a stroke.
The piston takes two strokes (an upstroke and a
downstroke) as the crankshaft makes one com-
plete revolution. When the piston is at th.e top
of a stroke, it is said to be at top dead "tenter
(TDC), When the piston is at the bottom of a
stroke, it is said to be at bottom dead center
(EDC). These positions are called rock posi-
tions and will be discussed further in this chap-
ter under "Timing." See figure 13-3 and fig
ure 13-7.

The basic engine you have studied so far has
had no provisions for getting the fuel-air mix-
ture into the cylinder or burned gases out of the
cylinder. There are two openings in the en-
closed end of a cylinder. One of the openings,
or ports, permits the mixture of air and fuel to
enter and the othe port permits the burned gases
to escape from e cylin4r. The two ports
have valves absie bled in them. These valves,
actuated by the mshaft, close off either one
or the other of the ports, or both of them, dur-
ing various stages of engine operation. One of
the valves, called the intake valve, opens to ad-
mit a mixture of fuel and air into the cylinder.

The other valve, called the exhaffst valve, opens
to alloW The escape of burned gases after the
fueitsand-air mixture litas burned. Later on you
wil learn more about how these valves and their

e anisrns operate.
The following paragraphs give' a simplified

explanation of the action that, takes place withfn
tlte .engine cylinder. This action may be divided
into four parts: the intake stroke, the co 1I-
pression stroke, the power stroke, and the

liaust stroke,. Since- theskistrokes are easy to
'identify in the operation of a foitr=cycle engine,
that engine is used in' the deScription, This type
'if engine is also called a four-stroke-Otto-
cytCle engines because it was Dr. N. A. Otto who,
in 1876, first' applied the principle of this en-
gine.

108

INTAKE STROKE' /

The first stroke in th# sequence is called
the intakis stroke (fig.-13-4). During this'Stroke,
the piston is moving downyrard and the intake
valve is open. This downsiard movement of the
piston produces a partial vacuum in the cyfin-
tier, and air and fuel rush into the cylinder past
the open intake vilye. This is somewhat the
same °effect as whin you drink through a straw.
A partial Vacuum is produced in the mouth and
the liquid moves up through the straw to fill-the
vacuum.

COMPRESSION STROKE
ti

A
When the piston reaches bottom dead center

at the end of the intake stroke and is therefore
at bottom of the cylinder, the intake valVe
closes.. This seals the upper end of the cylin-
der. As the crankshaft continues to rotate, it
pushes up, through the connecting rod, on the
piston. The piston is therefore pushed upward
and compresses the combustible mixture in the
cylinder; this is called the compression stroke
(fig. 13-4). In gasoline engines, the-mixture is
compressed to about one-eighth of its original
volumt. (In a diesel engine the mixture may be
celnpressed to as little as one-sixteenth of its
original volume.) ty`iis compression of the
fuel mixture increases the pressure within_
cylinder. Compressing the mixture th this way
makes it still more combustible; not only does
the pressure in the cylinder go up, but the tem-
PeratureTxd the mixture also increases.

1
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CRANKSHAFT

COMNECT1NG RO

ionship of p n connecting rod,' and
turn `one revolution.

POWER STROKE

As the piston reaches top dead center at the
end of the compression stroke and therefore has
moved to-the top of the cylinder, the compressed
fuel-air 'mixture is *ignited. The ignition sys-
tem causes an electric spark to occur suddenly
in the cylinder, and the spark sets fire to the
fuel-air mixture, In burning, the mixture gets
very hot and tries to expand in all directiorpe
The pressure rises to about 600 or 700 pounds
per square inch. Since the piston is the only
thing that can move, the force produced by the
expander gases forces the piston down. This
force, or thrust, is carried through the con-
netting rod to the crankpin on the arankshaff.
The crankshaft is given a powerful twist". This
is cs.iled the power stroke (fig. 13-4). This
turning effort, rapidly repeated in the engine
and carried through gears and shafts, will turn..

crank on crankshaft as
A1.42

crankshaft

the wheels of a vehicle and cause it to move
along the highway

EXHAUST STROKE

After he .fuel-air mixture had burned,'
must be cleared from the cylinder. This
done by opening the exhaust valve justi.as
power stroke is finished and the piston
back up on the exhaust stroke (fig. 13-4 ), She
piston forces the burned gases out of th'e'
der past the open exhaust valve. TR four
strokes (intake, compressiqn, power, and ex-
haust) are continuously rep4ated as the engine
runs.

NGINE CYCLES

Now, with the basic knowledge you have of
he parts and the four strokes of the engine, let
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us see'what happens during the actual rioning of
the engine,. To produce.sustairied.-.4zower, arten-
gine must accomplish a definite seities of op-
erations over and over again. All you have to do
is follow one series of.eventsintake, com-
pression, power, and exhaustuntil they repeat
themselves. This one series of events is called
a cycle.

Most engines of today are called four-cycle
engines.' What is meant is four-stroke-cycle,
but our habit of abbreviating has eliminated the

cyddle word. Just the same, when you see four-
cle it means there are four strokes of the

pippion, two up and two down,Jtio each cycle. Then
it starts ver again on another cycle of the same
four strokes.

TWO-CYCLE ENGINE

In the two-cycle engine, the entire, cycle of
events (intake, romp emission, power, and ex-
haust) takes place in iSCon strokes.

two -c itu f sure 13 -5.
Every other toe, is a power
stroke. Eat tin4the pis moveA down it is
on the power strolke. 7.Intake,' compression,
power, and exlial,lst still take place:but they are

unpleted in just .0,1.1 strokes. In figure 13-5
the intakes exhaugr-pOrts are cut into the
cylinder- wall instead of being placed at the top

the combustion chamber as in the four-ocycle
-ne. As the piston moves down on its 'Sower

stroke, it first uncovers the exhaust port to let

E XffAtJ5T PORT

Figure 13-5.Events in a two-cycle,

111

nal combustion engine.
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burned gases escape and then uncovers the in-
take part tp allow a new Auel-air mixture to
enter the combustion chamber. Then, on the
upward stroke, the piston cover both ports and,
at the same time, compresses the new mixture
in preparation for ignition and another power
stroke.

In the engine shown in figure 13.45 the piston
is Shaped so that the incoming fuel-afr mixture
is directed upward, thereby,sweeping out ahead
of it the burned exhaust gases. Also, there is an
inlet into the crankcase through which the fuel-
air mixture passes before it-enters Me cylin-
der. This inlet is opened as the piston moves
upward, but it is sealed off as the piston moves
downward on the power stroke. The downward
moving piston slightly compresses the mixture
in the crankcase, thus giving the mixture enough
pressure to pasS rapidly threitigh the intake port
as thh piston clears this port. This improves
the sweeping-out, or scavenging, effect of the
'fixture as it enters and clears the burned gases
from the cylinder through the exhaust port.

FOUR-CYCLE vs TWO-CYCLE ENGINES

You have probably noted that the two-cycle
engine produces a power stroke every crank
shaft revolution; the four-cycle engine requires
two crankshaft revolutions for each power
stroke. It might appear then that the two-cycle
could produce twice as much power as the four-
cycle of the same size, operating at the same
speed. However, this is not true. With the two-
cycle engine seme of the power is used to drive
the blower th:t forces the air--fuel charge into
the cylinder leader -pressure. Also, the burned

gases are not ,::ompIetely cleared korn the cyl-
inderei Additi dally, because of the tiT-(7:11-e shorter
period the in ,keport is open (as compared to
the period tl intake valve in a four-stroke-
cycle is open a, relatively smaller amount of
fuel -air mixt re is admitted. Hence, with less
fuel-air mixt re, less power per power stroke
is produced ae compared to the power produced
in a four - strike cy-eit engine of like size oper-
ating, at the same speed and with other condi-
tions being the same. To increase the amount
of fuel-air mixture, auxiliary devices are used
with the two-stroke engine to ensure delivery of
greater amounts of fuef-air mixture into the
cylinder.

112

MULTIPLE - CYLINDER ENGINES

The discussion so far in this chapter has
concerned a single-cylinder- engine. A single
cylinder provides only one power, impulse every
two crankshaft revolutions in a teur-cycle en-
gine and is delivering power only one-fourth of
the time. To provide for a more continuous
flow of power, modern engines use four, six,
eight, or more cylinders. The same series of
cycles take place in each cylinder.

In a four-stroke cycle six-cylinder engine,
for example, the cranks on the crankshaft are
set 120 degrees apart, the cranks for cylinders
1 and 6, 2 and 5, and 3 and 4 being in line with
each other (fig. 13-6). The cylinders fire or
deliver the power strokes in the following or-
der: 1-5-3-6-2-4. Thus the power strokes fol-
low each' other so closely that there is a fairly
continuous and even delivery of power to the
crankshaft.

TIMING

In a gasoline engine, the valves must open
and close at the proper times with regard to
piston position and stroke. In addition, the
ignition system must produce the sparks at the
proper time so that the, power strokes can
start. Both valve and ignition system action
elitist be properly timed if good engine per-
formance is to be obtained.

Valve timing refers to the exact times in the
engine cycle at which the valves trap the mix-
ture! and then allow the burned gases to escape.
The valves must open and close so that the
are constantly in step with the piston mo 7rii

of the cylinder-which they control. The :osition
of the valves is determined, by the ea, haft; the
position of the piston is determined by the .

crankshaft. Correct valve timing is obta edby
providing the proper relationship between the
cam shaft and the crankshaft, 1

When the piston is at TIC the Crankshaft
can move 15° to 20 without causing thy- piston
to move up and down any noticeable distance.
This is one of the two rock positions (fig. 13-7).
When the piston moves up on the exhaust stroke,
considerable momentum is given to:the exhaust
gases as they pass out through the exhaust valve
port, but if the exhaust valve closes at TUC, a
small amount of the gases will be trapped and
will dilute the inceming fuel-air mixture when
the intake valveS open. Since the piston has
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Figure 13-6.Crankshaft for a six-cylinder engine.
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little downward movement while in the rock po-
sition, the exhaust valve can remain open dur-
ing this period and thereby permit a More
complete scavenging of the exhaust gases:,

Ignition timing refers to the timing of the
spark at the spark plug gap with relation to the
piston position during the compression and
power strokes. The ignition system is timed
so that the spark occurs before the piston
reaches TDC on the compression stroke. This
gives the mixture enough time to ignit nd start
burning. If this time were not prov , that is,
if the spark occurred at or after TD , then the
pressure increase would not keep pace with the
piston movement.

At higher speeds, there is still less time for
the fuel-air mixture to ignite and burn. In or-
der to compensate for this, and thereby avoid
power loss, the ignition system includes an ad-
vance mechanism that functions on speed.

CLASSIFICATION OF ENGINES

Engines for automotive and construction
equipment may be classified in a number of
ways: type of fuel used; type of cooling em-
ployed; or valve and cylinder arrangement.
They all operate on- the internal combustion
principle, and the application of basic principles
of construction to particular needs or systems

120
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of -manufacture has caused certain designs to be
recognized as conventional.

The most common method of clas§ification
is by the type of fuel used; that is, whether the
engine burns gasoline or diesel fuel.

GASOLINE ENGINES VS DIESEL
ENGINES

Mechanically and in overall appearance,
gasoline and diesel - engines resemble one 'an-

( other. However, in, the diesel engine, many
parts are somewhak heavier and stronger, so
that they can withstand the higher temperatures
and pressures the engine generates. The en-
gines differ also in the fuel used, in the method
of introducing it into the cylinders, and in how
the air-fuel mixture is ignited. In the gasoline
engine, air and fuel first are mixed together in_
the carburetor. After this mixture is com-
pressed in the cylinders, it is ignited by an
electrical spark from the spark plugs. The
source of the energy producing the elecfrical-
spark may be a, storage battery or a nigh-
tension magneto.

The diesel engine' has no carburetor. Air
alone enters its cylinders, .where it is com-
pressed and reaches high temperature due to
compression. The heat of compression ignites
the fuel injected into the cylinder and causes
the fuel-air mi=xture to burn. The diesel engine
needs no spark plugs; the very contact of the
diesel fuel with the hot air in the cylinders
causes ignition. In the gasoline engine the heat
from compression is not enough to ignite the
air-fuel mixture, therefore spark plugs are
'necessary.

ARRANGEMENT OF CYLINDERS

Engines are classified also according to the
arrangement of the cylinders: inline, with all
cylinders cast in a ptraight line above the crank-
shaft, as in most trucks; and V-type with two
banks of cylinders mounted in a "V" shape
above the crankshaft, as in many passenger
vehicles. Anoth not-so-common arrangement
is the horizonta y opposed engine.i.vhose cylin-
ders are mount in two side rows, each oppo-
site a central crankshaft. Buses often are
equipped with this type of engine.

The cylinders are numbered. The cylinder
nearest the front of an in-line engine is No. I.
The others are -timbered 2, 3, 4, etc., from

front to'rear. In V-type engines the numbering
sequence varies with the manufacturer.

The firing order (which is different fromthe
numbering order) of the cylinders iS usually
stamped on the cylinder block or on the manu-
facturer's nameplate.

VALVE AII,IIANGEME 1T

The majority of internal combustion engines
are classified according to the position

and arrangement of the intake and exhaust
valvesthat is, whether the valves. are in the
cylinder block or in the cylinder head. Various
arrangements have been used, but the most
common are L-head, I -head, and F-head= (fig.
13-8). The letter designation is used because
the shape of the combustion chamber resembles
the form of the letter identifying it.

L-Head

In the L-head engines both valves are placed
in the block on the same side of-the cylinder.

)kciThe valve-operating mech- ism is located di-
rectly below the valves, an__ one camshaft ac-
tuates both the intake and exhaust valves.

I-Head

Engines using the I-head construction are
commonly called valve-in-head or over-head
valve engines, because the valves are mounted
in a cylinder head above the dylinder. This ar-
rangement requires a tappet, a push rod, and a
rocker arm above the cylinder to reverse the
direction of valve movement, but only one cam-
shaft is required for both valves. Some over-
head valve engines make use of an overhead
camshaft. This arrangement eliminates the
long linkage between the camshaft and valve.

F-Head

In the F-head engine, the intake valves
normally are located in the head, while the ex-
haust valves are located in the engine block.
This arrangement combines, in effect, the I,-
head and the I-head valve arrangements. The
valves in the head are actuated from the cam-
shaft through tappets, push rods, and rocker
arms (I-head arrangement), while the valves in
the block are actuated directly from the cam-
shaft by tappets (L-head arrangement).
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L= HEAD

Figure

ENGINE CONSTRUCTION

I-HEAD F-HEAD

81.46
and- F-valve arrangement.

Basic engine construction varies little, re-
gardless of size and design of the engine. The
intended use of an engine must be considered
before the design and size can be determined.
The temperature at which an engine will oper-
ate has a great deal to do with determining what
metals must be used in its construction.

To simplify the service parts problem in the
field, and also to simplify servicing proce-
dures, the present trend in engine construction
and design is toward what is called engine
families. There must, of necessity, be many
different kinds of engines because there are
many kinds of jobs to be done. However, the
service and service parts problem can be
simplified by designing engines so that they are
closely related in cylinder size, valve arrange-
ment, etc. As an example, the GM series 71
engines can be obtained in 2, 3, 4, and 6, cylin-
ders; but they are so designed that the same
pistons, connecting rods, bearings, valve oper-
ating mechanisms and valves can be used in all
4 engines.

Engine construction, in this chapter, will be
broken down into two foategories: stationary
parts and moving parts.

TIONARY PARTS

The stationary parts of an engine include
the cylinder block, cylinders, cylinder head or
heads, crankcase, and the exhaust and intake
manifolds. These parts furnish the framework
of the engine. All movable parts are attached
to or fitted into this framework.

Engine Cylinder Block

The engine cylinder bloc is the basic frame
of a liquid- cooled engine, hetner it be in-line,
horizontally-opposed, or V-type. The cylinder
block and crankcase are often cast in one piece
which is the heaviest single piece of metal in
the engine. (See fig. 13-9). In small engines,
where weight is an important consideration, the
crankcase may be cast separately. In most
large diesel engines, such as those used in
power plants, the crankcase is cast separately
and is attached to a heavy stationary engine
base.

In practically all automotive and construe
tiot) equipment, however, the cylinsier block and
crankcase are cast in one piece. In this course
we are concerned primarily with liquid-cooled
engines, of this type.
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The ylinders of a liquid- cooled engine are
surrounded by jackets through which the cooling
liquid circulates. These jackets are cast inte-
grally with the cylinder block. Communicati
passages permit the coolant to circulate around
the cylinders and through the heid.

The air-cooled engine cylinder differs from
that of a liquid - cooled engine in that the cylin-
ders are made individually, rather than cast in
block. ThkcylLnders of air-cooled engines have
closely spaced fins surrounding the barrel; these
fins provide a greatly increased surface area

ed. This is in
contrast to the liquid - cooled engine, which has a
water jacket around its cylinders.

Cylinder Block Construction

The cylinder block is cast from gray iron or
iron alloyed with other metals such as nickel,
chromium, or molybdenum. Some light weight
engine blocks are made from aluininum.

Cylinders are machined by grinding, and/or
boring, to give them the desired true inner sur-
face. During normal engine operattsn, cylinder
walls will wear out-of-round, orpbey may be-
come cracked and'scored if not properly lubri-
cated or cooled. Liners (sleeves) made of metal
alloys resistant to wear, are used in many gaso-
line engines and practically all diesel engines
to lessen wear. After they have been worn be-
yond the maximum oversize, the liners can by
replaced individually permitting the use of stand-
ard pistol* and rings. Thus you can avoid re-
placing thentire, cylinder block.

The liners are inserted into a hole in the block
with either a PRESS FIT or a SLIP FIT. Liners
are further designated as WET TYPE or DRY
TYPE. The wet type line comes in direct con-
tact with the coolant and is sealed at the top by
the use of a metallic sealing ring and at the
bottom by a rubber sealing ring; the dry type
liner does not, ntact the coolant.

Engine blocks for L-head engines contain the
passageways for the valves and valve ports. The
lower part of the block (crankcase) supports the
crankshaft (with main bearings and bearing caps )
and also provides a place for fastening the oil
pan.

-The camshaft is supported in the cylinder
block by bushings that fit into machined holes in
the block. On L-head in-line engines, the intake
and exhaust manifolds are attached to the side of
the cylinder block. On L-head V-8 engines, the
intake manifold is located between the two banks

of cylinders. In this engine, there are two ex-
haust manifolds, one on the outside of eachbank.

Cylinder Head

The cylinder head provides the combustion
chambers for the engine cylinders. oIt is built to
conform to the arrangement of the valves: L-
head, I-head, or other.

In the water-cooled engine the cylinder head
(fig. 11-10) is bolted to the top of the cylinder
block to close the upper end of the cylinders. It
contains -passages, matching thcikeof the cylinder
block, which allow the cooling ft-t-er torirculate
in the head. The head also helps retain compres-
sion in the cylinders. In thegasoline engine there
are tapped holes in the cylinder head which lead
into the combustion chamber. The spark plug_ s

are inserted into these tapped holes.
In the diesel engine the cylinder head maybe

cast in a single unit, or may be cast for a Single
cylinder or two or more cylinders. Separated
head sections (usually covering 1, 2, or 3
cylinders in large engines) are easy to handle
and can be readily removed.

The L-head type of cylinder head shown in
figure 13-10 is a comparatively simple casting.
It contains water jackets for coon* and open-
ings for spark plugs. Pockets into which the
valves operate are also provided. Each pocket
serves as a part of the combustion chamber. The
fuel-air mixture is compressed in the pocket
as the piston reaches the end of the compression
stroke. Note that the pockets have a rather com-
plex curved surface. This shape hasbeen care-
fully designed so that the fuel-air mixture, in
being compressed, will be subjected to violent
turbulence. This turbulence assures uniform
mixing of the fuel and air, thus improving the
combustion process.

The I-head (overhead-valve) type of cylinder
head containehot only water jackets for cooling
spark-plug openings, and valve and corribustion-
chamber pockets, but. it also contains and sup-
ports the valves and valve-operating mecha-
nisms. In this type of cylinder head, the water
jackets must be large enough to cool not only
the top of the combustion chaniber but also the
valve seats, valves, and valve-operating mecha-
nisms.

Crankcase

The crankcase is that part of the engine block
below the cylinders. It supports and encloses the
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Figure 13 -10. --y er head for L-head engine.
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Exhaust Manifold

wit manifold is essentially a tube
carri = products of cansbustice from
cyi s. On L-head engines the exhaust man
hold is to the side of the engine
overhead-valve engine* it is bolted.to
the engine cylinder -Nod.
may be single iron castings or
sections. They have a am
with no abrupt changes in site.

Intake Manifold

-The- intake manifold- *
carries the fuel-air mixture from the carburetor
and distributes it as evenly as possible to the
cylidders. On a dieiel engine the Manifoll
carries only air to the cylinders. The intak
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that serve as seals between these parts in as-
sembly, require as much, attention during as-
sembly as any other part. It is impractical to
machine all eurfaces so that flitity fit tooitter tc
fOrrn a perfect meal. The gaskets make a join1
that is air, water, or oil tight; therefore, wham
properly installed, they prevent loss of compres-
sion, coolant, or lubricant.

MOVING PARTS OF AN ENG

The moving parts of e serve an ins.
portant function in turnisg heat energy iii me-
chanical energy. They
motion into rotary motion. p
parts are the piston assembly, c
crankshaft assembly (includes
vibration
gear train.

The burning of thefnelair ire withinth
cylinder exerts a pressure on the piston, Um
pushing it down in the cylinder. The action
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ci

the underside of the pipton to reinforce the head;
the ribs also assist in conducting heat from the
head of the pistbn to'.the piston rings and out
through the cylinder wallah

The structural components of the piston are
the HEAD, SMRT, RING GROOVES, and LAND ,

(fig. 13-14). However, all
illustr

ns do not look
like the typical one here uer . Some hays
differently shaped heads. Giese engine pistons i
usually have more ring grooves d rings than the
pistons of gasoline engines. Some of these rings
may be installed below as well-as above-th
WRIST or PISTON PIN (fig. 13-15).

Fitting pistons properly is important. Be-
cause petal expands when heated, and bealuse
space *lust be provided for lubricants bstween
the pistons "and the cylinder walls, the stone
are fitted to the engine with a specified clearance.
This clearance depends upon the size or diameter
of the piston and the material from which it is
made. Cast iron does not expand as fast or as
much as aluminum. Aluminum pistons require
more clearance to prevent binding or seizing

81.52
Figure 13- 12.- Engine overhaul gasket kit.

the connecting rod and crankshaft converts this
downward motion to a rotary motion.

C

Piston Assembly

Engine pistons serve several purposes: they
transmit the force of combustion to the crank-
shaft through the connecting rod; they act as a
guide fpr the upper end of the connecting rod;
and thdy also serve as a carrier for the piston
rings used to seal the compression in the cylin-
der. (See fig. 13-13.)

The piston must come to a completeowtop at
the end of each stroke before reversing its course
in the cylidder. To withstand this rugged treat-
ment and wear, it must be made of tough ma-
terial, yet be light in weight. To overcome
inertia and momentum at high speeds, it must be
carefully balanced and weighed. All the pistons
used in any one engine must be of similar weight
to avoid excessive vibration. Ribs are used on
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Figure 13 -13.- Piston and connecting rod-
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Figure 13-14. The parts of a piston.
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OIL CONTROL RINGS

OIL RETURN HOLES

Figure 13 =15. Piston assembly of General Motors series 71 engine.
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BASIC MACHINES

when the engine gets hot. The skirt or botm
part of the piston runs much cooler than the top;
therefore, it does not require as much clearance
as the head.

he' piston is kept in alignment by the skirt,
which is usually CAM GROUND (elliptical in
cross section) (fig. '13 -16). This elliptical shape
permits the piston to fit the cylinder, regardless
of whether the piston is cold or at operating
temperature. The narrowest diameter of the
piston is at the piston pin bosses, where the
metal is thickest. At the widest diameter of thege
piliton, -the .piston skirt is-thinnest. The piston
is fitted to close limits at its widest diameter so
that piston noise (slap) is prevented during engine
warm-up. As the piston is-expanded by the heat
generated during .operation, it becomes round
because the expansion is proportional to the
temperature of the metal. The walls of the skirt
are cut away as much as possible to reduce
weight and to prevent excessive expansion during

THE ELLIPTICAL SHAPE OF THE PISTON
SKIRT SHOULD BE 0 010 TO 0 012 IN.

LESS AT DIAMETER (A) THAN ACROSS
THE THRUST FACES AT DIAMETER (B)

IC-

engine operation. Many aluminum pistons are
made with SPLIT SKIRTS so that when the pistons
expand the skirt diameter will not increase. The
two types of piston skirts found in most engines
are the FULL TRUNK and the SLIPPER. The
full-trunk-type skirt, which is more widely used,
has a full cylindrical shape with bearing surfaces
parallel to those of t cylinder, giving more
strength and better control of the oil film. The
SLIPPER-TYPE (CUTAWAY) skirt has con-
siderable relief on the sides of the skirt, lehving
less area for possible contact with the cylinder
walls and thereby reducing friction.

PISTON PINS. The piston is attached to the
connecting rod by means of the piston pin (wrist
pin). The pin passes through the piston pin
bosses and through the upper end of the cormect-
ing rod, which rides within the piston on the
middle of the pin. Piston pinsare made of alloy
steel with a preCision finish and are case

0 028 TO 0.033 IN. LEA.THAN
DIAMETER AT (01-

THE SKIRT OF THE PISTON SHOULD
TAPER SO THAT THE DIAMETER

AT IS FROM 0.0005 TO
0.0015 IN. LESS THAN AT (D)

Figure 13-16.Cam-ground piston.
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hardened and sometimes chromium plated to in --

creast their wearing qualities. Their tubular
tton gives them a maximum of strength

minimum of weight. They are lubricated
lash from the crankcase or by pressure
h passages bored in the connecting rods.

..There are three methods commonly used for
fastening a piston pin to the piston and the con-
necting rod. (See fig. 13-17.) An anchored, or
"fixed," pin is attached to the piston by a ecrew
running. through one of thebosses; the connecting
rod oscillates on the pin. A "semifloating" pin

Di turns is the
piston pin bosses. A " - oating" pin s free
to rotate in the connecting rod and in the sses,
but is prevented from working out a st the
sides of the cylinder by plugs or snapring locks.

PISTON RINGS.Piston rings are used on
to maintain gastight seals between the

pistons and cylinders, to assist in cooling the
piston, and to control cylinder-wall lubrication.
About one-third of the heat absorbed by the piston
passes through the rings to the cylinder wall.
Piston rings are often quite' complicated in de-
sign, are heat treated in various ways and are
plated with other, metals. There are two distinct
classifications of piston rings: compression
rings and oil control rings. (See fig. 13-18.)

The principal function of a compression ring
is to prevent gases from leaking by the piston
during the compression and power strokes. All
piston rings are split to permit assembly to the
piston and to allow for expansion. Whenthe ring

FIXED PIN

is in place, the ends of the split joint do not form
a perfect seal; therefore, it is necessary to use
more than one ring and to stagger the joints
around the piston. If cylinders are worn, ex-
panders (fig. 1315' and 13-18) are sometimes
used to ensure a perfect seal.

The bottom ring, usually located just above
the piston pin, is an oil regulating ring. This
ring scrapes the excess oil from the cylinder
walls and returns some of its through slots, to
the piston ring grooves. The ring groove under
an oil ring is provided with openings through
which the oil flows back into the crankcase. In
some engines, ad-el-atonal oil rings arf-Usel in
the piston skirt below the piston pin.

Connecting Rods

Connecting rods must be light and yet strong
enotigh to transmit the thrust of the pistons to
the crankshaft. Connecting rode are drop forged
from a steel alloy capable of withstanding heavy
loads without bending or twisting. Holes at the
upper and lower ends are machined to permit
accurate fitting of bearings. These holes must
be parallel.

The upper end of the connecting rod is con-
nected to the piston by the piston pin. If the
piston pin is locked in the piston pin bosses, or
if it floats in both piston and connecting rod, the
upper hole of the connecting rod will haveta solid
bearing (bushing) of bronze or similar material.
As th", lower end of the connecting rod revolves
with, the crankshaft, the upper end is forced to

SEMIFLOATING
PIN

e .- .Piston pin types.
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.

COMPRESSION RING WI STEP JOINT

OIL-REGULATING RING WITH DIAGONAL JOINT

DOUBLE-DUTY OIL-REGULATING
RING WITH BUTT JOINT

LE RING WITH EXPANDER

Figure 13- Piston ri

The PRECISION type bearing is accurately
finished to fit the crankpin and does not require
further fitting during installation. It is positioned
by projections on the shell which match reliefs
in the rod and cap. The projections prevent
bearings from moving sideway_ s and from rota
motion in the rod and cap.

The SEMIPRECISION type bearing is usually
fastened to or nie-cast with the rod and cap.
Prior to installation, it is machined and fitted to
the proper inside diameter with the cap and rod
bolted together.

Crankshaft

As the pistons collectively might be regarded
as the heart of the engine, so the CRANKSHAFT
may be considered its backbone (fig. 13-19).-It
ties together the reactions of, the pistons and the
connecting rods, transforming their recipro-
cating motion into a rotary motion. And it
transmits engine power through the flywheel,
clutch, transmission, and differential to drive
your vehicle.

The crankshaft is forged or cast from an
alloy of steel and nickel, is machined smooth
to provide bearings,surfaces for the connecting
rods and the maidA bearings, and is CASE-
HARDENED, or coated in a furnace with cop-
per alloyed with carbon. These bearing sur-
faces are called JOURNALS. The crankshaft
counterweights impede the centrifugal force of
the connecting rod assembly attached to the

75.51 THROWS or points of bearing support:- These

turn back and forth on the piston pin. Although
this movement is slight, the bushing is necessary
because the temperatures and thepressures are
high. If the piston pin is semilloating, a bushing
is not needed.

The lower hole in the connecting rod is split
to permit it to be clamped around the crankshaft.
The bottom part, or cap, is made of the same ma-
terial as the rod and is attached by two or more
bolts. The sux :ft that bears IT the crankshaft
is generally a4ti ink rnateriarin the form of a
separate split she 11, although, in a few cases, it
may be spun or die-cast in the inside of the rod
and cap during manufacture. The two parts of
the separate bearing are positioned in the rod
and cap by dowel pins, projections, or short
brass screws. Split bearings may be of the pre-
cision or semiprecision type.
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FLYWHEEL (WITH STARTER GEAR)

COUNTERWEIGHTS

MAIN (SUPPORT)
REARING JOURNALS comNrcyomo pop

BEARING JOU ALS

Figure 13-19.Crankshaf of a
4-cylinder engine.
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throws must be placed so that they counter-
balance each other.

Crank throw arrangements for 4-, 6-, and
8-cylinder engines are shown in figure 13-20.
Four-cylinder engine crankshafts have either
3 or 5 main support bearings and 4 throws in
one plane. In figure 13-20 you see that the throws
for No. and No. 4 cylinders (4-cylinder
engine) are 1800 from those for No. 2 and No. 3
cylinders. On 6-cylinder engine crankshaft
each of the 3 pairs of throws is arranged 120°
from the other 2. Such crankshafts may be
SLIpplariet_by__IM131111ay_illinfain bearings, that
is oneaat each end of the shaft and one between
each pair of crankshaft throws. Thet crank
shafts of 8-cylinder V-type engines are similar
to those for the 4-cylinder in-line type or may
have each of the 4 throws fixed at 90° from each
other (as in fig..13--20) for better balance and
smoother operatioh.

V-type engines usually have two connecting
rods fastened side by side on one crankshaft

1-,

thrtyw. With this arrangement, one bank of the
engine cylinders is set slightly ahead of the
other to allow the two rods to deb.r each other.

Vibration Damper

The power impulses of an engine tend to set
up torsional vibration in the crankshaft. If this
torsional vibration were not controlled, the
crankshaft might actually break at certain
speeds; a vibration damper mounted onthe front
of the crankshaft is used to control this vibration
(fig. 13-21).

Most types of vibration dampers resemble a
miniature clutch. A friction facing is mounte'd
between the hub face and a small damper fly-
wheel. The damper flywheel is mounted on the
hub face with bolts that go through rubber cones
in the flywheel. These cones permit limited
circumferential movement between the crank-
shaft and damper flywheel. This minimizes the

2-7

3- CYLINDER 1N=LINE ENGINE

1-4

8-CYLINDER V TYRE ENGINE

2-3

CYLINDER ENGINE
,LCYLINDLIL

3-4

SINE

figure 13- 0.C rankshaft and throw arraingements commonly u-
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81.62
Fig_ ur'e 13-21.Sectional view of a typical

vibration damper.

effects of the torsional vibration in the crank-
shaft. Several other types of vibration damp_ ers
are used. However, they all operate in es-
sentially the same way.

Engine Flywheel

The flywheel is mounted at the rear of the
crankshaft near the rear main bearing. This is
usually the longest and heaviest main bearing
in the engine, as it must support the weight of
the flywheel.

The flywhrel (fig. 13-22) stores up energy of
rotation during power impulses of the engine.
It releases this energy between power impulses,
thus fissuring less fludtuation in engine speed
anti :smoother engine operation. The size of the
flywheel will vary with the number of cylinders
and the general construction of the engine. With
a large number of cylinders and the' consequent

1 26

figure 13-22.Flyv

overlapping of power impulse
need for a flywheel; conseqUei
can be relatively small. TI
carries a ring gear, either Jute
wheel or shrunk on, that mesh(
driving gear for cranking the
face of the flywheel is usual
ground, and acts as one of the p
for the clutch, becoming a p:
assembly.

Valves And Valve Mechanisms

There are two 'valves for
most engines, one intake and o
Since each of these Valyes ope
times, it is necessary that s
mechanisms be provided for el
are normallyheld, closed by
by compression in the cornbuSI
purpose of the valve-actuatt
to overcome the spring preen
valves at, the 'proper time Th
mechanism includes the engin,
shaft followers (tappets), pug
arms.

CAMSHAFT.The camsha
inclosed in the enginei block.
lobes (caMs) ground on it for
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B CAW-1API BEARING
C - BEARING JOURNAL

Figure 1 Camshaft and bushings.
6

!)-
swine. As the, cam rotates, the cam lobelaft
moves up under the valve tappet exerting an
upward thrust through the tappet against the
valve stem or a puehrod. This thrust overcbmes
the valve spring pressure as well as the' gas
pie, in the cylinder, causing the valve to
opeti.c.Whfin the lobe moves from under the
tappet, the valve spring pressure resents the
valve.

L-, F-, or I-head engines, the carrishalt
is usually located to one side and above the
Crankshaft, while in V-type engines it is usually
located directly above the crankshaft. On the
overhead camshaft engine, such as the Murphy'
diesel, the camshaft is located above the cylinder
head.

Tile camshaft of a 4-stroke cycle engine
turn at one-half engine speed. It is driven off
the crankshaft through timing gearS or a timing
chain. In the 2-stroke cycle engine the camshaft
must turn at the same speed as the crankshaft in
order that each valve may open and close once
in each revolution of the engine.

In most cases the camshaft will do more than
operate the valve mechanism. may have extra
cams or gears that operatie fuel- pumps, fuel
injectarf.4 the ignition distributor, or the lubri-
cation pump.

Camshafts area supported in the engine block
by journals in bearings. Camshaft bearing
journals are the largest machined surfaces on
the shaft. The bearings are usually made of
-bronze and are bushings rather than split bear
ings,7The bushings, are lubricated by oil cir-
culating through drilled passages frbm the
crankcase. The stresseg on the camshaft are
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small, therefore the bushings are not adjustable
and require little attention. The camshaft
bushings are generally replaced .0 *hen the
engine requires a complete overh

FOLLOWERS.Carnshaft followers (figs..
13-24 and 13 -25) are he parts of the valve.:
actuating ineehanism that contact the camshaft.
You will probably- her them called valve tappete
or valve lifters. In thae-L-head engine the follow-
ers directly contact the end of the valve stern
and have an adjusting device in them. In the
overhead-valve -engine the-fellewere-esnteet-the
pushrod that operates the rocker arm. The end
of the rocker arm opposite the puehrod cep-
tacts the valve stem.:The valve adjusting deyice,
in this case, is in the rocker arm.

Many engines have self-adjusting valve
lifters of the hydraulic type that operate at
zero clearance at. all times. The operation'of
one type of hydraulic valve tappebniechanisni
is shown in figure 13-26, Oil and ressUre is
forced into the tappet when the valve is closed,
and this pressure extends the plunger in the
tappet so that all valve clearance, or laah,is
eliminated. When, the can lobe moves around
under the tappet and titarte to raids it, there' will
hot be any tappet noise. As the lobe starts to

valve opera
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Figure 13-25.-Valve operating mechan

raise 0 , the oil is forced upward in the
lower chaMbwr of the tappet, This action closes
the ball check valve so oil cannot escape. Then
the tappet sets as though, it were a simple,

$1-piece tappets.pcl the valVele'opened. When the
lobe moves but' from user the tappet and the
tsinsigges.the_pressutein the lower chamber
of the tappet is relieved. Any alkicht foss of oil
from the lower chamber is then replaced by the
oil pressure from the enginelubricating system.
This causes the plunger to move up snugly

,
-A-CYLINDEPA HEAD COVER

B-ROCKER ARM
C- ROTATOR CAP
D-VALVE SPRING
E -VALVg .GUIDE
F-CONIVER 'GASKET
G-CYLINDEk HEAD
H-EXHAUSr VALVE
1-VALVE SPRING CAP
K=INTAKE VALVE KEY
L7-SEAL
M-INTAKE VALVE
N-CAMSHAFT
P-CRANKCASE
0-VALVE 'TAPPET
-R -PUSH ROD COVER
S-GASKET
1-PUSH ROD
U-ROCKER 'AR.M SHAFT BRACKET
V-ADJU,STIhG SCREW
W- ROCKER ARM SHAFT

a
or an overhead valve engine.

81.45

a nst the push rod so that any . clearance is
hated:

Timing Gear (Gear Trains)

Timing gears keep the crankshaft and calif-
turning in proper relation to one another

so the valves open and close at the proper
In some engin s, sprockets and chains

are used.
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VALVE CLOSED VALVE

PUSH ROD PRESSES I
AGAINST CUP 1

% PLUNGER EXTENDED
! MAINTAINING ZERO CLEARANCE

OIL UNDER
PEEWEE

TALL CHECK V

Figure 13-26.Operation o

The gears or sprockets, as the case maybe,
of the camshaft and crankshaft are keyed in
position so that they cannot slip. Since they are
keyed to their respective shafts, they can be
replaced if they become worn or noisy;

With dirvtly driven timing gears (fig. 13- 27),
one gear uAally has a mark on two adjacent
teeth and the other a mark on only one tooth. To
time the valves properly, it is necessy only to
mesh the gears so that the two marked teeth of
one gear straddle the single mark-1 tooth of
the other.

AUXILIARY ASSEMBLIES

We have discussed the main parts of the
engiipe proper; but there are other parts, both
moving and stationary, that are essential to
engine operation. They are not built into the
_engine itself, but, in most cases, are attached
to the engine block or cylinder head.

The fuel system includes a fuel pump and
carburetor .mounted on the engine. In diesel
engines the fuel injection mechanism replaces
the carburetor. An electrical system is provided
to supply power for starting the engine and also
for ignition during operation. An efficient cool-
ing system is necessary for operating an
internal combustion engine. In water-cooled
engines a water pump and fan are used, while
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OIL FORCED UPWARD
CLOSES CHECK VALVE

SLIGHT LEAKAGE
BETWEEN PLUNGER

AND BODY

81.66
a hydraulic valve lifte_

in air-cooled engines a blower is generally u
to force cool air around the engine cylinders.

In addition, an exhaust system is provided to
carry away tiap burned gases exhausted from the
engine cylin*rs. These systems will not be
discussed in this course, however. For further
information on them refer to NavPers 10644D,
Construction Mechanic 3 & 2.

ALIGN TIMING MARKS
WHEN INSTALLING
TIMING GEARS

CRANKSHAFT GEAR

81.69
Figure 3- 27. Timing gears and their markings.



CHAPTER 14

POWER TRAINS

In chapter 13 we saw how a combination of
simple machines and basic mechanisms were
utilized in constructing the internal combustion
engine. In this chapter we will go on from there
to learn how the power developed by the engine
is transmitted to perform the work required of
it. To illustrate this, we will use the power train
system as used by the automobile, and most
trucks, as a familiar example= In this applica-
tion, once again you are to look for the simple
machines that make up each of the machines or
mechanisms`which are interconnected to make up
the power train.

In a vehicle, the mechanism that transmits
the power of the engine to the wheels and/or
tracks and accessory equipment is called the
power train. In a simple situation, a set of
gears or a chain and sprocket could perform
this task, but automotive and construction ve-
hicles are not usually designed for such simple
operating conditions. They are designed to
have great pulling power, to move at high speeds,
to travel in reverse as well as forward, and to
operate.on rough terrain as well as smooth roads.
To meet these widely varying demands, a number
of units have been added to the vehicles.

Automobiles and light trucks driven by the
two rear wheels have a power train consisting
of clutch; transmission, propeller grhaft, dif-
ferential, and driving axles (fig. 14-1).

In 4- and 6-wheel drive trucks, you will find
transfer cases with additional drive shafts
and live axles. Tractors, shovels, cranes, and
other heavy-duty vehicles that move on tracks
also have similar power trains. In addition to
assemblies that drive sprockets" to move the
tracks, these vehicles also have auxiliary trans-
missions or power takeoff units which may be
used .to= operate accessory attachments. The
propeller shafts and clutch assemblies of these
power trains are very much like those used to
drive th- wheels.

THE CLUTCH

The clutch is placed in the power train of
motorized equipment for two purposes:

First, it provides a means of disconnecting,
the power of the engine from the driving wheels
and accessory equipment. When the clutch is
disengaged, the engine can run without driving
the vehicle or operating the accessories.

Second, when the vehicle is started, the clutch
allows the engine to take up the load of driving
the vehicle or accessories gradually and without
shock.

Clutches are located in the power train
between the source of power and the operating
unit. Usually, they are placed between the
engine and the transmission assembly, as shown
in figure 14-1.

Clutches generally transmit power from the
clutch driving member to the driven member
by friction. In the plate clutch, figure 14-2
the driving member or plate, which is secured
to the engine flywheel, is gradually brought in
contact with the driven member (disc). The
contact is made and held by strong spring pres-
sure controlled by the driver with the clutch
pedal. With only a light spring pressure, there
is little friction between the two members and
the clutch is permitted to slip. As the spring
pressure increases, friction also increased, and
less slippage occurs. When the driver removes
his foot from the clutch pedal and full spring
pressure is applied, the speed of the driving
plate and driven disc is the same, and all slipping
stops. There is then a direct connection between
the driving and driven shafts.

In most clutches, there is a direct mechanical
linkage between the clutch pedal and the clutch
release yoke lever. On many late model ve-
hicles, and on some of the larger units which
require great pressure to release the spring,
hydraulic " clutch release system is used. A
master cylinder (fig. 14-3), similar tothebrake
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TRANSMISSIO

DIPPERINTIAL CARRIER
AXLE HOUSING

Figure 14 -1. Type o

master cylinder, is attached to the clutch pedal.
A cylinder, similar to a single-acting brake
wheel cylinder, is connected to the master
cylinder by flexible pressure hose or metal
tubing (fig. 14-3). The slave cylinder is con-
nected to the clutch release yoke lever. Move-
ment of the clutch pedal actuates the clutch
master Olinder. This movement is transferred
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power transmission.
by hydraulic pressure to the slave cylinder,
which in turn actuates the clutch release yoke
lever.

TYPES OF CLUTCHES

There are various types of clutches. The
type most used in passenger cars and light

FLYWHEEL
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DRIVING PLATE
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RELEASE
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RELEASE SHOE OR
BEARING HOUSING

RELEASE
YOKE

E CRANKSHAFT FACINGS CLUTCH
SPRING

CLUTCH
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Figure 14- Exploded and cross-section view of a plate clutch,
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Figure 14-3.1-Master cylinder, slave cy
81.177

ter and connections for standard hydraulic clutch.

trucks is the previously-mentioned plate clutch.
The plate clutch is a simple clutch with three
plates, one of which' is elamped between the
other two. Exploded and cross-sectional views
of Sit plate clutch are shown in figure 14-2.

Single Disk Clutch

The driving members of the single disk
clutch consist of the flywheel and the driving

132

(pressure) plate. The driven member consists
of a single disk, splined to the clutch shaft and
faced on both sides with friction material. When
the clutch fully engaged, the driven disc is
firmly claniPed between the flywheel and the
driving plate by pressure of the clutch springs,
forming a direct, nonslippihg connection between
the driving and driven members of the Clutch.
In this position, the driven disc rotates the clutch
shaft to which it is splined. The clutch shaft is

0
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connected the driving wheels through the
transmission, propeller shaft, final drive, dif-
ferential, and live axles.

The double disk clutch (fig. 14-4) is sub-
stantially the same as the single plate disk
clutch except that another driven disk and inter-
mediate driving plate is added.

Multiple Disk Clutch

A multiple disk clutch is one having more
than three plates or disks. Some have as
many as 11 driving plates and 10 driven disks.
Because the multiple disk type has a greater
frictional area than a plate clutch, it is best
suited as a steering clutch on crawler type
tractors. The multiple disk clutch is sometimes
used on heavy trucks. In operation, it is very
much like the plate clutch and' has the same

r release mechanism. The facings, however, are
usually attached to the driving plates rather than
to the driven disks. This reduces the weight of
the driven disks and keeps them from spinhing
after the clutch is released.

You may vin into other types of friction
clutches such as the lubricated plate clutch and
the cone clutch. These types are seldom used
on aut-)motive equipment. However, fluid drive
is largely replacing the, friction clutches in
automobiles and light trucks, and even in some
tractors.

For information on fluid drives (automatic
transmissions), refer to Construction Mechanic
3 & 2, NavPers 10644-D, chapter 11.

TRANSMISSION

The transmission is part of the power train.
It consists of a metal case filled with gears
(fig. 14-5), and is usually located in the rear
of the engine between the clutch housing and the
propeller shaft, as shown in figure 14-1. The
transmission transfers engine power from the
clutch shaft to the propeller shaft, and allows
the driver or operator to control the power
and speed of the vehicle. The transmission
shown in figure 14..5 and 14-6 is a sliding
gear transmission. Many late model trucks

Figure 14-4. Doubre disk clutch exploded view.
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Figure 4 Four-speed truck transmission.

have either constant mesh or synchromesh
triummissions (exnlatned later). However, the
principles of operation and gear ratios are the
same.

A review of chapter 6 of this book will help
you to undezistand the transmissions and power
trahsfer mechanisms described in this chapter.

FOUR-SPEED TRUCK TRANSMISSION

The gear shift lever positions shown in the
small inset in figure 14-6 are typical of most
four -speed truck transmissions. The gear shift-
og lever, shown at A, B, C, D, and E in the il-

lustration, moves the position of the two shifting
forks which slide on separate, shafts secured in
the transmission case c er. Follow the separate
diagrams to learn t takes place in shifting
from one speed to an= r. For example, as you
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move the top of the gear shift lever toward the
forward left position, the lower arm of the lever
moves in the opposite direction to shift the gears.
The fulcrum of this lever is in the transmission
cover.

In shifting transmission gears it is neces-
sary to use the clutch to diserkage the engine.
Improper use of the clutch will cause, the gears
to clash, and may damage them by breaking the
gear teeth. A broken tooth or piece otAietal
can wedge" tself between two moving tears and
ruin the entire transmission assembly.

When you shift from neutral to first or
low speed (A of fig. 14-6), the smallest counter-
shaft gear engaged with the largest sliding gear.
Low gear moves the truck at its lowest speed
and maximum power. The arrow Lndicates the
flow of power from the clutch shaft to the proPel-
ler shaft.

4.1
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that is air, water, or oil tight; therefore,
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MOVING PARTS OF AN ENGINE

The moving parts of an engine serve an
portant function in turning heat energy into

chanical energy. They fureir convert recipe
motion into rotary motion. The principalAU

parts are the piston assembly, COM
crankshaft assembly (Includes flywheel
vibration dampeuer), Oarnabsit,.. _ulna
gear train.

The burning of the fuel-air mixture withi

The principal Aatinnery parts of an engine cylinder exerts a pressure on the piston,
gaiqrsts (f4.13-12) pushing it down in the cylinder. The nett

e just been explained.
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shifts into reverse. Never attempt to shift into
reverse until the forward motion of the vehicle
has been completely stopped.

In F of figure 14-6, you can see how the idler
gear fits into the transmission gear train. In E
of figure 14-6, you can See what happens when
you shift into reverse. An additional shifting fork
is contacted by the shift lever in the far right
position. When the shift to reverse is completed,
this fork moves the idling gear into mesh with the
small countershaft gear and the large sliding
gear, at the same- time. The small arrows in
the inset show how e engine power flows
through the transrni n o move the propeller
shaft and the wheels _ a reverse direction.

The different cornbin-tion of gears ,in the
transmission case makes it possible to change
the vehicle speed while the engine speed re-
mains the same. It is all a matter of gear
ratios. That is, having large gears drive small
gears, and small gears drive large gears. If a
gear with 100 teeth drives a gear with 25 teeth,
the small gear will travel four times as fast as
the large one. You have stepped up the speed.
Now, let the small gear drive the large gear,
and the large gear will make one revolution for
every four of the small gear. You have re-
duced speed, and the ratio of gear reduction is
4 to 1.

in the truck transmission just described, the
gear reduction in low gear is 7 to 1 from the
engine to the propeller shaft. In high gear the
ratio is 1 to 1, and the propeller shaft turns at
the same speed as the engine. This holds true
for most transmissions. The second and third
speed positions provide intermediate gear re-
ductions between low and high. 'The gear ratio
in second speed.is 3,48 to 1, and in third is 1.71
to 1. The gear reclUction or gear ratio in reverse
is about the same as it is:in low gear,,,-and the
propeller shaft makes one revolution for every
seven revolutions of the engine.

All transmissions do not have four sspeeds
forward, and the gear reductions at the various
speeds are not necessarily he same. Pas-
senger cars, for example, usually have_
three forward speeds.'and one reverse Speek:
Their gear/ratios are about 3 to 1 in both low
and reverse gear combinations. You mu re-:
member, the gear reduction in the transmission
is only between the engine and the propeller
shaft. Another reduct it gear ratio is provided
in the rear axle assembly. If you have a common
rear axle rat4o of about 4 to 1, the gear reduc-
tion from th engine of-if passenger car to the

rear wheels in low gear would be approximately
12 to 1. In high gear the ratio would be 4 to
as there would be no reduction of speed in the
transmission.

CONSTANT MESH TRANSMISSION

To eliminate the noise developed in the old-
type spur-tooth gears used in the sliding gear
transmission, the automotive manufacturers de-
veloped the constant-mesh transmission which
contains helical gears.

In this type of transmission certain counter-
shaft gears are constantly in mesh with the
main shaft gears. The main shaft rneshinggears
are arranged so that they cannot move endwise.
They are supported by roller bearings so that
they can rotate independently of the main shaft
(figs. 14-7 and 14-8).

In operation, when the shift lever is moved
to third, the third and fourth shifter fork
moves the clutch gear (A, fig. 14-8) toward
the third speed gear (D, fig. 14-8). This en-
gages the external teeth of the clutch gear with
the internal teeth of the third speed gear. Since
the third speed gear is rotating with the rotating
countershaft gear, the clutch gear must also ro-
tate. The clutch gear is splined to the main
shaft, and therefore the main shaft rotates with
the clutch gear. This principle is carried out
when the shift lever moves from one speed to the
next.

Constant-mesh gears are seldom used for
all speeds. Common practice is to use such gears
for the higher gears, with sliding gears for
first and reverse speeds, or for reverse only.
When the shift is made to first or reverse, the
first and reverse sliding gear is moved to the
left on the Main- shaft. The inner teeth of the
sliding gear mesh with the main shaft first gear.

SYNCHRQMESH TRANSMISSION

cdnsts]
to be s

-Sehrornesh transmission is a type of
iiesh transmission that permits gears

ed without clashing, by synchronizing
of mating parts before they engage.
a combination metal -to -metal fric-

6

tiOn cone clutch and a dog or gear positive clutch
4). engage the main drive gear and second-speed
main shaft gear with the transmission main shaft.
The friction cone clutch engages first, bringir
the driving and driven members to the same
speed, after which the dog clutch engages easily
without clashing. This process is accomplished
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Figure 14-7.Constant-mesh transmission assemblysectional view.
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Figure 14 -8. Disassembled main shaft assembly.

in one continuous operation when the driver
declutches and moves the control lever in the
usual manner. The construction of synchro-
mesh transmissions varies somewhat with dif-
ferent manufacturers, but the principle is the
same in all.

The construction of a popular synchromesh
clutch is shown in figure 14-9. The driving
member consists of a sliding gear splMed to the
transmission main shaft with bronze internal
cones on each side. It is surrounded hy a sliding
sleeve having internal teeth that are meshed
with the external teeth of the sliding gear. The
slidini 'sleeve is grooved around the outside to
receive the shift fork. Six spring-loaded balls
in radially-drilled holes in the gear fit into an
internal groove in the sliding sleeve and prevent
it from moving endwise relative to the gear
until the latter reached the end of its travel.
The driven membeis are the main drive gear
and second-speed main shaft gear, each of which
has external comes and external teeth machined
on its sides to engage the internal cones of the
sliding gear and the internal teeth of the sliding
sleeve.

81.184

e synchromesh clutch operates asfollows:
why -the transmission control lever is moved
by the driver to the third-speed or direct-drive
position, the shift-fork moves the sliding gear and
sliding sleeve forward as a unit until the hiternal
cone on the sliding gear engages the external
cone on the main drive gear. This action brings
the two gears to the. same speed and stops
endwise travel of the sliding gear. The sliding
sleeve then slides over the balls and silently
engages tie external teeth on the main drive gear,
locking the main drive gear and ITIIIBMiElgiall
main shaft together as shown in figure 14-9.
When the transmission control lever is shifted
to the second-speed position, the slidlig gear" and I'

sleeve move rearward-and the same action takes
place, locking the transmiusion main shaft to
the second-speed main shaft gear. The synchro-.

mesh clutch is not applied to Hist speed or to
reverse. First speed is engaged by an erdtharY
dog clutch when constant mesh is employed, or
by a eliding gear; reverse is always engaged by
means of a sliding gear. Figure 14-10 shows a
-cross section of a synchromesh transmission

ich uses constant.mesh helical gears for the

4
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reverse.

Some transmissions are controlled by a
steering column control lever (fig. 14-11). The
positions for the various speeds are the same
as those for the vertical control lever except
that theievir is horizontal. The shifter forks
are pivoted on bellcranke which are turned by a
steering column control leverthrough the linkage
shown. The poppets ohm).* in figure 14-10 en-
gage notches at the inn Stod Of each bell crank.
Other types of synchro hlransmissions con-
trolled by steering column levers have shifter
shafts and forks moved by a linkage similar to
those used with a vertical control lever.

Figure 14- . Synchromesh clu

and a sliding spur gear for

AUXILIARY TRANSMISSION

The auxiliary- traizsrn on allows a rather
small engine to move hea loads in trucks by
increasing the engine-to-axle gear ratios. The
auxiliary transmission provides a link in the

13

disengaged and engaged.

power trains of construction Vehicles to divert
engine power to drive 4 and e1 wheels, and also
to operate accessory equipment through trans-
fer cases and power takeoff units. (See f
14-12).

Trucks require a greater engine-to-axle
gear ratio than passenger cars, particulvly
when manufacturers put-the same engine in bbth
types of equipment. In a truck, the auxiliary
transmission doubles the mechanical advan-
tage. It is connected to the rear of the main
transmission by a short propeller shaft and
universal joint. Its weight is supported on a
frame cross-member as shown in figure 14-12.
The illustration also shows how the shifting
lever would extend into the driver's compart-
ment near the lever operating the main traria-
Mission.

In appearance and in operation, auxiliary
transmissions are similar to main transmis-
sions, except that some may have two and some
three speeds (low, direct and overtirive),



Figure 14-10.Synchromesh t

T_ RANSFER CASES

Transfer cases are placed in the power
trains of vehicles driven by all wheels. Their
puyperse is to prqvide the necessary offsets for
addfttonal propeller shaft connections to drive
the wheels. 4-

Transfer cases in heavier vehicles have two
speed positions and a declutching device for
disconnecting the front driving wheels. Two
speed transfer cases like thnione shown in fig-
ure 14-13 serve also as auxiliary transmissions.

Some transfer cases are quite complicated.
When they have speed changing gears, declutch-
ing devices, and attactunepts for three or more
propeller shafts, they are even larger than the

transmission. A cross section of a com-
mon type of two-speed transfer case Is shown
in figure 14-14. Compare it. with the actual in-
stallation in figure 14-13.

The declutching inechanisk,f;ir, the front
wheels consists of a sliding sleeve spline
clutch.

ansrn ssion arranged for eering column contro
. .

This same type of transfer case i used for
a 6-wheel drive vehicle. The additional pro,
peller shaft connects the drive shaft of the
transfer case to the rearmost ale assembly.
It is connected to the transfer case through the
transmission brake drum.

Some transfer cases contain an overrunning
sprag unit (or units) on the front output shaft.
(A sprag unit, is a form of overrunning clutch;
power can bOransrnitted through it in one di-
rection but not in 4lle other.)

On these 'unittAe transfer -is-designed to
drive the front axle slightly slower than the
rear axle. During normal operation, when both
front and rear wheels turn at the same speed,
only the rear wheels drive the vehicle. How-
ever, if the rear wheels should losetractiosi and
begin to slip, they tend to turn faster than the
front wheels. As this happens, the sprag unit
automatically engages so that the front wheels
also drive the vehicle. The sprag unit simply
providest an automatic means of engaging the
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cowmN
LOWER
LEVERS

Figure

front wheels in drive whenever additional trac-
tive effort isikirequired. There ire two types of
sprag-unit-@ dliipped transfers, a single- sprag-
unit transfer and a double-sprag-unit transfer.
Essentially, both types work in the same man-
ner.

POWER TAKEOFFS

Power takeoffs are attachmentS In the power
train for power to drive auxiliary accessories.
They are attached to the transmission, auxil-f
iary transrnissiop, or transfer case. A .common
type of power takeoff is the single-gear, single-
speed type shown in figure' 14-15. This unit is
bolted to an opening providod in the side of the
transmission case as shown in figure 14-12.
The 'sliding gear of the power takeoff will then
mesh with the transmission countershaft gear.
The ourator can move a shifter shaft control

GEARS HIFT LINKAG lever to slide the gear in and out of mesh with
the counter shaft gear. The spring-loaded ball

.187. holds the shifter shaft in position.
4- 11,. Steertig column transmission On some vehicles you will find power take-

ccietrol lever and linkage, off units with giar arrangements that will give

BELL CRANKS

S

INCH
POWER, PROPELLER WINCH

AKEOFF SHAFT CHAIN

Figure 14 -12. Auxiliary trans _ission power takeoff driving winch.
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,Figure 14-13 Transfer case installed in a 4-wheel drive truck.

two speeds forward and one in reverse. Sev-
eral kiri.vard speeds and a reverse gear ar-
rangement are usually provided in power take-
off units which operate winches and hoists.
Their ope7atfon is about the same as the single
speed units.

PROPELLER SHAFT
ASSEMBLIES

The propeller -shaft assembly consists of a
propelle'r shaft, a slip .joint, `and one or more
universal -joints. This assembly provides a,
flexible Connection through which power is
transmitted tram the transmission to the live
axles.

The propeller shaft may be solid or tubular.
A solid shaft is somewhat stronger than a hol-
,low or tubular shaft of the same diameter, but
a hollow shaft is stronger than a solid shaft of
the same weight. Solid shafts are generally
used inside of a shaft housing that encloses the
entire propeller shaft. assembly. These are
called torque tube drives: "-

A. slip 'joint* is provided at one end of the
propeller shaft to take care of end play. The
driving axle, being attached to the springs, is
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free to move up and down while the transmis-
sion is attached to the frame and cannot move.
Any upward or downward movement of the axle,
as the springs are flexed, shortens or lergthens
the distance between the axle assembly and the
transmission. To compensate for this changing
distance, the slip joint is. provided at one end of
the propeller shaft.

The usual type of slip joint consists of a
splined stub shaft, welded to the propeller shaft,
which fits into'a splined sleeve in the universal
joint. cross-sectional view of the slip joint
and universal joint is shown in figure 14-16..

A universal joint is a connection between
two shafts that permits one to drive the other
at an angle. Passenger vehicles and trucks
usually have universal joints at both ends of the
prOpeller shaft.

Universal joints are double-hinged with the
, pins of the hinges set at right angles. They are

made in many different designs, but they all work
on the same principle. (See chapter 11.)
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FINAL DRIVES

A final drive is that part of the power train
that transmits the power delivered through the
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Figure 14-14.Cro on of a 2- speed..transfer came.

propeller shaft to the drive wheels or sprock-
ets. Because it is encased in the rear axle
housing, the final drive is usually referred to as
a part of the rear axle assembly. It consists of
two rears called. the ring gear and pinion.
Theie may be spur, spiral, or hypold beveled
gears, or wormgears, as illustrated in figure
14-17.

The function of the final drive is to change
b 90 degrees the direction of the power trans-

itted through the propeller shaft to the driving,
axles. It also provides a fixed reduction be-
t-Wee-II-The kieed proPeller shaft and the
axle shafts and wheels. In passenger cars this

reduction varies from about 5 to 1 to 5 to 1. In
trucks, it can vary from '5 'to 1 as much as 11
to 1.

The gear ratio of a final drive having bevel
gears is found by dividin'jhe riui4ler of teeth
on the drive gear by the number of teeth on the
pinion. In a worm gear final drive, the gear
.ratio is found by dividing the number of teeth on
the gear the aumber.of threads on the worm. '6

Most final drives a're of the gear type. Hy-
poid gears are used in passenger_cars and li
trucks to give more body clearance. They pe
mit the bevel drive pinion to be placed below
the center of the bevel drive gear, thereby

I Si
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SPL INED IN SHAFT

Figure 14- 15.`- Single spec

lowering prolieller shaft (see fig:- 14-17).
Worm gears allbvi a large speed reduction and
age used r extensively in, the larger trucks.
Spiral bel gears are similar to hypoid gears.
They are used in bath passengdr cars and
tricks to repliee spur gearet hat are considered
too noisy.',

MESHES WITH TRANS

eDUNTERSHAFT GEEAAR

II

SLIOING SPUR GEAR

POPPET

single gear, power alteoff.

DIXiERENTIALS

The construction and principles of operation
of the gear differentill were described in chapter
11 df this hook. We velll'brieflY review some-of
the high petal' ot-that chapter here, and then go
on to describe Borne of the illory common types
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of gear differentials as applied in automobiles
and trucks.

The purpose of the differential is easy to
understand whin ou compare a vehicle to a
company of men arching in mass formation.
When the cornpanY makes a turn, the men in the
inside file must take short steps, almost mark-
ing time, while men in the outside file must take
long steps and walk a greater distance to make
the turn. When a motor vehicle turns a corner,
the wheels on the outside of the turn must ro-
tate faster and travel a greater distance than
the wheels on the inside. This causes no diffi-
culty for front wheels of the usual passenger
car-because each wheel rotates independently
on opposite ends of a- dead axle. However, in
order to drive the rear wheels at different
speeds, the differential- is needed. It connects
the individual axle shaft for each wheel to the
bevel drive gear. Therefore") each shaft can
turn at different speed and)still be driven as
a single unit. Refer to the illustration in fig-
ure 14-18 &s you study the following discussion
on differential operation.

COMPANION
FLANGE

PINION
SHAFT

BEVEL
DRIVE GEAR

PINION
BEARING

BEVEL DRIVE
PINION

DIFFERENTIAL
PINIONS

AXLE
SHAFT

TAPERED
ROLLER
BEARINGS

AXLE
SHAFT

DIFFERENTIAL
SIDE GEARS

DIFFERENTIAL CASE

81,196
figure 4-18.-Differential with part of

case cut away.
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The differential described in chapter 11 had
two inputs and a single output. The differential as
used in the automobile, however, has a single
input and two outputs, the input being introduced
from the propeller shaft, and the outputs going to
the rear axles and wheels. Inthis discussion, the
"spider gears" are referred to as"differential
pinions,' so don't let this confuse you.

The-bevel drive pinion, connected to the pro-
peller shaft, drives the bevel drive gear and the
differential case to which it is attached. There-
fore, the entire differential case always rotates
with the bevel drive gear whenever thepropeller
shaft is transmittipg rotary' motion. Within the
case, the differential pinions are free to-rotate
on individual shafts called trunnions. Viese
trunnions are attached to the walls of the dif-
ferential eve, so that whenever the'case is turn-
ing, the dinerential pinions must revolve-one
about the other-in the same plane.as the bevel
drive gear.

The differential pinions mesh with the side
gears, as did the spider and side gears in the
differential described in chapter 11. The axle
shafts are splined to the side gears and keyed to
the wheels. Power is transmitted to the axle
shafts through the differential pinions and the
side Rears. When resistance is equal on each
rear wheel, the differential pinions, side gears,
and axle shafts all rotate as one unit with the
bevel drive gear. In this case, there-is no vela-
live motion -between the pinions and the side'
dears in the differential case. That is, the
pinions do not turn on the trunnions, and their
teeth will not move over the teeth of the side
gears.

When the vehicle turns a corner, one wheel
must turn faster than the other. The side gear
driving the outside wheel will run faster than
the side Rear nnected to the axle shaft of the
inside w6eel. pensate for this difference
in speed, and L ain in mesh with the two
side gears, the differential pinion must then
turn on the trunnions. The average speed of
the two side gears, axle shafts, or wheels is
always equal to the speed of the bevel drive
gear.

To overcome the situation where one spin-
wheel might be undesirable, some trucks

are provided with a differential lock. This
is iple dog clutch, controlled manually or
automatically, which locks Ine axle shaft to the
differential case and hovel lrive gear. Although
this device forms a rig- onnectionbetween the
two axle shafts and ma wheels rotate at
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me speed, it is used very little. To0-bften
river forgets to disengage the lock after

t. There are, however, automatic devices
for doing almost the same thing. One of these,
which is rather extensively used today, is the
high-traction differential. It consists of a set of
differential pinions and side gears which have
fewer teeth and a different tooth form from the
conventional gears. Figure 14-19 shows a com-
parison between these and standard gears. These
differential pinions and side gears depend on a
variable radius from the center of the differen-
tial pinion to the point where it comes in con-
tact with the side gear teeth, which is, in effect,
a variable lever arm. As long as there is rela-
tive mettee-between the pinions and side gears,
the torque is unevenly divided between the two
driving Shafts and wheels; whereas, with the
usual differential, the torque is evenly divided
at all times. With the highltraction differen-
tial, the torque becomes greater

move
one wheel

mand less on the other as the pinions ove around,
until both wheels start to rotate at the same
speed. When this occurs, the relative motion
between the pinion and side gears stops and the

tore on each wheel is again equal. This de-
vice assists considerably in starting the vehicle
or keeping it rolling in cases where one wheel
encounters a slippery spot and loses traction
while the other wheel is on a firm spot and has
traction.. It will not work, however, when one
wheel loses traction completely. In this respect
it is inferior to the differential lock.

With the no-spin differential (fig. 14-20).
one wheel cannot spin because of loss of tractive
effort and thereby deprive the other wheel of
driving effort. For example,, one wheel is on
ice and the other wheel is on dry pavement.
The wheel on ice is assurnitd to have no trac-
tion. However, the wheel on dry pavement will
pull to the limit of its tractional resistance at
the pavement. The wheel on ice cannot spin be-
cause wheel speed is governed by the speed of
the wheel applying tractive effort.

The no-spin differential does not contain
pinion gears and side gears as does the con-
ventional differential. Instead, it consists es-
sentially of a spider attached to the differential
drive ring gear through four trunnions, plustwo
driven clutch members with side teeth that are

'a*

HldirtitACTION DIFFIDINNAL
PINION AND smi WADS

81.197
Figure 14-19.Comparison of high - traction differential gears and standard differential gears.
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Figure 14-20.No 'spin di e

indexed by spring pressure with side teeth ip
the spider. Two aide members are splined to
the wheel axles and in turn are splined into the
driven clutch members.

AXLES

A live axle is one that supports part of the
weight of a vehicle and also drives the wheels
ranneeted to It A dead axle is one that caries
part of the weight of a vehicle but does not drive
the wheels. The wheels rotate on the epds of
the dead axle.

Usually, the front axle of a passenger car is
a dead axle and the rear axle is a live axle. In
4-wheel drive vehicles, both front and gear
axles are live axles, and in 6-wheel drive ye-
hielani 411 three axles are -live axles.' The
third' axle, part of a bogie drive, is joined to
the rearmost axle` y a trunnion axle. The trun-
nion axle is attached rigidly to thei,irarns. Its
p ie to help in'distributing the load on the
rekitr of the tehicle to the two live axles which it
connects.

There are four types of live axles used in
automotive and donstrUction equipment. They
are -plain, eemifloating,. three-quarter float-
kng, and. full floating.

The fib aZle,__Or nanfloating rearis 'm in equipment today. The

axle shafts'in thiggissembly are c3lle nonfloat-
ing because 'they iNkstiptorted slikactly inbear-
ings located in the ,-dellter..And erkds'of the axle
housing. In additiOn to tutittift themoitiga,
shafts carry the entire load of the ve!Aitilp On
their outer ends. Plain aides also support
weight of the differential case.

The semifloating axle (fig. 14-21) that is
used on most passenger cars and light trucks

BRAKE DRUM

WHEEL BEARING

AXLE SHAFT

DI ERENTIAL
USING

HUB
AXLE Howl

Figure 14 -21 - enni bating rear le.
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has its differential case indenend sup-
ported. -The differential carrier rerieves the
axle shafts from the weight of the differential
assembly and the stresses caused by its oper-
ation. For this reason the inner, ends of the
axle shafts are said to be floated. The wheels
are keyd to outer ends of axle shafts and the
outer bearings are between the shafts and the
housing. The axle shafts therefore must to
the stresses caused by turning, skidding,
wobbling of the wheels. The axle shaft in a
semifloating live axle can be removed after the
wheel h \been pulled off.

The xle shafts in a three-quarter floating
axle (fig 14-22) may be removed with the wheels,
which ar keyed AD the tapered outer ends of the
shafts. Th inner ends of the shafts are carried
as in a semifloating axle. The axle housing,
instead of the shafts, carries the weight of the
vehicle because the wheels are supported by

WHEEL
BEARING

DIFFERENTIAL
HOUSING

AXLE HOUSING

HUB

AXLE
SHAFT

I

WHEEL RIM BRAKE DRUM

81.201
Figure l4-22,Three-quarter floating rear axle.

bearings on the outer ends of the housing.
ever, axle shafts must take the stresses eau
by the turning, skidding, and wobbling
wheels. Three-quarter floating axles are
in some trucks but in very few passenger carb:1
The full floating axle is used in most 'heavy:
trucks. (See fig. 14-23), These axle shafts mar be,
removed and replaced without removing I,the.`'
wheels or disturbing the differential. Each wheel.-
is carried on the end of the axle tube on two ball
bearings or roller bearings and the axle shafts.,
are not rigidly connected to the wheelS. The
wheels are driven through a clutch arrangement
or flange on the ends of the axle shaft which,
bolted to the outside of the wheel hub. The bolted-_
connection between axle and wheeldoes'not
this assembly a true full floating axle, but never-.
theless, it is called a floating axle. .

floating axle transmits only turning effort, pr
torque.

OUTER
WHEEL

BEARING BRAKE
DRUM

AXLE HOUSING,

AXLE
SHAFT

WHEEL
HUB

WHEEL RIM -

INNER
WHEEL

BEARING

81.202
Fi '4-23 Full floating a
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CHAPTER 15

0
BASIC COMPUTER MECHAMWS,

We have. already studied several examples
of complex machines in the preceding. chapters
to learn how simple machines and basic mechan-
isms are utilized 'in their design. The analog
computer; of iTE4TatTIO-In modern fire control
"systems, is a complex machine in every sense
of the word. We will not attempt in this book to
break down and analyze a complete computer.
We will, however, examine a few of the special
devices commonly used in computers. These
devices have come tobe known as basic computer
mechanisms. They are, however, quite complex
machines in themselvesas you'll soon agree.
Like the engine, the typewriter, and the Other
machines we've studied, these mechanisms are
only combinations of simple machines cleverly
designed to do a specific kind Of work. As before,
the watchword is Look For the Simple Machines.

DIFFERENTIALS

'The clifferentiAls used in the analog computer
re dear differentials similar to those described
*titer 'IL They are different from the auto-
OAle, differential in that instead of receiving

inptit and delivering two outputs, they
Rio inputs and combine them into a single
Ost ,of the differentials in a computer

trite small, averaging about 2" x 21/2"
Tad 'are`dt,signed for light loads. Some

may, have as many as 150 gear dif-
AT? their Matetip.
'15e1 4114-: -ate,s the symbol used to

schematic drawings.
'ilrepresents the spider.

represent inputs,
tgig .6tifward is the output.
TeS'olie' Of the many applica-
ilii*erential in a computer.

e, differehtial is being used as an
Of a .l'Offowtip control. Computing

Silt tied to drive heavy

loads. The outputs from such mechanisms often
merely control the action of servomotors. The
motors do the actual driving of the loads to b-
handled.,The device which makes it possible fo
theecomparativelymealt output-frems-eomput
mechanism to control the action of a servo-
motor is called a followup control. In this de-,
vice, the differential is used to measure the
difference, or t'error," in position between the
input and the output. The input is geared to ant
side of the differential. The serep 'output is used
to do two things (1) to position- whatever meek-
anisrn is being handletiand.kteldri,Wthe other
side of the differentiaC this Sedorid operation
is known as the servo "response."

When there is a difference between the input
and the output, the spider of the differenti
turns. As this happens, the spider shaft operates
a set of controls which control the action of the
servomotor in such a 'way that the motor drives
its side of the differential In a direction op-
,poSite to that taken: by the input,- That is, the
servo always drives to.recluce.the.clifference, or
error, to zero. le

LINKAGES rOR ADDING
AND SUBTRACTING

Addition of two quantities is performed
in the linkage mechanism by means of adding
levers as shown in,figure 15-3. In the example
two quantities, designated X and Y, are to be
added. Their values are esented by die,
movements of the two slide a . The adding
lever' is pivoted at its center to nother slide
bar, and its opposite ends areconnedled through
links to the X and Y slides. ToT illustrate
the problem, scales showing_ the values of the
quantities represented by movements of slides
have been drawn to the figure, and index
marks are placed on the slides. The units
on the center scale are half as large as

e on the other two.
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12.87
Figure 15 1 = Tbis #e the symbol usel to indicate

e erentical in schematic drawings.

If the .Y slide is held in place and X
slide is-moved, the adding lever pivots about
its lower end. The center slide, which is
connected to the midpoint of the lever then
moves half as far as the X slide. If the X
movement is one unit, the center slide also
moves onikUnit since the units nn the center
scale are half as large' -'as those oh the X
scale. Similarly, movements of the Y slide
with the X slide held in place add one unit on
the center scale for each unit movement of

Y. At the left of figure 15:2, the parts are
shown in zero position, with the three index
marks opposite the zero pants of the scales.
At the tight, the X slide has been moved one
unit, and the Y slide has been moved three.

The center slide has traveled one unit in
response to the X-travel and three mote in
response to the Y-travel and so stands at a
reading of four. Simila y, for any position
of the X and Y slide , the reading on the
center sea represents the quantity X plus Y.

There are several variations of the adding
lever used in computing linkage, but
operating principles are the same.

MECHANICAL MULTIPLIERS

There are two bast es of mechanical
multipliersthose using rotary gearing and,
those'uting 'linkages.

The rotary gearing type produces a solution
through the use of similar triangles. There are
four types of rotary multipliers in usescrew,
rack, sector, and cam. Since they all operate
in fundamentally the same manner, we will dis-
cuss the screw type multiplier and then compare
the other types to it.

IGNAL COMES IN
WITH

INSUFFICIENT
POWER

115 A-C

SIGNAL GEES OUT
ON MOTOR SHAFT -

WITH SERVO POWER

MOTf1R

Figure 15 -2. =Simplified sketch of a followup control showing application o
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The screw multiplier, shown in figure 15-4,
has two Mputs and one output. The inputs are
shaft values which position the input slide and
input rack. The output Appears at the output rack
which positions the output shaft. Thus the output
sh aft value is always proportional to the product
of the two inputs.

One input gearing is connected to two long
screws. These screws pass through the threaded
sleeve-like ends of the slotted input slide. As
the input gears to the screws are rotated, the
two screws turn to move the slide to the left
or right. At the same time, theother input moves
the input rack up or down, moving the slotted
pivot arm around the stationary pin.

INPUT SLIDE INPUT RACK

Figure 15-4. Screw type muitipli

INPUT GEAR
TO RACK

INPUT GEAR
TO SCREW

The multiplier pin is mounted in the
of the input slide, pivot arms, and output rack,
connecting all three where the slots cross.
As the multiplier pin moves the input slide and
pivot arm, it positions the output rack and gear.

Now, consider the multiplier in the zero
position shown in figure 15-5. If only the screws.
are 'rotated, the input slide moves to the right;
but it will not affect the output rack. Similarly,
if only the input rack is moved up or down from
the zero position, the output rack will be un-
affected. This Is a reasonable result, for any
number multiplied by zero is equal to zero.

From this we can. conclude that both inputs
must be removed from the zero position for an
output. Such a condition is shown in figure
15-6. Notice the /triangle superimposed -oh
device. The Val* a represents the amount of
rack input; The value b represents the amount
of slide input. K,is a filed distance, since the
multiplier pin Onnot move and the input rack
travels in a machined guide.

Because the angles are equal, the triangles
p similar. Thus the value of X can.be deter -

,.mined if th'e other values are knovn.

(Actually, X

This equation shows that the output (X) is
always proportional to the product of the two

inputs. The constant value (K) can be com-
pensated for by the proper choice of input
and output gearing for the multiplier. These
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ZERO LIN, ,OF
INPUT SLIDE

MULTIPLIER PIN
OVER STATIONARY

PIN

12.92

Figure 15 -5. Screw type multiplier zero
po tion.
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Figure 15 -6. Screw type multiplier

multiplying positive values.

multipliers can also determine the product of
negative values.

The rack. ,type multiplier in figure 15-7
performa the same task as the screw type
multiplier. The differences are that (1) the
screw input has been replaced with an input
rack, and (2) the output rack is placed on the
same side as the second input rack.

The sector type, although different in con-
struction, also employes triangles forthe multi-
plicationof the two inputs. A sector type multi-
plier is (show-T, in figure 15-0. One input
positions tl)e input sector arm ancl-the other
input turnw a large screw that is mounted on
the input sector arm.iThe bevcel gear turns this
lead ti: through a universal joint. The use
of iViiiversal joint permits the input to
drive e lead screw as the sector arm changes
its angular position. Notice that the lead screw
drives the multiplier pin up and down the
sector arm. Thus the position of the input
sector arm and the position of the multiplier
on the lead screw represents the two values
to be multiplied.

MULTIPLIER PIN

MOT ARM

STATIONARY
PIN

INPUT RACK
NO.

k

INPUT N0.1

01

INPUT RACK
NO. 2

),INPUT NO 2

_.).OUTPUT

2.94,
Figure 15-7.Rack type multiplierer

A study of figure 15-9 along with figure
15 -B will reveal how the triangles are estab-
lished: While the sector type multiplier can
handle both positive and negative inputs° on
the input sector arm, the input to the lead
screw must always , be- a. positive quantity.

The, cam computing multiplier is a _dual
operation device. It computes a functin of
one value on.a earn and multiplies that function
by a 'second value. It is a combination of a can
and a rack type multiplier.
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OUTPUT _

GEAR
SECTOR
INPUT
GEAR

INPUT
SECTOR

OUTPUT
SECTOR

OUTPUT
SECTOR

ARM

CONNECTING
PIN

mULTIPLJER
PIN

PIVOT PIN

INPUT SECTOR
PIVOT PIN SCREW INPU

Figu 15-8.Sector type

6

RADIUS
ARM /

PIVOT PIN

12.95
iplier.
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ANGLE

ANGLE p

12.96..
Figure 5-9.Multiplying with the sector

type multiplier.

A single cam computing multiplier is shown in
figure 15-10. Notice it is like the rack type
multiplier except that one of the inputs is
positioned by a cam instead of a rack. The cam
follower pin is mounted directly on the multi-
plier input slide. This cam may be cut to
compute any desired function of the cam input.

One input drives the input rack through the
rack input gear. The other input drives the earn

CAM

GEAR
INPUT

1

INPUT
RACK

RACK

INPUT
GEAR

INPUT

OUT PUT
GEAR

OUTPUT
RACK

CAM FOLLOWER PIN

-- 5 TATIONAR Y PIN

12.97
Figure 15-10.Single cam computing multiplier.

directly. The cam positions the input slide
according to the function for which the cam
was cut. Thus the cam output becomes the
slide input. The position of the output 'rack
represents a valtie which is proportional to
the product of the cam output and the rack
input, just as in the rack type multiplier.

A two-cam computing multiplier' computes
the function of both inputs and multiplies thise
functions together. The output is proportional to
the product of the functions of the two inputs.

Linkage multipliers of the type described/
here are used when one of the factors is a con-
stant, as shOwn in figure 15-11. In this example-
we want to transform a movement representing
the quantity X into one representing 1.5X. One-
end of the multiplying leer is pivoted on the/fixed
frame of the computer, as indicated by the Cross-
hatched circle in the figure.

The input and output links are connected to
the lever at different points, the connection of
the output links being 1.5 times as far from the
fixed pivot as the connection of the input link.
The two scales., shown in figure 15-11 haveunits
of the same Size; but because of the difference
in lever arms, each one-unit movement of the
input link moves the output linka unit and a half.
Then, if the input movement represents the
quantity X, the output represents 1.5X.

In many cases the computing problem re-
quires the multiplication of two variable quan-
tities. The multiplying levers shoitn in figure"
15-11 cannot be used for this purpose. Figure
15 -12 shows a linkage designed to multiply two
variables, X auk Y..The levers AB and_ ED
are pivoted on..Me fixed structure and are
connected by linkOBC and CD, both of which
have exactly the same length as AB. The X
input is applied by a link connected at B. The
Y input is applied by a link connected at C;
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Figure 15- 11. lVlultiplying lever.
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uh changing the length of the vector whickie
proportional to the input coMponent, such as r

. (slant range). (See figure 15-13.)
In this type of component solver. the pin

can, travel, nearly the full width of the vector
gear. From the pin's zero or center position
it can be moved in either of two directions,
which correspond io positile,or negative.

X a 2 The vector input gear drives the vector gear
in the desired angular direction-indicating tar-
get position. The pin positions the racks as
it moves along the slot, thus resolving the
vector into - its components.

An angle _resolver ie a' linkage mechanism
which computes the sine and cosine of n angle.
Figure 15.714A shows _a angle roe° ver con-
sisting of gear H with two drank pins M and N,--41
mounted 90° apart and equidistant from the center
of the gear. -Attached to each crank pin is an
output linit 'which tiTnsmits the horiZontar,com-
ponent of motion M the pin as the gear rotates.
The horizontal component of the displacement of
pin M is proportional to the sine of the sgie
through which gear H rotates. The horiZ6ntS1
compodent of pin N is proportional to the cosine,
of the angle through which gear H rotates.

Figure 15-14B shows the resolver in its
zero position, with the radius OMperpendiculai,

12.99 to the horizontal centes line' and the radius ON

age. in the horizontal center line. Notice that link It
(sine output) is at zero horizontaldisplacement,
and that link S (cosine output) is at maximum

Figure 15-0. ul plyi

and the output---XY is taken" off at D. in the
position of the links shown in figure 15-12, X

equals units, Y equals two units, and XY
equal four.

This type of linkage in the computer can be
opera.ted in reverse to serve as a divider in-
stoid of a multiplier. TWo inputs are applied
at the points corresponding to .B and D in figure ouGar

15 -12. The output taken off at C then represents
the input at Ditlivided by the input at B.

Component solvers are devices that are used
in mechanical computers. The component solver
takes a vector of a given magnitude and angular
position, and resolves it into its two rectangular
components.

There are several types of component solv-
ers. However, this discussion will be limited
to the screw type component solver. The device
consists of a vector gear, two racks,, two output
gears, two input gears, and a screw and pin as-
sembly. The speed input gear drives a gea, train
which causes-the screw to turn. As the screw
turns, it drives an assembly Carrying the pin, F

VECTOR GEAR OUTPUT
GEAR

SCREW

VECTOR
INPUT

GEAR (C)

SPEED
INPUT

GEAR (r)

12.111,
Kure 15:- 3. Screw type component solver.
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ho _ ent If we rotated gear H
Cl ee thresh an angle 30% li k R would move
to the right and. link S to the left along the hori-
zontal center line. The linear displacement of the
output links would be proportional to the sine
and ,cosine ftnictioti of the angle.

'The output!, of the resolier of figure 1 14
are only approximate. values: This is beE
the output links are not parallel tothe horizontal
center line. The output links have a slight angu-
lar movement that must be compensated,fOr to
eliminate distortion. This is accomplished by
additional gearing, and by making the pins M and
.N eccentric.

II

Integrators, as Used in computers, perform
a-spetial-type of -multiplication. In, the disc-type
intestatOr, illustrated in figure 15-15, a con-
stantly changing value, such as time, is multi-
plied by a variable such as range rate, such as
range (the rate that a !target range is opening
or closing), the outputbeing q, continuous value
of their product which can be accumulated as
shaft rotation.

The instrument consists of a flat circular
disc revolved at constant speed by a motor
equipped with a clock escapenient; a carriage,
containing two balls driven hy_friction with the
surface of the disc, and themserres driving an
output roller; and suitable shafts and gears for
transmission of values to and from the unit.
Rotation of the disc rotates the lower ball,
which turns the upper ball, and this in turn

HORIZONTAL MAXIMUM
CENTER LINE DISPLACEMENT

LINE

2.115
ef- angle resolver.

4,tkr'.
156

rotates the output roller. The balls ate supported
in a movable carriage so that the point of contact
between the lower ball and the disc can be
shifted along a diaemeter from the center of the
disc to either edge. Spring tensia.n on the roller '
provides sufficient pressure todirevent slipping.
Two balls are used to redlice the sliding
friction that results when only on is used.

The speed of roller ,rotation depencrs upon
speed at which the balls rotate. the carriage
is in the center of the disc, no motion is im-
parted to 'the 'roller. As the carriage is moved
off center, tile balls will begin to rotate, and will
reach their Inaxithurri speed at the edge of the
disc. The speed varies with the distance of the
carriage from the center. Values of rotation
on one side of center are considered positive,
while if the carriage is moved to the opposite
side, rotation 'will be in the opposite direction
and will give negative output valu4s.

SUMMARY

Of the man existing complex machines to
choose, from, }sou have been given onlff a fevs.,

examples to study. The operational principles
of some of them may have cornelo you q
easily-others may have been a bit harder
grasp. In any case, if yob'll keep firmly in min
the following points that have been brought out
in this book-you'll find all machines much
easier to analyze and understand.

A machine is any device that helps you do
work. It helps you by' changing motion,
magnitude, 'or speed of the effort you
apply.

All machines consist of one or more of the
six basic, or simple machines. These are
the lever, the block and tackle, the wheel
and axle, the inclined plane, the screw,
and gears.

When machines give a mechanical advantage
of more than one, they multiply the force
of your effort When they give a mechan-
ical advantage of less than one, they mul-
tiply either the motion, or the speed of the
force you apply.

No machine is 100 percent.efficient Some of
your effort is always used to overcome
friction. You.always do more work on the
roachine than it does on the load.

You can figure out how any complex machine
works by breaking it down into the simple
machines from which it is made, and
following the action through, step by step.
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Accumulator, 6
Anchor-winch, 38, 38
Automobile valve gear, 36
Axles used in power trains, 148, 14

Balancing moments of force, 18
Ballast tank, 67r, 68
Ball iNarings, 71, 73
Barometer, 54-57,
Bearings, 69-73
Bendix-Weiss universal joint; 79
Bevel gear, 31
Bevel gear differential, 75
Block and tackle, 10-15, 41

applications afloat and ashore,
chain hoist, 15
flaghoist, ld
gun tackle, 11
luff tackle, 11
luff upon luff, 13, 14
mechanical advantage, 10,'15
runner, 10
yard and stay tackle, 13,

Bourdon gage, 53
akes, 28, 63
friction, 28
hydraulic, 63

Breech, 16-inch gun, 7

Cams, 85
Cam and cam followers, 80-82
Cam-driven valve, 36
Cam shaft, 36

of a 4-stroke cycle engine, 127
Capstan bar, 17, 18
Chain hoist, 15
Chain stopper, 8
C.,lockwise moments of force, 19
Clutches, 82, 86, 130-133

power train, 130 -133
Combustion engines, 106-129

basic strokes, 108
classification of, 113
construction of, 115-129

auxiliary assemblies, 129
connecting rods, 123
crankcase, 117

INDEX

156

crap sh J, 124
cylinder ead, 107
engine cylinder block, 115
engine head, 126
ex-114st Manifold, 118
gaskets, 119"
intake manifOld, 118
moving parts, 119-121
piston assembly, J20
stationary parts, 115-119
timing, gears, 128
valves and valve mechanisms, 126-128
vibration camper, 125

cycles, 109-112
development of power, 106
diesel engines, 114
-g,asolinc -ngiries,, 114
multiiiliVlinder entries, 112
one'- cylinder engine, 106-112

Complex rnac1.4ries; '87-105
computer rdechanisms, 156'2157
fuel-oil-hatch cover, 87
porthole closr-blanket pullerpper,
87, 88 t

fi

V.

pewriter, 89-105
atertight door, 88

Computer mechanisms,`' 15114457-`
differentiaks, 150-151 .

linkages for adding and subtAtcting
150-156 -`"

adding lever, 152
angle resolver, 1-46
,component solver, 155
integrators, 156
multipliers, 151-156:,
multiply inir linkage, 155
Screw type multipliers, 15t

Constant mesh transmission, 136
Counterclockwise moments of force,19
Couple, 20
Couplings, 78-84
Crane, electric, 7
Curved lever arms, 5
Cylinders used in power trains, 131

Deep-sea diver, 60
Depth chaige, 59
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Diesel engine, 106, 14.
Differentials, gear, 144-148
Dogs, 7
Drill press, 9

Electric crane, 7,
External combus on engine, 106, 107
External Mesh gears, 35

Final drives, 142
Flaghoist, 10
Fluids, pressureexerted by,

Force and pressure,. 50-57
force, measurement of, 50
pressure, measurement of, 50-56

arometers, 54-56
exerted by fluids, 52
gages, 53
manometer i 56
scales, 50; 51

Four-speed truck transmission, 133
Friction:, 40, 42:45

Friction brake, 28
Fuel-oil-hatch cover,

'Fulcrum, 17, 19-21

Gages used to measure pressure, 53
Gangplank, 24
Gasoline engine, 106, 114
Gear differential, 74-78, 144-148

used in automobiles and trucks, 144-148
Gears., )0-38

anchor winch, 36, 38
at automobile valve gear, 36

cam-driven valve, 36
cam shaft, 36,
vhanging speed, 34
external rairth gears, 35
idler gear, 35
internal gear, 31
magnifying force with, 35
pinion gear, 30
rack and pinion as 'a steeriv

mechanism,' 37
$1,1- spur gear, 30

types of, 0-34
wox.,rn gears, 32

Gear drains, 128
Gun tackle, 11

Helical 30

:Hook , oin 9
Her: ne gears,. 31

-s, Horsepower 46-48
)3'

Hydraulid, machines, 62-68
advantages of, 63
brakes, 63
liquids in motion 62
Pascal's law, 62
press, 64
steering with, 65
used on submarines, 66

Hydraulic valve lifter, 127
Hydrostatic machines, 58-61

Idler gear, 35
Inclined plane, 23-26

applications afloat and ashore, 24
barrel role, 23
gangplank, 24
in spiral form, 26
ramp, 23
wedge, 23

Internal combustion engines, 06-1'29
basic strokes, 108
classifica 'on of, 113
constructs_ of, 115-129

auxiliar assemblies, 129
connecting rods, 123
crankcase, 117
crankshaft, 124
cylinder head, 117
engine cylinder block, 115
engine head, 126
exhaust mantold, 118
gaskets, 119:.
intake manifold, 118
moving parts, 119-129
piston assembly, 120
stationary prarts, -115-119
timing gears, 128
valves and valve mechanism
vibration damper, 125

laiernal gear, 31

Jack, 41
Jack screw, 264, 27

Levers, 1-9
chain simper, 8
classes of, 2
curved ever arm,
dogs,
drill press, 9
electric crane,
oars, 2
pelicln hook, 8
wrecking bar, 7
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BASIC MACHINES

Linkages, 78
Luff tackle, 11

lktehine elements and basic mechanisms,
69-86

basic mechanisms, 74
bearings, 69-73

ball bearings, 73
cams, 80-82, 85

; and cam followers, 80-82
clutches, 82, 86
couplings, 78-84
gear differential, 74-78
linkages, 78
radial-thrust roller bearing, 73
springs, 71-74
types of, 74
universal joints, 79-81
bmeter, 56

Micrometer, 27
Moment of force, 17, 20
Multiple-cylinder eng-ineis, 112

Oars, 2
Oldham coupling, 78, 80
One-cylinder, engine, 106

Pelican hook, 8
Pinion gear, 30
Pointer 's handwheel, 21
Power,. 46-57

o.lculation of, 46-48
horsepower, 46
motor, 48

Prony brake, 48
Power takeoffs, 141
Peri'ver trains, 130-149

axles, 148, 149
clutch, 130-133
differentials, 144-148

r final drives, 142-144
joints, 142,145
propeller shaft assemblies, 142
transfer cases, 140-142
transmission, 133-139

Pressure and the deep sea
diver, 60

Pressure, measurement of, 50-56
balances, 50, 52
barometers, 54-56
exerted by fluids, 52
gages, 53
maitarneter, 56
scales, 50, 51

Prony brake, 48
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Quadrant davit,

Rack andpinion, 37
Radial: thrust roller bearing, 71, 73
Ramp, 23
Rigger's vise, 28
Roller bearing, 71, 73
Roller bitt, 43
Runner, 10

Scales, 50, 51
Schrader gage, 53
Screw applications, 26-29

friction brake, 28
inclined plane in spiralforn,.26
jack screw, 26, 27
mechanical advantage of, 29
micrometer, 26
quadrant davit, 29
rigger's vise, 28
turnbuckle, 28

Sleeve coupling, 78
Spider gears, 76
Spiral bevel gears, 144
Springs, 71-74
Spur gears, 30
Steam engine, 106
Synchromesh clutch, 138
Synchromesh transmission, 136

Timing gears in engines, 128
Torpedo, 69
Torque, 17, 21, 22

wrench, 21
Transfer cases, 140-142
Truck transmission, 133
Turnbuckle, 28
Typewriter, 89-105

backspace, 96
bell ringer, 102
construction and operation, 90
escapement, 92
external parts, 89
line lock, 102
line space, 103
pinion stop slide, 103-105
ribbon drive, 93-96
shift, 98, 101, 102
tabulator, 96-99
type bar, 93

universal joints, 79-81

Valve lifters, 127
Valves and valve mechanisms, engine, 126-

if



Watertight door, 88
Wedge; 23
Wheel and axle, 16-25

balancing moments of force, 18
capstan bar, 17, 18
clockwise moments of force, 19
counterclockwise moments of

force, 19
couple, 20
fulcrum, 17, 19, 20, 21
mechanical advantage, 16
pointer's handwheel, 21
rotation, 17

SEX
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torque, 17, 21, 22
wrench, 21

Work, friction, and efficiency_ , 39-45
block and tackle, 41
friction, 42-45 4r.
jack, 41
measurement of, 39-41
roller bitt, 43

Worm and worm wheel, 32
Worm gear, 32
Wrecking bar, 7

Yard and stay tackle, 13

rovsmieR 17
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